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Abstract
In the first part we construct algorithms (over Q) which we apply to solve S-unit, Mordell, cubic
Thue, cubic Thue–Mahler and generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations. As a byproduct we obtain
alternative practical approaches for various classical Diophantine problems, including the fundamental
problem of finding all elliptic curves over Q with good reduction outside a given finite set of rational
primes. The first type of our algorithms uses modular symbols, and the second type combines explicit
height bounds with efficient sieves. In particular we construct a refined sieve for S-unit equations
which combines Diophantine approximation techniques of de Weger with new geometric ideas. To
illustrate the utility of our algorithms we determined the solutions of large classes of equations,
containing many examples of interest which are out of reach for the known methods. In addition
we used the resulting data to motivate various conjectures and questions, including Baker’s explicit
abc-conjecture and a new conjecture on S-integral points of any hyperbolic genus one curve over Q.
In the second part we establish new results for certain old Diophantine problems (e.g. the differ-
ence of squares and cubes) related to Mordell equations, and we prove explicit height bounds for cubic
Thue, cubic Thue–Mahler and generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations. As a byproduct, we obtain
here an alternative proof of classical theorems of Baker, Coates and Vinogradov–Sprindzˇuk. In fact
we get refined versions of their theorems, which improve the actual best results in many fundamental
cases. We also conduct some effort to work out optimized height bounds for S-unit and Mordell
equations which are used in our algorithms of the first part. Our results and algorithms all ultimately
rely on the method of Faltings (Arakelov, Parsˇin, Szpiro) combined with the Shimura–Taniyama
conjecture, and they all do not use lower bounds for linear forms in (elliptic) logarithms.
In the third part we solve the problem of constructing an efficient sieve for the S-integral points
of bounded height on any elliptic curve E over Q with given Mordell–Weil basis of E(Q). Here we
combine a geometric interpretation of the known elliptic logarithm reduction (initiated by Zagier)
with several conceptually new ideas. The resulting “elliptic logarithm sieve” is crucial for some of
our algorithms of the first part. Moreover, it considerably extends the class of elliptic Diophantine
equations which can be solved in practice: To demonstrate this we solved many notoriously difficult
equations by combining our sieve with known height bounds based on the theory of logarithmic forms.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we combine the method of Faltings [Fal83] (Arakelov, Parsˇin, Szpiro) with
the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture [Wil95, TW95, BCDT01] in order to study various
classical Diophantine problems, including S-unit equations, Mordell equations, cubic Thue
equations, cubic Thue–Mahler equations and generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations.
We now begin to discuss the Diophantine equations. Let S be a finite set of rational
prime numbers. Write NS = 1 if S is empty and NS =
∏
p∈S p otherwise. We denote by
O× the units of O = Z[1/NS ] and we consider the S-unit equation
x+ y = 1, (x, y) ∈ O× ×O×. (1.1)
Many important Diophantine conjectures can be reduced to the study of S-unit equations.
For example, the abc-conjecture of Masser–Oesterle´ is equivalent to a certain height bound
for the solutions of (1.1). On using Diophantine approximations in the style of Thue and
Siegel, Mahler [Mah33] showed that (1.1) has only finitely many solutions. Furthermore
there already exists a practical method of de Weger [dW89] which solves S-unit equations
by using the theory of logarithmic forms [BW07], see Section 3.2. For a detailed discussion
of (general) S-unit equations we refer to the recent book of Evertse–Gyo˝ry [EG15]. Next
we take a nonzero a ∈ O and we consider the Mordell equation
y2 = x3 + a, (x, y) ∈ O ×O. (1.2)
This Diophantine equation is a priori more difficult than (1.1). Further, if O = Z then
resolving (1.2) is equivalent to solving the classical problem, going back at least to Bachet
(1621), of finding all perfect squares and perfect cubes with given difference. In the case
O = Z, Mordell [Mor22, Mor23] showed finiteness of (1.2) via Diophantine approxima-
tion, and Baker–Davenport [Bak68a, BD69] and Masser, Zagier [Mas75, Zag87] introduced
practical approaches solving (1.2) via the theory of logarithmic forms (see Section 4). Fur-
thermore we shall see that a special class of Mordell equations (1.2) covers in particular any
generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation discussed in (1.6) below. Finally, we let m ∈ O
be nonzero and we suppose that f ∈ O[x, y] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree three
with nonzero discriminant. Consider the cubic Thue equation
f(x, y) = m, (x, y) ∈ O ×O. (1.3)
Thue (1909) proved that (1.3) has only finitely many solutions in the case O = Z. In
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general, equation (1.3) is essentially equivalent to the cubic Thue–Mahler equation re-
called in (1.5) below. Baker–Davenport [Bak68a, BD69] and Tzanakis–de Weger [TdW89,
TdW92] obtained practical approaches solving in particular cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler
equations via the theory of logarithmic forms [BW07], see also the discussions in Section 5.
1.1 Algorithms
We construct two types of algorithms which we use to solve S-unit equations (1.1), Mordell
equations (1.2), cubic Thue equations (1.3), cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5) and gener-
alized Ramanujan–Nagell equations (1.6). Both types do not use the theory of logarithmic
forms. Before we discuss our algorithms in more detail, we describe the general strategy.
1.1.1 General strategy
As in [vK13b] we use the method of Faltings (Arakelov, Parsˇin, Szpiro) which in our
situation is applied as follows: Let Y (O) be the set of solutions of any of the above
equations. Then there is an effective map φ (Parsˇin construction) from Y (O) to the set
M(T ) of isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over a controlled open T ⊂ Spec(Z),
φ : Y (O)→M(T ).
Here effective means that one can compute φ−1(E) for each E in M(T ). To determine
Y (O), it thus suffices to compute M(T ) (effective Shafarevich theorem). For this pur-
pose we use two types of algorithms: The first type applies Cremona’s algorithm [Cre97]
involving modular symbols, and the second type combines our optimized height bounds
(see Section 1.2.4) with efficient sieves. Both types of algorithms crucially rely on a ge-
ometric version of the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture [BCDT01, Thm A] using inter alia
the Tate conjecture [Fal83, Thm 4], and on isogeny estimates based on the method of
Mazur [Maz78, Ken82] or Faltings [Fal83, Ray85]. In fact the strategy of combining mod-
ularity with Faltings’ method gives effective finiteness results for considerably more general
Diophantine problems, see [vK13b, vKK]. However in the present paper we focus on opti-
mizing the strategy for the fundamental Diophantine equations appearing in the title, and
in the future we plan to work out algorithms for other Diophantine problems of interest.
1.1.2 Algorithms via modular symbols
We next discuss in more detail our first type of algorithms. They crucially rely on Cre-
mona’s algorithm [Cre97] using modular symbols in order to compute all elliptic curves
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over Q of given conductor. This allows to determine M(T ), since the curves in M(T )
have bounded conductor. Then we compute Y (O) by enumerating φ−1(E) for each E in
φ(Y (O)). Here we exploit that the maps φ are effective by classical constructions going
back at least to Cayley, Mordell and Frey–Hellegouarch. To illustrate the utility of our first
type of algorithms we computed several examples. For instance we solved the S-unit equa-
tion (1.1) for all sets S with NS ≤ 20000, and we solved several Mordell equations (1.2).
In fact, as already pointed out in [vK13b, Sect 1.1.2], our first type of algorithms can in
principle solve any Diophantine equation inducing integral points on a moduli scheme of
elliptic curves with an effective Parsˇin construction φ, see (1.4) and Section 4.2.6. This
class of equations contains in particular all equations considered in this paper. Here we
mention that the possibility of solving certain cubic Thue–Mahler equations via modu-
lar symbols was already discussed in Bennett–Dahmen [BD13, §14], see also the recent
works of Kim [Kim16] and Bennett–Billerey [BB16]. Our first type of algorithms is very
fast for “small” parameters, since in this case we can use Cremona’s database listing all
elliptic curves over Q of conductor at most 350000 (as of August 2014). In particular
these algorithms directly benefit from the ongoing extension of such databases. However
the approach via modular symbols can usually not compete with the actual most efficient
methods solving our equations of interest. Thus we worked out a second type of algorithms.
1.1.3 Algorithms via height bounds
We now give a more detailed description of our second type of algorithms. They rely on
an effective Shafarevich theorem in the form of explicit bounds for the Faltings height hF
on M(T ). The space M(T ) can be very complicated and it is usually a difficult task to
compute M(T ), see the discussions surrounding (1.4). Hence instead of first computing
M(T ) and then Y (O) = φ−1(M(T )), we often directly work with Y (O) by using that
the height φ∗hF is bounded on Y (O). This has the advantage that we can exploit extra
structures on Y (O) in order to construct efficient sieves for solutions of bounded height.
S-unit equation. To solve S-unit equations (1.1) it is natural to consider the set Σ(S)
of solutions of (1.1) modulo symmetry. Here solutions (x, y) and (x′, y′) of (1.1) are called
symmetric if x′ or y′ lies in {x, 1x ,
1
1−x}. One can directly write down all solutions which
are symmetric to a given solution and thus it suffices to determine Σ(S) in order to solve
(1.1). In fact the number of solutions of (1.1) is either zero or 6|Σ(S)|−3 where |Σ| denotes
the cardinality of a set Σ. For any n ∈ Z≥1 we denote by S(n) the set of the n smallest
rational primes. Our Algorithm 3.14 allows to efficiently solve (1.1), even for sets S with
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relatively large |S|. To demonstrate this we solved large classes of S-unit equations (1.1)
by using Algorithm 3.14. In particular, we obtained the following result.
Theorem A. Suppose that n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 16}. Then the cardinality # of the set Σ(S(n))
is given in the following table.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
# 1 4 17 63 190 545 1433 3649
n 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
# 8828 20015 44641 95358 199081 412791 839638 1234567
We mention that among all sets S of cardinality n the set S(n) is usually the most difficult
case for solving (1.1). In [Zag91, §10], Zagier explained that the cardinality of Σ(S) plays
an important role in certain questions on polylogarithms. In particular he states a table
attributed to Gross–Vojta, which for each n ∈ {1, . . . , 8} lists a lower bound for the
cardinality of Σ(S(n)). Theorem A proves that the entries of this table are not only lower
bounds, but in fact the correct values. Further we point out that the cases n ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
in Theorem A are not new. They were previously known by the work of de Weger [dW87,
Thm 5.4]. Our Algorithm 3.14 substantially improves de Weger’s method in [dW87] in
the following sense: Instead of using inequalities based on the theory of logarithmic forms
as done by de Weger, we apply our optimized height bounds (see Section 1.2.4). These
optimized bounds are strong enough such that we can omit de Weger’s reduction process.
Then to enumerate all solutions of (1.1) of bounded height, we use de Weger’s sieve
which is efficient as long as |S| is small (e.g. |S| < 6). To deal efficiently with sets S of
larger cardinality, we were forced to introduce new ideas: In Section 3.2.2 we take into
account certain geometric considerations to construct a refined sieve, and in Section 3.2.3
we develop a refined enumeration algorithm for solutions of (1.1) with very small height.
Our new ideas are crucial to efficiently solve (1.1) for sets S with |S| ≥ 6. Furthermore we
prove that our refinements are substantial in the sense that they considerably improve the
running time in theory and in practice, see (3.8) and Section 3.2.6. In general we conducted
some effort to optimize Algorithm 3.14. We refer to Section 3.2.5 where we explain and
motivate our optimizations. Also we developed a method which (automatically) chooses
parameters that are close to optimal in the generic case. This was necessary to obtain our
database D1 listing the solutions of the S-unit equation (1.1) for many distinct sets S,
including all sets S with NS ≤ 10
7 and all sets S ⊆ S(16).
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Theorem B. For each finite set of rational primes S considered in D1, the database D1
contains all solutions of the S-unit equation (1.1).
Another useful feature of Algorithm 3.14 is that it allows to prove properties of abc-triples
with bounded radical. For example, on using our algorithm we verified Baker’s explicit
abc-conjecture [Bak04, Conj 4] for all abc-triples with radical at most 107 or with radical
composed of primes in S(16). Furthermore we used our database D1 to motivate several
new questions. In particular, in view of the construction of the refined sieve, we make the
following conjecture describing a property of integral points of P1Z − {0, 1,∞} which is
rather unexpected from a general Diophantine geometry perspective.
Conjecture 1. There exists c ∈ Z with the following property: If n ∈ Z≥1 then any finite
set of rational primes S with |S| ≤ n satisfies |Σ(S)| ≤ |Σ(S(n))|+ c.
Theorem B shows that Conjecture 1 holds with c = 0 for all sets S in D1 and this motivates
to ask whether any set of rational primes S with |S| ≤ n satisfies |Σ(S)| ≤ |Σ(S(n))|? We
remark that additional applications of Algorithm 3.14 are given in Section 3.2.6. To con-
clude the discussion we point out that the geometric main idea (described in Section 3.2.2)
underlying our refined sieve is applicable in many other situations where sieves of de Weger
type are applied. Here one can mention for example the practical resolution of S-unit and
Thue–Mahler equations over number fields. We leave this for the future.
Mordell equation. To solve the Mordell equation (1.2) via height bounds, we con-
structed Algorithm 4.4. Generically, this algorithm allows to deal efficiently with huge
parameters. To illustrate this feature we used Algorithm 4.4 to create our database D2
listing the solutions of (1.2) for large classes of pairs (a, S) with a ∈ Z − {0}, including
the classes {|a| ≤ 10, S ⊆ S(105)}, {|a| ≤ 100, S ⊆ S(103)} and {|a| ≤ 104, S ⊆ S(300)}.
Theorem C. For each pair (a, S) considered in D2, the database D2 contains all solutions
of the Mordell equation (1.2) defined by (a, S).
Here we point out that Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ98] already established the important
special case {|a| ≤ 104, S = ∅} by using their algorithm [GPZ94] based on the elliptic log-
arithm approach introduced by Masser and Zagier. Algorithm 4.4 substantially improves
the latter approach for (1.2) in the following sense: Instead of using inequalities based on
the theory of logarithmic forms, we apply our optimized height bounds (see Section 1.2.4).
Our bounds are considerably stronger in practice, which leads to significant running time
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improvements as illustrated in Section 4.2.3. Then to enumerate all solutions of (1.2) with
bounded height, we use the elliptic logarithm sieve constructed in Section 11. Here our
construction combines a geometric interpretation of the known elliptic logarithm reduction
with conceptually new ideas described in Section 11.1. The elliptic logarithm sieve is very
efficient and it considerably improves in all aspects (see Section 11.9.1) the known meth-
ods enumerating solutions of (1.2). However, our sieve requires an explicit Mordell–Weil
basis of the group Ea(Q) associated to the elliptic curve Ea defined by (1.2). While it is
usually possible to determine such a basis in practice, there is so far no general effective
method. In fact the dependence on a Mordell–Weil basis is a disadvantage of Algorithm 4.4
compared to the classical approach of Baker–Davenport which can be applied in the im-
portant case S = ∅. Their approach is very efficient in solving (1.2) for varying a ∈ Z−{0}
with |a| at most some given bound, see Bennett–Ghadermarzi [BG13]. On the other hand,
an advantage of Algorithm 4.4 over the known algorithms is that it can efficiently solve
(1.2) for large sets S. This feature allows to study the Diophantine problem for hyper-
bolic curves described in the next paragraph. Other important features of Algorithm 4.4
are the following: It can efficiently solve (1.2) for parameters a with huge height and its
underlying correctness proofs are complete (even when 2 ∈ S or when S contains bad re-
duction primes of Ea). For example these two features are crucial to efficiently determine
all elliptic curves over Spec(Z)− S by solving certain equations (1.2), see below.
Points of hyperbolic curves. Suppose that T and B are nonempty open subschemes
of Spec(Z), and assume that T ⊆ B. Let Y → B be an arbitrary hyperbolic curve of genus
g, see for example [Moc04, p.81] for the definition. We denote by Y (T ) the set of T -points
of Y and we now consider the following Diophantine problem.
Problem. Describe the set Y (T ) in terms of T , with T ⊆ B varying.
If g ≥ 2 then a result of Faltings [Fal83] implies that the cardinality of Y (T ) is uniformly
bounded in terms of T , which in some sense solves the problem for g ≥ 2. Over the last
decades the case g = 0 was successfully studied by many authors, including Bombieri,
Erdo¨s, Evertse, Gyo˝ry, Moree, Silverman, Stewart, Tijdeman [Eve84, EST88, EGST88,
BMP97, EMST03] and more recently Harper, Konyagin, Lagarias, Soundararajan [KS07,
LS12, Har11]. However the situation completely changes for g = 1. In this case, the problem
is essentially not investigated in the literature and is widely open. On using Algorithm 4.4
we study the problem for the families of hyperbolic genus one curves defined by Mordell
equations (1.2) and cubic Thue equations (1.3). In particular, motivated by Theorem C
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and the construction of the elliptic logarithm sieve, we propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2. There are constants ca and cr, depending only on a and r respectively,
such that any finite nonempty set of rational primes S satisfies |Ya(O)| ≤ ca|S|
cr .
Here Ya(O) denotes the set of solutions of the Mordell equation (1.2) defined by (a, S)
and r is the rank of the free part of the finitely generated abelian group Ea(Q). The con-
jectured bound is polynomial in terms of |S|, while as far as we know all conjectures and
results in the literature provide exponential bounds such as in Evertse–Silverman [ES86].
We construct an infinite family of sets S[b] which shows that the exponent cr has to be
at least rr+2 . Furthermore Theorem C strongly indicates that cr =
r
r+2 would be still far
from optimal for many sets S of interest, including the sets S(n). On taking into account
Theorem C, we ask whether one can replace in Conjecture 2 the quantity |S| by the loga-
rithm of the largest prime in S? We motivate this question by constructing a probabilistic
model. Together with a classical Diophantine approximation result of Siegel (1929) and
known estimates for the de Bruijn function, this model predicts a bound for |Ya(O)| in
terms of S which would be optimal in view of the family S[b].
Effective Shafarevich theorem. Now we take T = Spec(Z)−S and we identifyM(T )
with the set M(S) of Q-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over Q with good reduction
outside S. In the 1960s Shafarevich showed thatM(S) is finite: He reduced the problem to
Mordell equations (1.2) and then he applied Diophantine approximations. Coates [Coa70b]
made Shafarevich’s proof effective by using the theory of logarithmic forms. In fact there
already exist several practical methods which allow to determine the space M(S). We
refer to Section 4.2.5 for an overview. On combining Shafarevich’s reduction with our Al-
gorithm 4.4 for Mordell equations (1.2), we obtain Algorithm 4.6 which allows to compute
M(S). To illustrate the practicality of our approach, we determined the space M(S) for
each set S ∈ S. Here S is a family of sets which contains in particular the set S(5) and all
sets S withNS ≤ 103. Motivated by our data, we conjecture that one can replace in Conjec-
ture 1 the moduli scheme P1Z[1/2]−{0, 1,∞} of Legendre elliptic curves by the moduli stack
M1,1 of elliptic curves. In other words for any n ∈ Z≥1 our conjecture says that among all
sets S with |S| ≤ n the cardinality of M(S) is maximal (up to an absolute constant) when
S = S(n). For many sets S ∈ S it seems that computing the space M(S) is out of reach
for the known methods, see the discussions in Section 4.2.5. In particular, our approach
is significantly more efficient than the method of Cremona–Lingham [CL07]. They use a
different reduction to Mordell equations (1.2) which involves j-invariants, and then they
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solve (1.2) via the algorithm of Petho˝–Zimmer–Gebel–Herrmann [PZGH99] based on the
theory of logarithmic forms. The input of Algorithm 4.6 requires a Mordell–Weil basis of
Ea(Q) for 2 ·6
|S| distinct integers a. Thus our approach is not practical for large |S|. Next,
we mention that the problem of explicitly describing the space
M(T ) =M(S) (1.4)
is of interest for many reasons. For instance, in [vK13b] the moduli formalism was used to
reduce many Diophantine problems to the study ofM(T ). On combining this strategy with
our database listing the setM(T ) =M(S) for S ∈ S, we can directly solve any Diophantine
problem inducing T -points on moduli schemes Y of elliptic curves with effective Parsˇin
construction φ : Y (T ) → M(T ); see Section 4.2.6 for details and explicit examples. Here
it suffices to know the image of φ in M(T ), which is often much smaller than the whole
spaceM(T ). Taking this into account, we simplified and optimized the strategy for several
classical Diophantine problems. In particular, we worked out the cases of cubic Thue
equations (1.3), cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5) and generalized Ramanujan–Nagell
equations (1.6). This led to the following algorithms and results.
Thue equation. We constructed Algorithm 5.4 which allows to solve the cubic Thue
equation (1.3). Our approach is efficient in the generic case and it can deal with large sets
S. To illustrate this we used Algorithm 5.4 in order to compile the database D3 containing
the solutions of (1.3) for large classes of parameter triples (f, S,m), where m ∈ Z is
nonzero and f ∈ Z[x, y] is homogeneous of degree three with nonzero discriminant ∆ (see
Section 8). In particular our database D3 covers all (f, S,m) such thatm = 1 and such that
(∆, S) lies in {|∆| ≤ 104, S ⊆ S(100)}, {|∆| ≤ 100, S ⊆ S(103)} or {|∆| ≤ 20, S ⊆ S(105)};
see Section 5.3.2 for more information and additional examples.
Theorem D. For each triple (f, S,m) considered in D3, the database D3 contains all
solutions of the cubic Thue equation (1.3) defined by (f, S,m).
This gives in particular a new proof of several results in the literature (see Section 5)
which determined the solutions of specific cubic Thue equations (1.3). Furthermore The-
orem D motivates new conjectures and questions on the number of solutions of (1.3), see
Section 5.3.2. We next describe the main ingredients of Algorithm 5.4. As in [vK13b, Sect
7.4] we reduce the problem to Mordell equations: This reduction uses classical invariant
theory which provides an explicit morphism ϕ : X → Y over T = Spec(O), where X and
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Y are the closed subschemes of A2T given by the Thue equation (1.3) and by the Mordell
equation (1.2) with a = 432∆m2 respectively. Then we compute Y (T ) using our Algo-
rithm 4.4 for Mordell equations and we apply triangular decomposition in order to finally
determine X(T ) = ϕ−1(Y (T )). Here we recall that Algorithm 4.4 requires a Mordell–Weil
basis of Ea(Q). Although it turned out that it is usually possible to determine such a ba-
sis in practice, the dependence on a Mordell–Weil basis is a disadvantage of our approach
compared to the known methods discussed in Section 5. On the other hand, an advantage
of our approach is that it can solve (1.3) for huge sets S. Here it seems that already sets
S with |S| ≥ 10 are out of reach for the known methods solving (1.3).
Thue–Mahler equation. Let f ∈ O[x, y] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree three
with nonzero discriminant ∆, and let m ∈ O be nonzero. We constructed Algorithm 5.5
which allows in particular to solve the classical cubic Thue–Mahler equation
f(x, y) = mz, (1.5)
where x, y, z ∈ Z with z ∈ O× and gcd(x, y) = 1. To demonstrate the practicality of our
approach, we used Algorithm 5.5 in order to create the database D4 listing the solutions
of (1.5) for many triples (f, S,m) with m = 1 and f ∈ Z[x, y] as above. In particular
D4 covers all such triples with (∆, S) in {|∆| ≤ 3000, S ⊆ S(2)}, {|∆| ≤ 10
3, S ⊆ S(3)},
{|∆| ≤ 100, S ⊆ S(4)} or {|∆| ≤ 16, S ⊆ S(5)}; see Section 5.3.2 for more information.
Theorem E. For each triple (f, S,m) considered in D4, the database D4 contains all
solutions of the cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) defined by (f, S,m).
We mention that D4 contains in addition the solutions of (1.5) for various other (f, S,m) of
interest, including cases with S = S(6). In fact Theorem E gives in particular a new proof
of several results in the literature (see Section 5) which solved specific equations (1.5). We
next describe the main ingredients of Algorithm 5.5. On using an elementary standard
reduction, we reduce (1.5) to 3|S| distinct cubic Thue equations (1.3) and these equations
are then solved via Algorithm 5.4. Here the applications of Algorithm 5.4 require 3|S|
distinct Mordell–Weil bases. Hence our approach is not practical when |S| is large. However
for small |S| it turned out that it is usually possible to determine the required Mordell–Weil
bases and then our approach is indeed efficient as illustrated in Section 5.3.2.
Generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations. Let now b and c be arbitrary nonzero
elements of O. On using our approach for Mordell equations (1.2), we obtained Algo-
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rithm 6.2 which allows to solve the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation
x2 + b = cy, (x, y) ∈ O ×O×. (1.6)
There is a vast literature devoted to the study of (special cases of) this Diophantine prob-
lem. See for example the results, discussions and references in Bugeaud–Shorey [BS01],
Bennett–Skinner [BS04, Sect 8] and Saradha–Srinivasan [SS08]. To illustrate the practi-
cality of our approach, we used Algorithm 6.2 in order to create the database D5 listing
the solutions of (1.6) for many triples (b, c, S) with c = 1 and b ∈ Z − {0}. In particular
our database D5 covers all such triples with (b, S) contained in {|b| ≤ 12, S ⊆ S(5)},
{|b| ≤ 35, S ⊆ S(4)}, {|b| ≤ 250, S ⊆ S(3)} or {|b| ≤ 103, S ⊆ S(2)}.
Theorem F. For each triple (b, c, S) considered in D5, the database D5 contains all solu-
tions of the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6) defined by (b, c, S).
This theorem gives in particular a new proof of many results in the literature (see Sec-
tion 6.2) which solved special cases of (1.6). If b ∈ Z is nonzero and c = 1, then Petho˝–de
Weger [PdW86] obtained a practical approach to find all solutions (x, y) of (1.6) with
x, y ∈ Z≥0. Their method involves binary recurrence sequences and the theory of logarith-
mic forms. Our approach is completely different: On using an elementary construction, we
reduce (1.6) to certain Mordell equations (1.2) which we then solve via Algorithm 4.4. Here
the involved Mordell curves usually have huge height. This is no problem for Algorithm 4.4
and it turned out that the bottleneck of our approach is finding the 3|S| distinct Mordell–
Weil bases required for the applications of Algorithm 4.4. In light of this, we worked out
a refinement of Algorithm 6.2 in the following special case of (1.6). For arbitrary nonzero
b, c, d in Z with d ≥ 2, consider the classical Diophantine problem
x2 + b = cdn, (x, n) ∈ Z× Z. (1.7)
Now, the crucial advantage of our refinement (see Algorithm 6.3) is that it only requires
three distinct Mordell–Weil bases in order to find all solutions of (1.7). On using Algo-
rithm 6.3, we solved (1.7) for all triples (7, 1, d) with d ≤ 888; we note that here the
case d = 2 corresponds to the classical Ramanujan–Nagell equation. Furthermore, in Sec-
tion 6.2.1 we worked out additional applications of Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3. For example,
we apply our approach to the problem of finding all coprime S-units x, y ∈ Z with x+ y
a square or a cube. Here we solve several new cases of this problem. Also, we show that
our approach is a useful tool to study conjectures of Terai on Pythagorean triples.
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1.2 Diophantine problems related to Mordell equations
We next discuss certain old Diophantine problems which are related to Mordell equa-
tions (1.2). After presenting new results for primitive solutions of (1.2), we state a corol-
lary on the greatest prime divisor of the difference of coprime squares and cubes. We
also give new height bounds for the solutions of cubic Thue equations (1.3), cubic Thue–
Mahler equations (1.5) and generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations (1.6). As a byprod-
uct, we obtain in this section alternative proofs of classical theorems of Baker [Bak68a],
Coates [Coa69, Coa70a, Coa70b] and Vinogradov–Sprindzˇuk [VS68].
1.2.1 Primitive solutions of Mordell equations
Following Bombieri–Gubler [BG06, 12.5.2], we say that (x, y) ∈ Z × Z is primitive if ±1
are the only n ∈ Z with n6 dividing gcd(x3, y2). In particular (x, y) ∈ Z × Z is primitive
if x, y are coprime. To measure the number a ∈ O and the finite set S, we take
aS = 1728N
2
S
∏
pmin(2,ordp(a))
with the product extended over all rational primes p /∈ S. Let h be the usual logarithmic
Weil height [BG06, p.16], with h(n) = log|n| for n ∈ Z− {0}. Building on the arguments
of [vK13b, Cor 7.4], we establish the following result (take µ = 0 in Theorem 7.2).
Theorem G. Let a ∈ Z be nonzero. Assume that y2 = x3 + a has a solution in Z × Z
which is primitive. Then any (x, y) ∈ O ×O with y2 = x3 + a satisfies
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ aS log aS .
We now discuss several aspects of this result. A useful feature of Theorem G is that it does
not involve |a|. To illustrate this we take n ∈ Z≥1, we let Fn be the infinite family of integers
a with radical rad(a) at most n, and we put a∗ = a∅. Then it holds a∗ ≤ 1728rad(a)
2 and
Theorem 7.2 with µ = 0 directly implies the following corollary.
Corollary H. For any integer n ≥ 1, the set of primitive (x, y) ∈ Z×Z with y2−x3 ∈ Fn is
finite and can in principle be determined. Furthermore if a ∈ Z satisfies log|a| ≥ a∗ log a∗,
then there are no primitive (x, y) ∈ Z× Z with y2 − x3 = a.
It holds that (3m3n)2 = (2m2n)3 + m6n for all m,n ∈ Z. Hence we see that one can
not remove the assumption in Theorem G. However, one can weaken the assumption by
considering a certain class of (almost primitive) solutions of (1.2) which fits into Szpiro’s
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small points philosophy [Szp86]; see Theorem 7.2 and the discussions given there.
We also deduce Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4 on the difference of perfect squares and perfect
cubes. On taking for example ε = 110 in Corollary 7.4, one obtains the following result.
Corollary I. Suppose that x, y ∈ Z are coprime, and write X = max(|x|, |y|). Then the
greatest rational prime divisor p of y2 − x3 exceeds (1− 110) log logX − 20.
This improves the old theorem of Coates [Coa70b, Thm 2] in which he established the
lower bound 10−3(log logX)1/4. Similarly our Corollary 7.3 refines [Coa70b, Thm 1].
Comparison with literature. We point out that Coates’ method, which uses early
estimates for logarithmic forms, is completely different to the method applied in this
paper. In fact it is possible to prove a weaker version of our Theorem 7.2 and to improve
Coates’ results [Coa70b, Thm 1 and 2] by using more recent estimates for logarithmic
forms. However, it turns out that without introducing new ideas the actual best lower
bounds for linear forms in logarithms (see Baker–Wu¨stholz [BW07] for an overview) do
not give inequalities as strong as those provided by Theorem 7.2 and Corollaries 7.3
and 7.4. For example, let us consider our asymptotic version of Corollary I established in
Corollary 7.4. For any ε > 0 this version gives that the prime p in Corollary I exceeds
α log logX + β, α = 1− ε, (1.8)
where β denotes an effective constant depending only on ε. This improves the actual best
factor α = 184 − ε contained in the general result of Bugeaud [Bug00, Thm 2], which was
proven by using inter alia a direct and ingenious reduction to lower bounds for logarithmic
forms. Here it seems possible that one can slightly improve the factor α = 184 − ε by
updating Bugeaud’s approach with the actual best lower bounds for logarithmic forms.
However, the presence of the usual quantity h(α1) · . . . ·h(αn) in these lower bounds shows
that this approach will always produce a factor α which is smaller than 136 − ε. In view of
this, our result (1.8) seems to be out of reach for the present state of the art in the theory
of logarithmic forms. See also the related discussions given at the end of Section 7.
Idea of proof. To prove our results for primitive solutions of (1.2), we go into the proof
of [vK13b, Cor 7.4] which combines the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture with the method
of Faltings (Arakelov, Parsˇin, Szpiro) as outlined in Section 1.1.1; see also Section 1.2.4.
Then we exploit that primitive solutions of (1.2) induce, via the Parsˇin construction φ,
elliptic curves with useful extra properties. For instance, to obtain the factor α = 1 − ε
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in (1.8), we use that the Parsˇin construction φ maps coprime solutions to elliptic curves
which have semistable reduction over Z[1/6]. The corollaries are then direct consequences
of our results for primitive/coprime solutions and of the prime number theorem.
1.2.2 Height bounds for cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations
Baker [Bak68a] applied his theory of logarithmic forms in order to establish in particular
an effective finiteness result for any cubic Thue equation (1.3) in the case when O = Z. In
the general case (1.3) is essentially equivalent to the cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5).
Mahler [Mah33] showed via Diophantine approximations that (1.5) has only finitely many
solutions. Furthermore Coates [Coa69, Coa70a] and Vinogradov–Sprindzˇuk [VS68] inde-
pendently proved effective finiteness via the theory of logarithmic forms. We refer to
Baker–Wu¨stholz [BW07] and Evertse–Gyo˝ry [EG15, EG16] for an overview on generaliza-
tions and improvements of finiteness results for Thue and Thue–Mahler equations.
Height bounds. A new effective finiteness proof for any cubic Thue equation (1.3) was
obtained in [vK13b]. On working out explicitly the arguments of [vK13b, Sect 7.4], we
get explicit height bounds for the solutions of cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations.
To state our results we denote by h(f −m) the maximum of the logarithmic Weil heights
of the coefficients of the polynomial f − m ∈ O[x, y]. We put a = 432∆m2 with ∆ the
discriminant of f . The next corollary may be viewed as a refinement of [vK13b, Thm 7.1]
in the case of moduli schemes (see Section 4.2.6) corresponding to (1.3) or (1.5).
Corollary J. The following statements hold.
(i) Define the number n by putting n = 2 if f,m ∈ Z[x, y] and n = 10 otherwise. Then
any solution (x, y) of the cubic Thue equation (1.3) satisfies
max
(
h(x), h(y)
)
≤ aS log aS + 43nh(f −m).
(ii) If (x, y, z) is a solution of the cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) then
max
(
h(x), h(y), 13h(z)
)
≤ 2aS log aS + 86nh(f −m).
In Corollary 8.2 we shall establish a more precise version of Corollary J which provides
sharper but more complicated bounds. Furthermore we shall show in Corollary 8.2 that
statement (ii) holds more generally for any primitive solution (x, y, z) of the general cubic
Thue–Mahler equation (1.5); the definition of such solutions is given in Definition 5.1.
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Comparison with literature. We now compare Corollary J with corresponding results
in the literature. On using the theory of logarithmic forms, Bugeaud–Gyo˝ry [BG96, Thm
3 and 4], Bugeaud [Bug98, Thm 3], Gyo˝ry–Yu [GY06, Thm 3] and Juricevic [Jur08, §4.2]
obtained the actual best height bounds1 for the solutions of (1.3) and (1.5). We do not
state these rather complicated bounds, but we mention that each of them has certain
advantages and disadvantages. To compare these results with Corollary J, we may and do
assume that f ∈ Z[x, y] and m ∈ Z. Then it follows that
aS ≤ 2
835∆2
(
rad(m)NS
)2
where ∆2 = min
(
rad(∆)2, |∆|
)
, and standard height arguments lead to |∆| ≤ 35H4 for
H = maxi|ai| the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients ai of f . Therefore
Corollary J gives estimates which are asymptotically of the form H4 logH, improving the
actual best bounds (H logH)4 in terms of H. In particular in the classical case, when m
is fixed (usually m = 1) and O = Z, our Corollary J improves the actual best results
in all aspects. Furthermore Corollary J improves the known estimates in terms of S for
infinitely many sets S, including all sets S with |S| ≤ 3. On the other hand, our results
are worse in terms of m and the bound [GY06, (12)] is significantly better in terms of S
for infinitely many sets S including all sets S = S(n) with n large. Finally we mention
that our estimates (see also Corollary 8.2) involve small absolute constants and hence they
considerably improve the actual best height bounds for all parameters which are not that
large. This might be of interest for the practical resolution of (1.3) and (1.5).
Idea of proof. Following [vK13b, Sect 7.4], we deduce our height bounds for cubic Thue
equations (1.3) from a result for Mordell equations (Theorem 7.2) discussed above. This
deduction uses classical invariant theory which provides an explicit morphism ϕ : X → Y
over T = Spec(O), where X and Y are the closed subschemes of A2T given by the Thue
equation (1.3) and by the Mordell equation (1.2) with a = 432∆m2 respectively. Then in
Proposition 8.1 we control the Weil height of any P ∈ X(T ) in terms of the Weil height
of ϕ(P ) ∈ Y (T ). To prove Proposition 8.1 we apply inter alia an effective arithmetic
Nullstellensatz over the hypersurface in A3T given by f − mz
3. In fact we use here the
Nullstellensatz of D’Andrea–Krick–Sombra [DKS13] which leads to small constants. Fi-
nally, we deduce our height bounds for cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5) by invoking an
elementary standard construction which reduces (1.5) to Thue equations (1.3). Alterna-
1We point out that these results hold for Diophantine equations which are considerably more general
than (1.3) and (1.5), and some of these results deal moreover with arbitrary number fields.
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tively, one can obtain explicit height bounds for the solutions of (1.3) and (1.5) by directly
applying [vK13b, Thm 7.1] with suitable moduli problems; see Sections 1.2.4 and 4.2.6.
1.2.3 Height bounds for generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations
An elementary construction reduces the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6), and
the more classical special case (1.7), to Mordell equations (1.2). In light of this, results of
Mordell (1922) and Mahler (1933) give finiteness for (1.7) and (1.6) respectively. Moreover
effective finiteness follows from Baker [Bak68b] in the case (1.7) and from Coates [Coa70b]
in the case (1.6). Our height bounds for Mordell equations lead to the following result which
may be viewed as a refinement of [vK13b, Thm 7.1] in the case of moduli schemes (see
Section 4.2.6) corresponding to generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations (1.6).
Corollary K. If (x, y) satisfies the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6), then
max
(
2h(x), h(y)
)
≤ 2aS + h(a) + 3h(c), a = bc
2.
In Corollary 9.1 we shall give a more precise version of this height bound. Furthermore we
shall deduce Corollary 9.3 which provides explicit height bounds for “coprime” u, v ∈ O×
with u + v a square or cube in Q. To discuss an application, we take arbitrary coprime
m,n ∈ Z and we consider the following simple condition in terms of r = rad(mn):
(∗) The natural logarithm of |m| or |n| exceeds (90r)2 log(9r).
Now, the height bounds in Corollary 9.3 imply our next result which shows that condi-
tion (∗) is in fact sufficient to rule out that m+ n is a perfect square or cube.
Corollary L. Suppose that m and n are arbitrary coprime rational integers. If condi-
tion (∗) holds, then m+ n is not a perfect square or cube.
One can obtain versions of our corollaries by using height bounds for the solutions of
Mordell or Thue–Mahler equations which are based on the actual state of the art in the
theory of logarithmic forms. For a comparison of the resulting bounds with our estimates,
we refer to the analogous discussions given above and in Section 10.1.1. We further mention
that the strong abc-conjecture of Masser–Oesterle´ in Remark 3.6 directly implies versions of
our corollaries which are asymptotically considerably better; notice that these implications
are (as usual) not compatible with any exponential version of the abc-conjecture.
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1.2.4 Proof of the height bounds
There is a long tradition of proving effective height bounds for Thue equations, Mordell
equations, Thue–Mahler equations and S-unit equations. In fact during the last few
decades, one conducted quite some effort to refine the initial effective bounds of
Baker [Bak68a, Bak68b], Coates [Coa69, Coa70a, Coa70b] and Gyo˝ry [Gyo˝79]. See for
example [BW07, GY06] for an overview on these refinements which all2 ultimately rely on
the theory of logarithmic forms. We now discuss the strategy underlying the proofs of our
height bounds for the Diophantine problems considered in the present paper. The symbol
(ST) refers to the geometric version of the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture [BCDT01, Thm
A] which relies inter alia on the Tate conjecture [Fal83, Thm 4].
S-unit equation. Let (x, y) be a solution of the S-unit equation (1.1). In the 1990s
Frey [Fre97, p.544] (see also Murty [Mur99]) remarked that (ST) provides an alternative
approach to bound h(x), and in 2011 it was independently shown by Murty–Pasten and
by the first mentioned author that Frey’s ideas together with (ST) lead to effective bounds
for h(x); see [MP13, Thm 1.1] and [vK13b, Cor 7.2]. Here [MP13] works with the coprime
Hecke algebra which leads to h(x)≪ NS logNS , while [vK13b] uses the full Hecke algebra
which in general leads to the (slightly) weaker bound h(x) ≪ NS(logNS)(log logNS).
Since there are also many situations in which the full Hecke algebra provides the best
bounds, we use in this paper the coprime and the full Hecke algebra approach. To work
out the optimized height bounds for Algorithm 3.14, we follow closely the arguments of
[MP13, Thm 1.1] and [vK13b, Cor 7.2] and we conduct some effort to refine the involved
estimates. Asymptotically, the actual best result h(x)≪ N
1/3
S (logNS)
3 is due to Stewart–
Yu [SY01]. However, for all sets S with NS ≤ 2
100 and for many other sets S of practical
interest, our optimized height bounds are considerably stronger than those coming from
the theory of logarithmic forms; see Section 10.1.2. We note that this alternative approach
for S-unit equations (1.1) is in fact (see [vK13b]) a special case of the method of Faltings
(Arakelov, Parsˇin, Szpiro) combined with (ST) as described in Section 1.1.1 above.
Other Diophantine problems. Many classical Diophantine problems can be reduced
to S-unit equations. However in most cases the known (unconditional) reductions involve
number fields larger than Q. In particular one can not combine these reductions with
(unconditional) results for (1.1) in order to deal with the Diophantine problems considered
2Except Bombieri’s refinement (see Bombieri–Cohen [BC97]) of Thue’s method using Diophantine ap-
proximations. This method is relatively new and it is essentially self-contained. So far it leads to height
bounds which are (slightly) worse compared to those coming from the theory of logarithmic forms.
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in the present paper. Instead we use that all these problems induce integral points on
moduli schemes of elliptic curves. Given this observation, we can apply the strategy of
[vK13b, Thm 7.1] which provides explicit height bounds for integral points on moduli
schemes of elliptic curves. This strategy consists of combining (ST) with Faltings’ method
in a way which is similar as described in Section 1.1.1 above. Here important ingredients of
the proof are the height-conductor inequality [vK13b, Prop 6.1] (proven independently in
[MP13, Thm 7.1], see Section 10.5.2) and the moduli formalism. Besides providing a useful
geometrical interpretation of various classical Diophantine problems, the moduli formalism
allows to find new explicit applications of the method. Indeed we discovered many results
of the present paper by searching for moduli schemes with “interesting” defining equations:
Given a priori the information that the equation defines a moduli scheme with effective
Parsˇin construction φ, one can explicitly work out the strategy of [vK13b, Thm 7.1] to get
effective finiteness results; see [vK13b, Sect 7] and Section 4.2.6. Furthermore, a posteriori
one can often obtain here simpler (but less conceptual) proofs by removing the moduli
formalism. In light of the practical purpose of the present article, we conducted some effort
to simplify our proofs as much as possible in the case of Mordell, cubic Thue, cubic Thue–
Mahler and generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations. For instance on working out the
method for the moduli schemes defined by Mordell equations (1.2), one obtains the actual
best height bounds [vK13b, Cor 7.4] for the solutions of (1.2). To prove the optimized
height bounds for Algorithm 4.4, we follow and simplify the arguments of [vK13b, Cor
7.4]. Here we try to optimally estimate the involved quantities. We note that a priori the
arguments of [vK13b, Sect 1-7] prove all our explicit simplified height bounds, but of the
form X(logX)(log logX). To remove here in addition the factor log logX, we go into the
proof of [vK13b, Lem 5.1] and we now use an idea of Murty–Pasten [MP13] involving the
coprime Hecke algebra. Their idea was not known to the author of [vK13b]. However, for
each considered Diophantine problem, there are also many situations in which the full
Hecke algebra approach of [vK13b, Lem 5.1] provides the best bounds. Hence we work out
all our height bounds using the coprime and the full Hecke algebra approach.
1.3 Organization of the paper
Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we briefly discuss some tools which are crucial for
our results and algorithms. In particular, we recall a geometric version of the Shimura–
Taniyama conjecture which relies inter alia on the Tate conjecture.
In Section 3 we present two algorithms for S-unit equations. The first approach via
modular symbols is worked out in Section 3.1. Then in Section 3.2 we conduct some effort
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to construct the second algorithm which uses height bounds. Here, after discussing in
Section 3.2.1 a slight variation of de Weger’s method, we construct our refined sieve in
Section 3.2.2 and we develop a refined enumeration in Section 3.2.3. In Section 3.2.6 we
present various applications of our algorithm via height bounds. In particular, we discuss
our database D1 containing the solutions of large classes of S-unit equations and we use
our data to motivate several Diophantine conjectures related to S-unit equations.
Section 4 contains two algorithms which allow to solve the Mordell equation. The
first approach via modular symbols is worked out in Section 4.1. Then in Section 4.2
we construct the second algorithm via height bounds. Here, after discussing the main
ingredients of our algorithm, including our initial height bounds in Section 4.2.3 and the
elliptic logarithm sieve, we put everything together in Section 4.2.4. We also present various
applications of our algorithm via height bounds. In Section 4.2.5 we apply this algorithm
to study the problem of finding all elliptic curves over Q with good reduction outside
S, and in Section 4.2.6 we solve certain classes of Diophantine equations by combining
our algorithm with the moduli formalism. Then in Section 4.2.7 we discuss our database
D2 containing the solutions of large classes of Mordell equations and we motivate new
conjectures/questions. In Section 4.3 we compare our algorithms with other methods.
In Section 5 we present algorithms for cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations. Our
algorithms use a construction from classical invariant theory which allows to reduce the
Diophantine problems to Mordell equations. After working out some useful properties
of this construction in Section 5.1, we discuss our algorithms via modular symbols in
Section 5.2. Then in Section 5.3 we explain our algorithms via height bounds and we give
various applications. In particular, we discuss in Section 5.3.2 parts of our databases D3
and D4 containing the solutions of large classes of cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations
respectively. In Section 5.4 we compare our algorithms with the known methods.
Section 6 contains two algorithms for the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation. Af-
ter presenting our approach via modular symbols in Section 6.1, we explain the algorithm
via height bounds in Section 6.2 and we discuss some applications including our database
D5. Then we compare our algorithms with the known methods in Section 6.3.
In Sections 7, 8 and 9 we consider certain classical Diophantine problems related to
Mordell equations. In particular, in Section 7 we study properties of (almost) primitive
solutions of Mordell equations and we deduce explicit lower bounds for the largest prime
divisor of the difference of coprime squares and cubes. In Sections 8 and 9 we give new
explicit height bounds for the solutions of cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations and
of generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations. Then in Section 10 we prove our results for
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(almost) primitive solutions and we work out the optimized height bounds for the solutions
of Mordell and S-unit equations which are used in our algorithms.
In Section 11 we construct the elliptic logarithm sieve. It allows to efficiently find all
integral points of bounded height on any elliptic curve E over Q with given Mordell–Weil
basis of E(Q). We refer to the introduction of Section 11 for an overview of the main ideas
of our construction. The elliptic logarithm sieve is of independent interest and thus we
made the presentation of Section 11 independent of the rest of this paper.
Notation. We shall use throughout the following (standard) notations and conventions.
By log we mean the principal value of the natural logarithm. We define the product taken
over the empty set as 1. For any setM , we denote by |M | the (possibly infinite) number of
distinct elements of M . Let f1 and f2 be real valued functions on M . We write f1 = O(f2)
if there is a constant c such that f1 ≤ cf2. Further f1 = Oε(f
ε
2 ) means that for any real
number ε > 0 there is a constant c(ε) depending only on ε such that f1 ≤ c(ε)f
ε
2 . For any
n ∈ Z≥1, we say that E ⊂ R
n is an ellipsoid centered at the origin if E = {x ∈ Rn ; q(x) ≤ c}
for some positive definite quadratic form q : Rn → R and some positive real number c.
We denote by |z| the usual complex absolute value of z ∈ C. If m,n ∈ Z then the
symbol m | n (resp. m ∤ n) means that m divides n (resp. m does not divide n). Further
gcd(a1, . . . , an) denotes the greatest common divisor of a1, . . . , an ∈ Z. The radical of n ∈ Z
is given by rad(n) =
∏
p with the product taken over all rational primes p dividing n. If
α ∈ Q is nonzero and if p is a rational prime, then we write ordp(α) ∈ Z for the order
of p in α. We denote by h(α) the usual absolute logarithmic Weil height of α ∈ Q, with
h(0) = 0 and h(α) = logmax(|m|, |n|) if α = m/n for coprime m,n ∈ Z. Finally for any
real number x ∈ R, we write ⌊x⌋ = max(n ∈ Z ; n ≤ x) and ⌈x⌉ = min(n ∈ Z ; n ≥ x).
Computer, software and algorithms. Unless mentioned otherwise, we used a stan-
dard personal working computer at the MPI Bonn for our computations. Our algorithms
are all implemented in Sage and we shall use functions of the computer algebra systems
Pari [Par15], Sage [Sag15] and Magma [Mag15]. In what follows, we shall sometimes refer
by (PSM) to these computer packages in order to simplify the notation.
For each of our algorithms, we conducted some effort to motivate our constructions (in
theory and in practice), to explain our choice of parameters, to discuss important com-
plexity aspects, to give detailed correctness proofs and to circumvent potential numerical
issues. We shall also list the running times of our algorithms for many examples. The listed
times are always upper bounds. In fact some of them were obtained by using older versions
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of our algorithms, and in many cases the running times would now be significantly better
when using the most recent versions (as of February 2016) of our algorithms.
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Data and earlier versions. The present version of the paper (Feb. 2016) extends in
particular all results and algorithms presented in our earlier versions of the paper (April
2013 and Nov. 2014). However we removed certain applications and discussions of our
algorithms via modular symbols, since they are meanwhile obsolete in view of more recent
results. Our data is uploaded on: https://www.math.u-bordeaux.fr/∼bmatschke/data/.
2 Shimura–Taniyama conjecture
A crucial ingredient for all of our results and algorithms is a (geometric) version of the
Shimura–Taniyama conjecture which relies inter alia on the Tate conjecture. In the case
of our first type of algorithms, another important ingredient is an algorithm of Cremona
using modular symbols. In this section we first introduce some notation and then we briefly
discuss these ingredients in order to emphasize that they do not depend on results proven
by (classical) transcendence or Diophantine approximation techniques.
Let N ≥ 1 be an integer. Consider the classical congruence subgroup Γ0(N) ⊂ SL2(Z),
let X0(N) = X(Γ0(N))Q be the smooth, projective and geometrically connected model
over Q of the modular curve associated to Γ0(N) and denote by S2(Γ0(N)) the complex
vector space of cuspforms of weight 2 with respect to Γ0(N). See for example [DS05] for
the definitions. We denote by J0(N) = Pic
0(X0(N)) the Jacobian variety of X0(N). Let
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TZ be the subring of the endomorphism ring of J0(N), which is generated over Z by the
usual Hecke operators Tn for all n ∈ Z≥1. For any f ∈ S2(Γ0(N)), we denote by an(f) the
n-th Fourier coefficient of f and we say that f is rational if an(f) ∈ Q for all n ∈ Z≥1.
Further, we say that f ∈ S2(Γ0(N)) is a newform (of level N) if a1(f) = 1, if f lies in the
new part of S2(Γ0(N)) and if f is an eigenform for all Hecke operators on S2(Γ0(N)). We
now suppose that f ∈ S2(Γ0(N)) is a rational newform. Let If be the kernel of the ring
homomorphism TZ → Z[{an(f)}] which is induced by Tn 7→ an(f). It turns out that the
image IfJ0(N) of J0(N) under If is connected, and the corresponding quotient
Ef = J0(N)/IfJ0(N)
is an elliptic curve over Q since f is rational. We next define the modular degree and
congruence number of f . On composing the usual embedding X0(N) →֒ J0(N), which
sends the cusp ∞ of X0(N) to the zero element of J0(N), with the natural projection
J0(N) → Ef , we obtain a finite morphism ϕ : X0(N) → Ef of curves over Q. The
modular degree mf of f is defined as the degree of ϕ:
mf = deg(ϕ). (2.1)
The congruence number rf of f is defined as the largest integer such that there exists a
cusp form fc ∈ S2(Γ0(N)) with all Fourier coefficients in Z and
(f, fc) = 0 and an(f) ≡ an(fc) mod (rf ) for all n ∈ Z≥1. (2.2)
Here ( , ) denotes the usual Petersson inner product. Let E(N) be the set of all elliptic
curves E over Q which are of the form E = Ef for some rational newform f ∈ S2(Γ0(N)).
We say that an elliptic curve E over Q is modular if there exists a positive integer N such
that the curve E is Q-isogenous to some elliptic curve in E(N).
For any given N ∈ Z≥1, Cremona’s algorithm [Cre97] computes in particular the co-
efficients of minimal Weierstrass equations of all modular elliptic curves over Q. A short
description of this algorithm may be as follows: One considers X0(N), computes its first
homology using M -symbols (after Manin [Man72]), computes the action of sufficiently
many Hecke operators on it, and determines the one-dimensional eigenspaces with ratio-
nal eigenvalues. By induction on the divisors of N , this yields the rational newforms in
S2(Γ0(N)), and their period lattices allow then to compute the set E(N). Finally on using
a theorem of Mazur [Maz78], one computes all elliptic curves over Q which are Q-isogenous
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to some curve in E(N) and one determines their minimal Weierstrass equations.
Building on the key breakthroughs by Wiles [Wil95] and by Taylor–Wiles [TW95],
the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture was finally established by Breuil–Conrad–Diamond–
Taylor [BCDT01]. This conjecture implies (its geometric version saying) that any elliptic
curve over Q of conductor N is Q-isogenous to some curve in E(N). This implication
uses the Tate conjecture [Fal83, Thm 4]. We point out that Faltings’ proof of the Tate’s
conjecture does not use transcendence theory or classical Diophantine approximations.
3 Algorithms for S-unit equations
Let S be a finite set of rational primes, write NS =
∏
p∈S p and denote by O
× the group
of units of O = Z[1/NS ]. In this section, we are interested to solve the S-unit equation
x+ y = 1, (x, y) ∈ O× ×O×. (1.1)
If |S| ≤ 1 then (1.1) has either no solutions or (2,−1), (−1, 2) and (12 ,
1
2 ) are the only
solutions. Hence we may and do assume that |S| ≥ 2 in this section. As mentioned
in the introduction, there already exists a practical method of de Weger [dW87] which
solves (1.1). De Weger [dW87, Thm 5.4] used his method to completely solve (1.1) in the
case S = {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13}. Further, Wildanger [Wil00] and afterwards Smart [Sma99] gen-
eralized the ideas of de Weger and they obtained a practical algorithm which solves (1.1)
over arbitrary number fields; see also Hajdu [Haj09] and Evertse–Gyo˝ry [EG15]. There
is also the recent work of Dan-Cohen–Wewers [DCW15a, DCW15b], with the ultimate
goal to construct an algorithm [DC15] solving (1.1) via “explicit motivic Chabauty–Kim
theory”. This method is inspired by Kim’s (p-adic e´tale) approach [Kim05], see also the
discussion in [DC15, 2.5.2] which mentions an additional method of Brown. So far all
practical approaches solving (1.1) crucially rely on the theory of logarithmic forms.
In the following Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we present and discuss two alternative algorithms
which solve S-unit equations (1.1). Both of our algorithms do not use the theory of log-
arithmic forms. The first algorithm relies on Cremona’s algorithm, and we refer to the
beginning of Section 3.2 for a short description of the ingredients of the second algorithm.
Before we begin to describe our algorithms, we discuss useful properties of symmetric
solutions and we give a lower bound for the complexity of any algorithm solving (1.1).
Definition 3.1. Suppose that (x, y) and (x′, y′) are solutions of (1.1). Then we say that
(x, y) and (x′, y′) are symmetric solutions if x′ or y′ lies in {x, 1x ,
1
1−x}.
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It turns out that this defines an equivalence relation on the set of solutions of (1.1),
and hence we can consider the set Σ(S) of solutions of (1.1) up to symmetry. Suppose that
(x, y) is a solution of (1.1). Then one can directly determine all its symmetric solutions.
In fact there are exactly six solutions of (1.1) which are symmetric to (x, y) provided that
(x, y) is not equal to (2,−1), (−1, 2) or (12 ,
1
2). In particular, we see that the number of
solutions of (1.1) is either zero or 6 · |Σ(S)| − 3. The following remark shows that any
algorithm solving the S-unit equation (1.1) can not be too fast in general.
Remark 3.2 (Lower bound for complexity). The result of Erdo¨s–Stewart–Tijdeman
[EST88, Thm 4], see also the more recent work of Harper, Konyagin, Lagarias, Soundarara-
jan [KS07, LS12, Har11], implies the existence of an effective absolute constant s0 with the
following property. For any s ∈ Z≥s0 there exists a set S with |S| = s such that the S-unit
equation (1.1) has at least exp((s/ log s)1/2) solutions. Furthermore, there are infinitely
many sets S such that the S-unit equation (1.1) has a solution (x, y) with H(x) ≥ NS
for H(x) the multiplicative Weil height [BG06, p.15] of x. Therefore we conclude that
any algorithm solving (1.1) has running time which is in general not better than linear in
logNS and which is in general not better than exp((|S|/ log|S|)
1/2).
3.1 Algorithm via modular symbols
To assure that our algorithm really computes all solutions of the S-unit equation (1.1),
we use the following observations. We suppose that (x, y) satisfies (1.1). Then there exist
nonzero a, b, c ∈ Z, with gcd(a, b, c) = 1 and rad(abc) | NS , such that x =
a
c , y =
b
c and
a+ b = c. In other words, resolving (1.1) is equivalent to resolving
a+ b = c, a, b, c ∈ Z− {0}, gcd(a, b, c) = 1, rad(abc) | NS . (3.1)
Further we observe that to find all solutions of (3.1) it suffices to consider solutions (a, b, c)
of (3.1) with a, b, c all positive. Indeed if (a, b, c) satisfies (3.1) then there exists a solution
(α, β, γ) of (3.1) such that the sets {α, β, γ} and {|a|, |b|, |c|} coincide.
For any elliptic curve E over Q, we denote by ∆E the minimal discriminant of E and
we write NE for the conductor of E. A construction of Frey–Hellegouarch [Fre77, Hel75]
associates to any solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) an elliptic curve3 Eabc over Q. On taking the
quotient of Eabc by the “subgroup” generated by a suitable 2-torsion point of Eabc, one
obtains an elliptic curve E over Q with the following properties (see Lemma 10.5).
3We warn the reader that here Eabc is not necessarily the usual Frey–Hellegouarch curve with Weier-
strass equation y2 = x(x− a)(x+ b). See the proof of Lemma 10.5 in which Eabc is denoted by E.
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (a, b, c) is a solution of (3.1). Then there exists an elliptic
curve E over Q such that NE divides 2
4NS and ∆E = 2
8−12m|ab|c4 with m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
In fact this lemma may be viewed (see [vK13b, Prop 3.2]) as an explicit Parsˇin con-
struction for integral points on the Legendre moduli scheme P1Z[1/2] − {0, 1,∞} of elliptic
curves, which is induced by forgetting the Legendre level structure.
Algorithm 3.4 (S-unit equation via modular symbols). The input is a finite set of ra-
tional primes S, and the output is the set of solutions (x, y) of the S-unit equation (1.1).
The algorithm: If 2 /∈ S then output the empty set, and if 2 ∈ S then do the following.
(i) Use Cremona’s algorithm, described in Section 2, to compute the set T∆ of minimal
discriminants of modular elliptic curves over Q of conductor dividing 24NS.
(ii) Let T = ∪mTm be the union of the sets Tm = {2
12m−8∆E ; ∆E ∈ T∆} ∩ Z where
m = 0, 1, 2, 3. For each d ∈ T , factor d as d =
∏
p∈S p
np with np ∈ Z. Then for
each disjoint partition of the set S = Sα∪˙Sβ∪˙Sγ, with Sγ ⊆ {p ∈ S ; 4 | np}, define
α =
∏
p∈Sα
pnp, β =
∏
p∈Sβ
pnp, and γ =
∏
p∈Sγ
pnp/4. Then output all (x, y) of the
form (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c) with a, b, c ∈ Z satisfying a+ b = c and {|a|, |b|, |c|} = {α, β, γ}.
Correctness. We now verify that this algorithm indeed finds all solutions of any S-
unit equation (1.1). Let (x, y) be a solution of (1.1). As explained above (3.1), there
is a corresponding solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) with (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c). We write d = |ab|c
4.
Lemma 3.3 gives an elliptic curve E over Q such that NE | 2
4NS and ∆E = 2
8−12md
with m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. The Shimura–Taniyama conjecture assures that E is modular. This
proves that ∆E is contained in the set T∆ computed in step (i) and it follows that d ∈ T .
Furthermore, the number d = |ab|c4 ∈ T factors in step (ii) as d =
∏
p∈S p
np with np ∈ Z.
Thus the disjoint partition S = Sα∪˙Sβ∪˙Sγ , with Sα = {p ; p | a}, Sβ = {p ; p | b} and
Sγ = S − (Sα ∪ Sβ), produces in step (ii) our solution (x, y) = (
a
c ,
b
c) as desired. Here we
used that our coprime a, b, c ∈ Z satisfy a+ b = c and {|a|, |b|, |c|} = {α, β, γ}.
Complexity. In step (i) the algorithm has to compute all (modular) elliptic curves over
Q of conductor N for precisely4 6 · 2|S|−1 positive integers N . Here we can exploit the
fact that Cremona’s algorithm proceeds by induction over the divisors of N , see Section 2.
However at the time of writing it is not clear to us what is the running time of Cremona’s
algorithm. We also mention that step (i) greatly benefits from the ongoing extension of
4Notice that 6 · 2|S|−1 is the number of positive rational integers dividing 24NS , since 2 ∈ S.
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Cremona’s tables which in particular list all (modular) elliptic curves over Q of given
conductor N . As of August 2014, these tables are complete for all N ≤ 350000.
The complexity of step (ii) crucially depends on the size of T . It is an open (Dio-
phantine) problem to find a simple formula for |T | in terms of S. However one can give
an upper bound for |T | in terms of S. For example, the work of Ellenberg, Helfgott and
Venkatesh [HV06, EV07] implies that |T | ≪ N0.1689S . In step (ii) the algorithm first needs
to compute the prime factorization of each d ∈ T and then it needs to compute certain
integers a, b, c for most of the disjoint 3-partitions of the set S. Inequality (10.16) implies
that any d ∈ T satisfies log d = O(N2S), and the number of disjoint 3-partitions of S is 3
|S|.
Hence the above discussions show that the running time of step (ii) is at most polynomial
in terms of NS . This running time estimate can be considerably improved by assuming
various conjectures. Indeed for each d ∈ T the abc-conjecture (abc) recalled in Remark 3.6
would provide that log d = O(logNS), and it follows from Brumer–Silverman [BS96, Thm
4] that the Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (BSD) together with the General Riemann
Hypothesis (GRH) would give |T | = Oε(N
ε
S). Hence the running time of step (ii) is Oε(N
ε
S)
if the three conjectures (BSD), (GRH) and (abc) all hold.
Remark 3.5 (Variation). We now discuss a variation of Algorithm 3.4 which in practice
provides an improvement for large |S|. The idea is that instead of using in (ii) the curve
of Lemma 3.3, one can work with Legendre curves as in [vK13b, Prop 3.2 (i)].
(i)’ Use Cremona’s algorithm to compute the set TW of minimal Weierstrass models over
Z of modular elliptic curves over Q with conductor dividing 24NS .
(ii)’ For each W ∈ TW determine its set λ(W ) = {λ, 1 − λ, λ
−1, . . . } of Legendre pa-
rameters by computing the three roots of f + f22/4, where Y
2 + f2(X)Y = f(X)
defines W . If λ ∈ λ(W ) and (λ, 1− λ) satisfies (1.1) then output (x, y) = (λ, 1− λ).
This algorithm outputs the set of solutions of (1.1). Indeed for any solution (x, y) of (1.1)
the proof of Lemma 10.5 gives W ∈ TW with x ∈ λ(W ). The running times of (i) and (i)’
are essentially equal, and it follows for example from [vK13b, Cor 6.3] that the running
time of step (ii)’ is polynomial in terms of NS. Furthermore one can show that the running
time of step (ii)’ is in fact Oε(N
ε
S), provided that all three conjectures (BSD), (GRH) and
(abc) hold. If |S| is large, then step (ii)’ is in practice considerably faster than (ii) since
the latter iterates in addition over many disjoint 3-partitions of S. However for large |S|
the bottleneck of the algorithm is the computation of TW or T∆, and for small |S| it turns
out that (ii)’ and (ii) are essentially equally fast. Hence we implemented the algorithm
involving (i) and (ii), since the implementation of (i) is simpler compared to (i)’.
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Applications. Let Σ(S) be the set of solutions of (1.1) up to symmetry. For any N ∈
Z≥1, consider the set Σ(N) = ∪SΣ(S) with the union taken over all sets S with NS ≤ N .
On using an implementation in Sage of the above Algorithm 3.4, we computed the sets
Σ(N) for all N ≤ 20000. This computation was very fast for N ≤ 20000, since for such
N part (i) of our Algorithm 3.4 can use Cremona’s database which contains in particular
the required data for all elliptic curves of conductor dividing 24N < 350000. On the
other hand, if the required data of the involved elliptic curves is not already known, then
our Algorithm 3.4 is often not practical anymore. Here the problem is the application of
Cremona’s algorithm (using modular symbols) in step (i) which requires a huge amount
of memory in order to deal with medium sized or large conductors.
Remark 3.6 (abc-triples). The abc-conjecture (abc) states that for any real number ε > 0
there are only a finite number of solutions of (3.1) with quality larger than 1 + ε, see for
example [Mas02]. Here the quality q = q(a, b, c) of a solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) is defined as
q =
logmax(|a|, |b|, |c|)
log rad(abc)
.
Among all known high quality abc-triples the top two, as of October 2014, can be obtained
with our method: (2, 310109, 235) with q = 1.6299 due to Reyssat, and (112, 325673, 22123)
with q = 1.6260 due to de Weger; see abcathome.com.
3.2 Algorithm via height bounds
In this section we use the optimized height bounds in Proposition 10.7 to construct an
algorithm which practically resolves the S-unit equation (1.1). The decomposition of our
algorithm is inspired by de Weger’s classical method whose main ingredients are as follows:
(1) De Weger uses explicit height bounds for the solutions of (1.1), based on the theory
of logarithmic forms, to rule out the existence of solutions with very “large” height.
See Section 10 for references and more details.
(2) Then de Weger tries to further reduce the height bounds in (1) by using the LLL
lattice reduction algorithm applied to certain approximation lattices, which are de-
fined using p-adic logarithms. If this reduction can be applied, then he can rule out
in addition the existence of solutions with “large” and “medium sized” height.
(3) To find most of the solutions with “small” height de Weger applies a sieve which
we call de Weger’s sieve, see Section 3.2.1. He repeats this step as many times as
required to make sure that the remaining solutions have “tiny” height.
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(4) Finally de Weger checks (by hand) all potential solutions of “tiny” height.
In our algorithm we replace the height bounds in (1) by the optimized height bounds
which we shall work out in Section 10. These optimized bounds are strong enough such
that we can now omit the reduction step (2). In Section 3.2.1 we discuss a slight variation
of de Weger’s sieve described in (3). Then in Section 3.2.2 we develop a refined sieve
which has considerably improved running time in practice, in particular for all sets S with
|S| > 6. Moreover, in Section 3.2.3 we construct an enumeration algorithm which is faster
than the standard algorithm in (4). In fact our enumeration is fast enough such that it is
now beneficial to go from (3) to (4) at an earlier stage, which leads to additional running
time improvements. Finally we present and discuss our Algorithm 3.14 solving the S-unit
equation (1.1), and we also give various applications of our algorithm.
Before we begin to carry out the above program, we introduce some notation which
will be used throughout Section 3.2. Let n ∈ Z≥1 and consider two vectors l, u ∈ R
n. We
write l ≤ u if and only if li ≤ ui for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Further by l < u we mean that l ≤ u
with l 6= u, and we use the symbol l 6≤ u in order to say that l ≤ u does not hold. In other
words, we use poset (partially ordered set) and not coordinate-wise notation for “ < ” and
“ 6≤ ”. The use of poset notation for “ < ” and “ 6≤ ” will simplify our exposition. Next,
we suppose that (x, y) is a solution of the S-unit equation (1.1). It will be convenient for
the description of the algorithm to use the following quantities associated to (x, y). For
any rational prime p we put mp(x, y) = max(|ordp(x)|, |ordp(y)|), and then we define
m(x, y) = (mp(x, y))p∈S and M(x, y) = max(mp(x, y) log p ; p ∈ S).
Proposition 10.7 gives an upper bound M0 for M(x, y). Hence it remains to find the
solutions (x, y) of (1.1) with M(x, y) between zero and M0, or between Mk+1 and Mk for
k = 0, . . . , k0 and some convenient sequence 0 =Mk0 < . . . < M1 < M0. For this purpose
we shall use the following refinements of steps (3) and (4) of de Weger’s method.
3.2.1 De Weger’s sieve
We now begin to describe the sieve which is used in step (3) of de Weger’s method. In fact
we shall describe a slight variation of this sieve, see Remark 3.8.
For any given M ′,M ′′ ∈ R≥0, we want to enumerate all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) with
M ′ < M(x, y) ≤M ′′. For this purpose, it suffices by (3.4) to solve the following problem:
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For any two vectors l, u ∈ ZS with 0 ≤ l ≤ u, find all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) which satisfy
m(x, y) 6≤ l and m(x, y) ≤ u. (3.2)
If a solution (x, y) of (1.1) satisfies (3.2), then all its symmetric solutions satisfy (3.2) as
well. The condition m(x, y) 6≤ l means that there exists at least one “large” exponent in
the prime factorization of x or y. We now exploit this to reduce (3.2) to a Diophantine
problem whose solutions can be quickly enumerated. Suppose that (x, y) is a solution
of (1.1) which satisfies (3.2). Then there exists q ∈ S with mq(x, y) ≥ 1 + lq. Further the
discussion given above (3.1) delivers a solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) with x = ac and y =
b
c .
After possibly replacing (x, y) with a symmetric solution, we may and do assume that
qlq+1 divides c. Then it holds that a+ b = 0 mod qlq+1 and thus (a/b)2 = 1 in G for
G = (Z/qlq+1Z)×.
Here we squared plainly in order to get rid of the minus sign, and we used that a, b are
both coprime to q which provides that a, b are in G. Next we write (a/b)2 =
∏
p∈S\q p
2γp
with γp = ordp(a/b). Then we see that any solution (x, y) of (1.1) satisfying (3.2) induces
a solution γ = (γp) ∈ Z
S\q of the following problem: If l, u ∈ ZS are given with 0 ≤ l ≤ u,
then for each q ∈ S find all γ ∈ ZS\q such that |γp| ≤ up for all p ∈ S\q and such that
∏
p∈S\q
p2γp = 1 in G. (3.3)
Furthermore if γ is a solution of (3.3) then one can quickly reconstruct all solutions
of (1.1) satisfying (3.2) which map to γ via the above construction. Indeed one defines
a =
∏
γp>0
pγp , b+ =
∏
γp<0
p−γp and b− = −b+, and then one checks for each b ∈ {b+, b−}
whether rad(a + b) |NS and whether (x, y) = (
a
a+b ,
b
a+b ) satisfies (3.2). In particular, we
see that we can quickly enumerate all solutions of (1.1) satisfying (3.2) provided that we
know all solutions of (3.3). Finally it remains to enumerate all solutions of (3.3). For this
purpose we observe that the set of vectors γ ∈ ZS\q satisfying (3.3) is the intersection
of a certain lattice Γ ⊆ ZS\q with the cube {γ ; |γp| ≤ up} ⊂ R
S\q. To determine this
intersection we combine the following two algorithms:
(T) The first algorithm is an application of Teske’s “Minimize” [Tes98, Algo 5.1]. It takes
as the input a set of generators g1, . . . , gd of a finite abelian group
5 G0, and it outputs
5Here it is not required to know the group G0 explicitly. In fact it suffices to know a number divisible
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a basis for the lattice Γ ⊆ Zd formed by those γ ∈ Zd with
∏d
i=1 g
γi
i = 1.
(FP) The second algorithm is a version of the Fincke–Pohst algorithm, see Remark 3.11.
For any d ∈ Z≥1 it takes as the input a basis of a lattice Γ ⊆ Z
d together with an
ellipsoid E ⊂ Rd centered at the origin, and it outputs the intersection Γ ∩ E .
More precisely, we apply (T) and (FP) as follows. Let G0 be the subgroup of G which is
generated by the squares of the elements in S\q. An application of (T) with G0 gives a
basis for the lattice Γ underlying (3.3), and then (FP) computes the intersection of Γ with
the smallest ellipsoid E ⊂ RS\q that contains the cube {γ ; |γp| ≤ up} ⊂ R
S\q.
Algorithm 3.7 (De Weger’s sieve). The input consists of a finite set of rational primes
S together with two vectors l, u ∈ ZS such that 0 ≤ l ≤ u, and the output is the set of
solutions (x, y) of the S-unit equation (1.1) which satisfy (3.2).
The algorithm: After possibly shrinking S, we may and do assume that all up ≥ 1. If
2 /∈ S then output the empty set, and if 2 ∈ S then do the following for each q ∈ S.
(i) Use the application (T) of Teske’s algorithm in order to compute a basis for the
lattice Γ ⊆ ZS\q of all γ ∈ ZS\q with
∏
p∈S\q p
2γp = 1 in (Z/qlq+1Z)×.
(ii) Define the ellipsoid E = {x ∈ RS\q ;
∑
p∈S\q |xp/up|
2 ≤ |S| − 1}. Then compute the
intersection Γ ∩ E using the version (FP) of the Fincke–Pohst algorithm.
(iii) For each γ ∈ Γ ∩ E lying in the cube {γ ; |γp| ≤ up} ⊂ R
S\q, define the numbers
a =
∏
γp>0
pγp, b+ =
∏
γp<0
p−γp and b− = −b+. For any b ∈ {b+, b−} such that
c = a+ b satisfies ordp(c) ≤ up for all p ∈ S, q
lq+1 | c and
∏
p∈S p
ordp(c) = |c|, output
the solution (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c) together with all its symmetric solutions.
Correctness. We now verify that this algorithm indeed finds all solutions of (1.1) satis-
fying (3.2). Suppose that (x, y) is such a solution. Then our assumption m(x, y) 6≤ l gives
q ∈ S together with γ ∈ ZS\q which is associated to (x, y) via the construction given above
(3.3). This γ lies in the lattice Γ appearing in (i). Furthermore, our assumptionm(x, y) ≤ u
implies that γ is also contained in the ellipsoid E from step (ii). In particular γ lies in the
intersection Γ ∩ E computed in step (ii), and m(x, y) ≤ u provides that |γp| ≤ up for all
p ∈ S\q. Therefore on using that γ is associated to (x, y) via the construction described
above (3.3), we see that step (iii) produces our solution (x, y) as desired.
by |G0| and to be able to compute the following operations in G0: Multiplying elements, inverting elements
and testing whether an element is the neutral element.
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Complexity. Step (i) uses (T). The algorithm (T) is reminiscent of the discrete log-
arithm problem in the multiplicative group G, and the bottleneck for this is the prime
factorization of |G|. In our situation it holds |G| = qlq (q − 1) and therefore it suffices to
factor q − 1, which is in general much easier than factoring an arbitrary number of size
|G|. In fact step (i) is in practice not the bottleneck of Algorithm 3.7, except in the case
when S consists of the prime 2 together with a few large primes. Usually step (ii) is the
bottleneck of Algorithm 3.7, and thus we shall refine this step in Section 3.2.2 below.
Remark 3.8. To find a basis for the lattice Γ, de Weger used q-adic logarithms instead of
the application (T) of Teske’s algorithm. In fact (T) was already used in generalizations
of de Weger’s method to number fields, see Wildanger [Wil00] and Smart [Sma99].
Application. For later use we now mention how we will apply Algorithm 3.7 in order
to find all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) satisfying M ′ < M(x, y) ≤M ′′, for some given M ′,M ′′
in R≥0 with M
′ < M ′′. Consider the two vectors l = (lp) and u = (up) in Z
S, with
lp =
⌊
M ′/ log p
⌋
and up =
⌊
M ′′/ log p
⌋
. (3.4)
We observe that 0 ≤ l ≤ u. Then an application of Algorithm 3.7 with l, u finds in
particular all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) satisfying M ′ < M(x, y) ≤M ′′, as desired.
Remark 3.9. According to (3.9) below, splitting the possible candidates with respect
to values of M(x, y) is in particular reasonable in the case when log p is small compared
to |S| for all p ∈ S. In this case, the iteration over all q ∈ S in Algorithm 3.7 will take
about equally long for each q ∈ S. If S contains primes which are exponentially large in
terms of |S|, then one should split the initial space 0 ≤ M(x, y) ≤ M0 into more general
pieces of the form {m(x, y) 6≤ u(k + 1) and m(x, y) ≤ u(k)} for suitable u(k) ∈ ZS with
k = 0, 1, . . . , k0. Here the vectors u(k) ∈ Z
S should satisfy 0 = u(k0) < . . . < u(1) < u(0)
and u(0)p = ⌊M0/ log p⌋ for p ∈ S. In practice it is reasonable to choose greedily the next
u(k + 1) < u(k), such that the subsequent sieving step is as fast as possible.
3.2.2 Refined sieve
In this section we continue our notation introduced above. We begin with a short de-
scription of the geometric main idea underlying our refinement. Recall that in de Weger’s
sieve one needs to determine the intersection of a certain lattice Γ ⊆ ZS\q with the cube
{x ; |xp| ≤ up} ⊂ R
S\q, and for this purpose Algorithm 3.7 (ii) first determines Γ ∩ E for
E the smallest ellipsoid containing the cube. However, in terms of the rank s − 1 where
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s = |S|, the volume of E is exponentially larger than the volume of the cube. In our re-
finement we essentially truncate from the cube some regions near the faces of codimension
2, . . . , ⌊s/3⌋. For s ≥ 6 the resulting geometric object is contained in a notably smaller
ellipsoid E ′, which allows to determine Γ ∩ E ′ considerably faster than Γ ∩ E .
To explain in more detail our refined sieve, we need to introduce additional notation.
Let (x, y) be a solution of the S-unit equation (1.1), and let (a, b, c) be a solution of (3.1)
with (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c). We take j ∈ {1, . . . , t} for t = max(1, ⌊|S|/3⌋). This choice of t takes
into account that any prime appearing in the prime factorization of x or y divides one of
the three coprime integers a, b, c. For any n ∈ Z with rad(n) |NS, we denote by µj(n) the
j-th largest6 of the real numbers ordp(n) log p, p ∈ S. Then we define
µj(x, y) = max
(
µj(a), µj(b), µj(c)
)
and µ(x, y) =
(
µ1(x, y), . . . , µt(x, y)
)
.
We observe that µ1(x, y) = M(x, y). However we point out that if j ∈ {2, . . . , t} then
µj(x, y) is not necessarily the j-th largest of the numbers mp(x, y) log p, p ∈ S. Now we
consider the following problem: For any given vectors µ′, µ′′ ∈ Zt having monotonously
decreasing entries such that 0 ≤ µ′ < µ′′, find all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) that satisfy
µ(x, y) 6≤ µ′ and µ(x, y) ≤ µ′′. (3.5)
If a solution (x, y) of (1.1) satisfies (3.5), then all its symmetric solutions satisfy (3.5)
as well. Further we note that the condition µ(x, y) 6≤ µ′ implies, for some j ∈ {1, . . . , t},
the existence of at least j “large” exponents in the prime factorization of x or y. In the
following algorithm we exploit this in order to work with lattices of rank |S| − j.
Algorithm 3.10 (Refined sieve). The input is a finite set of rational primes S, together
with two vectors µ′, µ′′ ∈ Zt having monotonously decreasing entries such that 0 ≤ µ′ <
µ′′; where t = max(1, ⌊|S|/3⌋). The output is the set of solutions (x, y) of the S-unit
equation (1.1) which satisfy (3.5).
The algorithm: If 2 /∈ S then output the empty set, and if 2 ∈ S then do the following
for each non-empty subset T ⊆ S of cardinality |T | ≤ t.
(i) Put n =
∏
q∈T q
⌊
µ′
|T |
/ log q
⌋
+1
, and use the application (T) of Teske’s algorithm to
compute a basis of the lattice ΓT of all γ ∈ Z
S\T with
∏
p∈S\T p
2γp = 1 in (Z/nZ)×.
(ii) Then use the version (FP) of the Fincke–Pohst algorithm in order to determine the
6More precisely, µj(n) is the j-th largest element of the ordered multi-set of cardinality |S| obtained
by ordering the |S| non-negative real numbers ordp(n) log p, p ∈ S, with respect to their absolute values.
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intersection of the lattice ΓT ⊆ Z
S\T with the ellipsoid ET ⊂ R
S\T defined by
ET = {x ∈ R
S\T ;
∑
p∈S\T
|xp log p|
2 ≤
|S\T |∑
i=1
(µ′′min(⌈i/2⌉,t))
2}. (3.6)
(iii) For each γ ∈ ΓT ∩ ET , define a =
∏
γp>0
pγp , b+ =
∏
γp<0
p−γp and b− = −b+.
For any b ∈ {b+, b−} such that c = a + b satisfies
∏
p∈S p
ordp(c) = |c| and such that
(x, y) = (ac ,
b
c) satisfies (3.5), output (x, y) together with all its symmetric solutions.
Correctness. To see that this algorithm works correctly, we suppose that (x, y) is a
solution of the S-unit equation (1.1) that satisfies (3.5). Let (a, b, c) be a solution of (3.1)
with (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c). Our assumption µ(x, y) 6≤ µ
′ then gives a subset T ⊆ S of cardinality
j = |T | in {1, . . . , t} together with C ∈ {a, b, c} such that ordq(C) log q > µ
′
j for all q ∈ T .
Furthermore after replacing (x, y) by a symmetric solution, we may and do assume that
C = c. It holds that ordq(c) ≥ ⌊µ
′
|T |/ log q⌋ + 1 for all q ∈ T . Hence n divides c, and this
implies that a, b are both invertible in Z/nZ since gcd(a, b, c) = 1. Therefore the equation
a + b = c leads to (a/b)2 = 1 in (Z/nZ)×. Then on writing (a/b)2 =
∏
p∈S\T p
2γp with
γp = ordp(a/b), we see that the vector γ = (γp) ∈ Z
S\T lies in the lattice ΓT ⊆ Z
S\T of (i).
Moreover, if i ∈ {1, . . . , |S\T |} then the i-th largest of the real numbers |γp log p|, p ∈ S\T ,
is at most max(µι(a), µι(b)) for ι = min(⌈i/2⌉ , t), and our assumption µ(x, y) ≤ µ
′′ implies
that max(µι(a), µι(b)) ≤ µ
′′
ι . Hence we deduce that γ lies in the ellipsoid ET of (ii) and
then we conclude that (iii) produces our solution (x, y) as desired.
Application. For any M ∈ Z≥1, we would like to find all solutions (x, y) of the S-unit
equation (1.1) withM(x, y) ≤M . For this purpose we can use for example Algorithm 3.10,
which we successively apply with µ′(n), µ′′(n) ∈ Zt for n =M + 1,M, . . . , 1; where
µ′(n) = ⌊(n− 1) · (1, 1/2, . . . , 1/t)⌋ for n ∈ {1, . . . ,M + 1}, (3.7)
µ′′(M + 1) =M · (1, . . . , 1), µ′′(n) = µ′(n+ 1) for n ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
Here ⌊v⌋ = (⌊vi⌋) for v = (vi) a vector with entries vi ∈ R. Suppose that |S| ≥ 6, T = {q}
and µ′′ = µ′′(n) with n ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Then the “radius” R of the ellipsoid in (3.6) satisfies
R =
|S|−1∑
i=1
(µ′′ι(i))
2 ≤ n2
(
t+1
t2
+ 4
2t∑
i=1
1
i2
)
(3.8)
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for ι(i) = min(⌈i/2⌉ , t). It follows that R ≤ 7n2, and this uniform bound together with
R < (|S| − 1)n2 shows that R is considerably smaller (in particular for large |S|) than the
“radius” (|S| − 1)n2 of the ellipsoid in Algorithm 3.7 with u = (⌊n/ log p⌋). The following
complexity discussion provides some motivation for our choice of t and µ′(n), µ′′(n).
Complexity. To discuss the improvements provided by our refined algorithm for sets
S with |S| ≥ 6, we consider M ∈ Z≥2 and we apply Algorithm 3.10 with µ
′(n), µ′′(n) for
some n ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Recall that Algorithm 3.10 needs to compute in particular ΓT ∩ ET
for all T ⊆ S with |T | ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Here the cases T = {q} are essentially an application
of Algorithm 3.7 as in (3.4), with M ′ = n − 1 and M ′′ = n. However in light of the
discussions surrounding (3.8), the crucial difference is that the volume of the ellipsoid E{q}
of our refined Algorithm 3.10 is considerably smaller than the volume of the corresponding
ellipsoid E of Algorithm 3.7. In practice, this is the reason for the significantly improved
running time of Algorithm 3.10 for |S| ≥ 6. We note that our refinement needs to iterate
in addition over certain sets T with |T | ≥ 2. However these additional iterations have
little influence on the running time, since the running time for |T | ≥ 2 is in practice much
better than for |T | = 1. Indeed if |T | ≥ 2 then the lattices ΓT have smaller rank |S| − |T |,
which crucially improves the running time of (FP) in Algorithm 3.10 (ii).
Remark 3.11 (Implementation of Fincke–Pohst). To avoid numerical issues in Algo-
rithms 3.7 and 3.10, we use our own implementation of the version of the Fincke–Pohst
algorithm [FP85] described in (FP). Our implementation only uses integer arithmetic,
and in particular we do not take square roots. For this purpose the coordinates and the
bound in (3.6) have been scaled and rounded to integers in such a way, that (FP) will
return possibly slightly more candidates γ than those fulfilling (3.6). Furthermore we use
an LLL improvement of the original Fincke–Pohst algorithm, such as for example the one
in Cohen [Coh93]. This is important since the original implementation [FP85] becomes in
many instances very slow, in fact already for |S| ≥ 10 it is too slow for our purpose.
3.2.3 Refined enumeration
We continue the notation introduced above and we take u ∈ ZS with u ≥ 0. To find all
solutions (x, y) of the S-unit equation (1.1) satisfying m(x, y) ≤ u, we use the following
refined enumeration Algorithm 3.12. In practice, our refined enumeration algorithm is
considerably faster than the standard algorithm which is described in the complexity
discussion below. For any subset T ⊆ S, we define its weight w(T ) =
∏
p∈T (1 + up).
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Algorithm 3.12 (Refined enumeration). The input is a finite set of rational primes S,
together with a vector u ∈ ZS such that u ≥ 0. The output consists of all solutions (x, y)
of the S-unit equation (1.1) that satisfy m(x, y) ≤ u.
The algorithm: For each subset Sa ⊆ S with w(Sa) ≥ w(S)
1/3, do the following.
(i) Split the set Sa = Sa1 ∪˙Sa2 into disjoint subsets Sa1 , Sa2 such that w(Sa1) ≤ w(S)
1/2
is fulfilled as tight as possible. Construct the set X, implemented as a hash, of all
a1 ∈ Z such that |a1| =
∏
p∈Sa1
pvp(a1) with 0 ≤ vp(a1) ≤ up for vp = ordp.
(ii) Construct the set Y = ∪Y (Sb, Sc) with the union taken over all pairs (Sb, Sc) such
that Sa ∪˙Sb ∪˙Sc = S and such that either w(Sb) < w(Sc) or w(Sb) = w(Sc) and
minSb < minSc. Here Y (Sb, Sc) is the set of (b, c, a2) ∈ Z
3 such that b =
∏
p∈Sb
pvp(b)
with 1 ≤ vp(b) ≤ up, c =
∏
p∈Sc
pvp(c) with 1 ≤ vp(c) ≤ up, a2 =
∏
p∈Sa2
pvp(a2) with
0 ≤ vp(a2) ≤ up and such that a2 divides b+ c or b− c.
(iii) For each (b, c, a2) ∈ Y , check if a1 := (b + εc)/a2 ∈ X for some ε ∈ {1,−1}. If so
then output all (x, y) = (αγ ,
β
γ ) with α+ β = γ and {|α|, |β|, |γ|} = {|a1|a2, b, c}.
In the implementation of the above algorithm, we simultaneously carry out steps (ii)
and (iii) as follows. We iterate over all (Sb, Sc) and over all (b, c): For each (b, c) we
determine the divisors a2 ∈ Z≥1 of b ± c which are only divisible by primes in Sa2 and
which have exponents bounded by u. In the same iteration step, we also check whether
(b± c)/a2 ∈ X and if this is the case then we output the corresponding solutions.
Correctness. We now show that Algorithm 3.12 indeed finds all solutions (x, y) of (1.1)
with m(x, y) ≤ u. Suppose that (x, y) is such a solution, and let (a, b, c) be a solution
of (3.1) with (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c). After replacing (x, y) with a symmetric solution, we may
and do assume that w(Sa) ≥ max(w(Sb), w(Sc)) for Sb = {p ; p | b}, Sc = {p ; p | c} and
Sa = S − (Sb ∪ Sc). This implies that w(Sa) ≥ w(S)
1/3, since w(S) = w(Sa)w(Sb)w(Sc).
Let Sa1 , Sa2 ,X, Y be the sets appearing in steps (i) and (ii), and define ai =
∏
p∈Sai
pordp(a)
for i = 1, 2. Our assumption m(x, y) ≤ u implies that a1 ∈ X and (|b|, |c|, a2) ∈ Y since
a2 | a = −(b − c). Further we observe that (|b| + ε|c|)/a2 = ±a/a2 = ±a1 ∈ X for some
ǫ ∈ {1,−1}, and by construction it holds that a+ b = c with {|a|, |b|, |c|} = {a1a2, |b|, |c|}.
Therefore we see that step (iii) produces our solution (x, y) as desired.
Complexity. To explain the improvements provided by Algorithm 3.12, we recall that
the standard enumeration of all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) withm(x, y) ≤ u is as follows: Con-
sider all coprime pairs (a, b) ∈ Z×Z with rad(ab) |NS , and with max
(
ordp(a), ordp(b)
)
≤ up
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for all p ∈ S. If c = a+ b satisfies rad(c) |NS and ordp(c) ≤ up for all p ∈ S, then output
the solution (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c). Now the improved running time of Algorithm 3.12 has the
following basic reason. For fixed Sa, Sb and Sc, we iterate over all a1 and over all (b, c) in
a subsequent way; see the remark given below Algorithm 3.12. That is the running time of
these two iterations adds, and it does not multiply as in the standard enumeration which
iterates over all coprime pairs (a, b) ∈ Z × Z. Here we note that the splitting of Sa into
Sa = Sa1 ∪˙Sa2 assures that the running time of (i) does not differ too much from the run-
ning time of (ii) together with (iii). Indeed Sa1 is chosen such that w(Sa1) is approximately
w(S)1/2 and our assumption w(Sa) ≥ w(S)
1/3 provides that w(Sb)w(Sc) ≤ w(S)
2/3. In
particular, for bounded |S| the complexity of our refined enumeration is asymptotically
the 2/3-th power of the complexity of the standard enumeration algorithm.
Remark 3.13. Due to the hash our refinement needs more memory than the standard
algorithm. In practice this is not much compared to the running time, and in case this
becomes an issue we can avoid creating the hash as follows. Iterating over all (b, c) as
above, we try to factor (b ± c)/a2 using only primes in Sa1 and if this succeeds then we
output the corresponding solutions provided the exponents are bounded by u.
Application. We shall apply Algorithm 3.12 in order to enumerate the solutions (x, y)
of (1.1) with bounded µ(x, y). More precisely, let µ ∈ Zt with µ ≥ 0 and suppose that
we want to enumerate all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) with µ(x, y) ≤ µ. For this purpose it
suffices to apply Algorithm 3.12 with u ∈ ZS given by up = ⌊µ1/ log p⌋ for p ∈ S. Indeed
any solution (x, y) with µ(x, y) ≤ µ satisfies mp(x, y) log p ≤ µ1(x, y) ≤ µ1 for all p ∈ S
and thus m(x, y) ≤ u. This application could output too many solutions (x, y), since not
any (x, y) with m(x, y) ≤ u satisfies µ(x, y) ≤ µ. To avoid this we can directly check the
latter condition at each step of the recursions building X and Y , and we do this in our
implementation. In general an improvement could come from a choice of the weight w
making the cardinalities of X and Y even more balanced; we leave this for the future.
3.2.4 The algorithm
We continue the notation introduced above. On putting everything together, we obtain
the following algorithm which solves the S-unit equation (1.1).
Algorithm 3.14 (S-unit equation via height bounds). The input is a finite set of rational
primes S, and the output is the set of solutions (x, y) of the S-unit equation (1.1).
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(i) To rule out solutions with “large” height, use Proposition 10.7 in order to compute
M0 ∈ Z≥1 such that all solutions (x, y) of (1.1) satisfy M(x, y) ≤M0.
(ii) To find the solutions of “medium sized” and “small” height, apply de Weger’s sieve.
(a) Find a small M1 ∈ Z≥1 such that an application of Algorithm 3.7 (ii) as in
(3.4), with M ′ =M1 and M
′′ =M0, only returns γ = 0. Here first try M1 = 10.
If this does not work then replace M1 by ⌊1.3M1⌋, and so on.
(b) Having found such an M1, successively apply Algorithm 3.7 as in (3.4), with
M ′ = Mk+1, M
′′ = Mk and Mk+1 = ⌊Mk/1.3⌋, for k = 1, 2, . . . until either
Mk = 0 or Algorithm 3.7 (ii) returns more than 10
3 candidates.
(iii) To find the remaining solutions, combine the refined sieve with the refined enumera-
tion. The following two steps run simultaneously, or alternatingly, until the param-
eters n, n′ appearing in these two steps satisfy n = n′.
(a) To enumerate the remaining solutions from above, let k0 be the k where the
above step (ii) ended. Then successively apply Algorithm 3.10 as in (3.7), with
M =Mk0 and µ
′(n), µ′′(n), for n =M + 1,M, . . . until n = n′.
(b) To enumerate the remaining solutions from below, successively apply the refined
enumeration Algorithm 3.12 with µ′(n′) for n′ = 1, 2, . . . until n′ = n.
Correctness. To verify that this algorithm works correctly, we let (x, y) be a solution
of (1.1) and we let M be as in step (iii). The construction of M0 in step (i) shows that
M(x, y) ≤ M0 and hence our solution (x, y) is found in step (ii) if M(x, y) > M . On the
other hand, if M(x, y) ≤M then step (iii) produces our solution (x, y) as desired.
3.2.5 Complexity
We conducted some effort to optimize the running time in practice. To explain our opti-
mizations, we now discuss the above composition of Algorithm 3.14 and we motivate our
choice of the parameters appearing therein. Furthermore, we also consider some additional
practical aspects of our algorithm. We continue the notation introduced above.
Step (i). In this step we need to find a number M0 with the property that any solution
(x, y) of (1.1) satisfies M(x, y) ≤ M0. For this purpose we use Proposition 10.7 which
requires to compute the number α(N) appearing therein, where N = 24NS . In case the
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computation of α(N) takes too long, we can replace α(N) by the slightly larger number
α¯(N) defined below (10.9) and this α¯(N) can always be computed very fast. Hence we see
that Proposition 10.7 allows in any case to quickly determine a relatively small number
M0 with the desired property. In practice thisM0 is small enough such that we can skip de
Weger’s first reduction process (2) described at the beginning of Section 3.2, and thereby
remove an uncertainty in de Weger’s original method which crucially relies on (2). Indeed
the reduction process (2) is (a priori) an uncertainty, since it is not proved that it always
works. However, we should mention that in practice it is (essentially) always possible to
successfully apply (2) by adapting the parameters to the specific situation at hand.
Step (ii). Here we apply Algorithm 3.7 as in (3.4). For this purpose we divided the space
0 ≤ M(x, y) ≤ M0 into subspaces M
′ < M(x, y) ≤ M ′′, with M ′ = Mk+1 and M
′′ = Mk
for k = 0, . . . , k0 and for some convenient sequence Mk0 < . . . < M1 < M0. To explain for
which choices of M ′,M ′′ the application of Algorithm 3.7 is fast in practice, we use the
notation of Section 3.2.1. The efficiency of the sieve depends on the number of points in
Γ∩E . In the best case, the sieve (3.3) decreases the space of candidates by a factor which
is approximately |G|/2 = qlq (q−1)/2. However in the worst case, when the square of each
element in S\q is 1 modulo qlq+1, we obtain Γ = ZS\q and the sieve (3.3) does not decrease
the number of candidates at all. In practice we are almost always close to the best case.
Let V be the euclidean volume of the ball in Rs−1 of square radius s− 1 for s = |S|, and
let covol(Γ) denote the covolume of Γ. The ellipsoid E has volume vol(E) = V
∏
p∈S\q up,
and in the generic case the cardinality of Γ ∩ E can be approximated by vol(E)/covol(Γ).
Thus the sieve is efficient in practice if the ratio vol(E)/(|G|/2) is “small”. For example
this ratio is strictly smaller than 1 when M ′ and M ′′ satisfy
M ′ > (s− 1) logM ′′ + log V + 2 log 2−
∑
p∈S\q
log log p. (3.9)
Stirling’s approximation leads to a simpler expression for V in terms of s. If we now choose
M1 = (s−1)(logM0+
1
2 log(2πe)), then (3.9) suggests that the sieve (3.3) is strong enough
such that Algorithm 3.7 (ii) only returns the trivial candidate γ = 0. A relatively small
M1 with this property is produced in step (a) where we start with a very optimistic choice
M1 = 10. Step (a) is fast in practice and it improves the running time of (ii) as follows:
Algorithm 3.7 (iii) is trivial7 for the large space M1 < M(x, y) ≤ M0, and for the space
7The construction ofM1 provides that here Algorithm 3.7 (iii) only needs to output the trivial solutions
(2,−1), (−1, 2) and ( 1
2
, 1
2
) of (1.1), which all come from the trivial candidate γ = 0.
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M2 < M(x, y) ≤ M1 the running time of Algorithm 3.7 (iii) is considerably faster than
for M2 < M(x, y) ≤ M0 since M0 is much larger than M1. Indeed Algorithm 3.7 (ii)
applied with M0 can produce much larger candidates γ, and for large candidates γ the
reconstruction process in Algorithm 3.7 (iii) becomes slow. We next discuss step (b).
According to (3.9), the choices Mk+1 = ⌊Mk/1.3⌋ for k ≥ 1 should give a strong sieve
in the range where step (b) is applied and this turned out to be true in practice. We
apply step (b) for k = 1, 2, . . . until Algorithm 3.7 (ii) returns more than 103 candidates.
Here the condition more than 103 candidates means that our refined sieve can find these
candidates considerably faster, and thus we switch at this point to step (iii).
Step (iii). In this step we are in a situation where we can fully exploit our refinements
worked out in the previous sections. To explain this more precisely, we now mention two
points which significantly slow down Algorithm 3.7 in the situation of step (iii) where many
solutions exist. The first point is the application of (FP) in Algorithm 3.7 (ii), which is
the bottleneck of Algorithm 3.7. The second point is that Algorithm 3.7 (ii) repetitively
enumerates the “same” candidate γ in many steps k with Mk small. This is due to the
large fraction between the volume of the ellipsoid and the volume of the cube appearing
in Algorithm 3.7; indeed this fraction depends exponentially on the cardinality of S. To
improve these two points we worked out the following refinements:
1. Concerning the first and second point, we developed our refined Algorithm 3.10
which works with smaller ellipsoids. This leads to less repetitions of the candidates
γ, and it considerably improves the running time of the step in which we apply (FP).
See also the complexity discussions given in Section 3.2.2.
2. Regarding the second point, we constructed the refined enumeration Algorithm 3.12.
This enumeration is fast enough such that we can now skip the final applications
(Mk = 1, 2, . . . ) of Algorithm 3.7 which are very slow, and thereby we can in partic-
ular circumvent for many candidates γ that they get enumerated repetitively.
In (iii) we carry out steps (a) and (b) alternatingly, depending on which step took less time
so far. In some cases this leads to a significantly improved running time of (iii). Further
we mention that our choice µ′′(n) = µ′(n + 1) is motivated by (3.9). Indeed according to
(3.9), one should work with step size 1 = (n+1)−n in the situation of (iii) where usually
M(x, y) ≤ (s− 1)(log s+ log log s+ 12 log(2πe)). See also the discussions surrounding (3.8)
which provide additional motivation for our definition of µ′(n), µ′′(n).
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Bottleneck. Despite our refinements which considerably improve the running time in
practice, step (iii) still remains in general the bottleneck of Algorithm 3.14. However, for
certain special sets S the location of the bottleneck can change. For example if S consists
of the prime 2 together with a few very large primes, then Algorithm 3.14 often finds all
solutions already in step (ii). In this case the bottleneck of Algorithm 3.14 is located in
step (ii) where we apply Algorithm 3.7 (i). The main reason is that here the application
of (T) becomes slow since S contains very large primes, and the application of (FP) in
Algorithm 3.7 (ii) becomes fast since the cardinality of S is small.
Remark 3.15 (Parallelization). In our implementation of Algorithm 3.14 we successfully
parallelized essentially everything, except Algorithm 3.7 (i) and Algorithm 3.10 (i) which
both involve the application of Teske’s algorithm described in (T).
3.2.6 Applications
In this section we give some applications of Algorithm 3.14. In particular we discuss parts
of our database D1 containing the solutions of the S-unit equation (1.1) for many distinct
sets S. We also use our database to motivate various Diophantine questions related to
(1.1), including Baker’s explicit abc-conjecture and a new conjecture.
We continue the notation introduced above. Recall that Σ(S) denotes the set of solu-
tions of the S-unit equation (1.1) up to symmetry, and for any n ∈ Z≥1 we recall that S(n)
denotes the set of the n smallest rational primes. Let N ∈ Z≥1 and define Σ(N) = ∪Σ(S)
with the union taken over all finite sets of rational primes S with NS ≤ N .
The sets Σ(S(n)). We determined the sets Σ(S(n)) for all n ≤ 16. The cardinality of
these sets is given in the table of Theorem A stated in the introduction. As already men-
tioned, our Algorithm 3.14 substantially improves de Weger’s original method in [dW87]
which de Weger used to compute the set Σ(S(6)) in [dW87, Thm 5.4]. To illustrate our im-
provements in practice, we now compare Algorithm 3.14 with de Weger’s original method.
For this purpose we implemented in Sage de Weger’s original method in a slightly improved
form (dW), which uses in addition our optimized height bounds. If S = S(6) then (dW)
took 21 seconds, while it took 6 seconds by using Algorithm 3.14. For larger |S| our run-
ning time improvement significantly increases: For example if S = S(10) then (dW) takes
four days, whereas this decreases to only 25 minutes by using Algorithm 3.14. Roughly
speaking, for large |S| our refinements should save an exponential factor with respect to
|S| in comparison to de Weger’s original method. Further if n > 10 then (dW) becomes
too slow and thus we did not try to use (dW) in order to compute Σ(S(n)) for n > 10. To
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deal with S = S(n) for 10 < n ≤ 16 we additionally parallelized (see Remark 3.15) our
Algorithm 3.14. Then it took 8 days for n = 15 and 34 days for n = 16, using 30 CPU’s.
Remark 3.16 (Automatically choosing parameters). De Weger’s original method does
not specify in general how to choose the involved parameters. For example de Weger’s first
reduction process requires to make a choice, and to efficiently apply de Weger’s sieve one
has to choose suitable subspaces dividing the initial space. To compute the set Σ(S(6)),
de Weger has chosen by hand the required parameters. Although we can skip de Weger’s
first reduction process using our optimized height bounds, we still need to make many
choices in Algorithm 3.14. In particular, it is now favourable that the choices required
for Algorithm 3.14 are made by an automatism. We implemented such an automatism,
which takes into account (3.9) and which properly adjusts the parameters during run
time. In view of (3.9), our automatism chooses parameters for Algorithm 3.14 such that
the running time is considerably less than twice as long as for the optimal parameters.
However, we do not claim and can not prove that our automatism is optimal.
The sets Σ(N). We computed the sets Σ(N) for all N ≤ 107 in approximately 13
days. For this computation it was crucial that Algorithm 3.14 automatically chooses all
required parameters, as mentioned in Remark 3.16. Indeed to compute the sets Σ(N) for
all N ≤ 107, we had to apply Algorithm 3.14 with so many distinct sets S such that it
would have been impossible to suitably choose by hand all the involved parameters.
Explicit abc-conjecture. Baker [Bak04, Conj 4] proposed the following fully explicit
version of the abc-conjecture: If a, b, c ∈ Z≥1 are coprime with a + b = c, then it holds
c ≤ 65N(logN)
ω/ω! for ω the number of rational primes dividing the radical N = rad(abc);
here one should exclude the triple (a, b, c) = (1, 1, 2). On using our database D1 containing
in particular the sets Σ(N) for all N ≤ 107, we verified Baker’s explicit abc-conjecture for
all coprime a, b, c ∈ Z≥1 with rad(abc) ≤ 107. Furthermore, Algorithm 3.14 can be used
to verify other properties of all abc-triples with bounded radical. In particular all existing
abc-triples with rad(abc) ≤ 107 can be directly taken from our database D1.
Elliptic curves with full 2-torsion. For any given N ∈ Z≥1 we denote by M the set
of Q-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over Q of conductor N , with all two torsion
points defined over Q. Algorithm 3.14 allows to efficiently compute the set M. To see
this, we let S be the set of rational primes dividing 2N . Any elliptic curve in M admits a
Weierstrass equation y2 = x(x−a)(x+ b) such that a, b ∈ Z have the following properties:
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d = gcd(a, b) divides NS and (
a
a+b ,
b
a+b ) satisfies the S-unit equation (1.1). An application
of Algorithm 3.14 with S determines all possible values of a/d and b/d, and this then
allows to directly compute the set M. In particular, we see that Algorithm 3.14 provides
an alternative way to check the completeness of a small part of Cremona’s database [Cre97].
This application of Algorithm 3.14 already turned out to be useful in practice.
Conjecture and question. We next use our database D1 to motivate various questions
concerning the solutions of S-unit equations (1.1). First we recall Conjecture 1 which is
motivated by our data and by the construction of the refined sieve in Section 3.2.2.
Conjecture 1. There exists c ∈ Z with the following property: If n ∈ Z≥1 then any finite
set of rational primes S with |S| ≤ n satisfies |Σ(S)| ≤ |Σ(S(n))|+ c.
In other words, if T denotes the collection of schemes T such that T can be obtained
by removing n closed points of Spec(Z), then Conjecture 1 means the following: Among
all T ∈ T , the maximal number (up to some constant) of T -points of P1Z − {0, 1,∞} is
attained at the scheme in T which corresponds to the n closed points of smallest norm. This
conjectured property of P1Z − {0, 1,∞} is rather unexpected from a general Diophantine
geometry perspective. We further ask whether one can remove the constant.
Question 1.1. Does Conjecture 1 hold with c = 0?
Here the main motivation is given by our data. Indeed Question 1.1 has a positive answer
for all sets S in our database D1. In view of Theorem A listing the cardinality of Σ(S(n))
for all n ∈ {1, . . . , 16}, a positive answer to Question 1.1 would give an optimal upper
bound for the number of solutions of any S-unit equation (1.1) with |S| in {1, . . . , 16}.
3.3 Comparison of algorithms
To compare Algorithm 3.14 with our Algorithm 3.4 using modular symbols, we continue
the notation introduced above. Recall that we already computed the sets Σ(N) for all
N ≤ 20000 by using Algorithm 3.4, see the examples in Section 3.1. Here it turned out
that the output of Algorithm 3.4 agrees with the output of Algorithm 3.14. To determine
all solutions of the S-unit equation (1.1), we recommend to use Algorithm 3.4 as long as
one already knows the set of elliptic curves over Q of conductor dividing 24NS . If this
set is not already known, then it is usually much more efficient to use Algorithm 3.14. In
fact, as demonstrated in the previous sections, our Algorithm 3.14 is substantially more
efficient in all aspects than the known methods which practically resolve (1.1).
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4 Algorithms for Mordell equations
Let S be a finite set of rational primes, write NS =
∏
p∈S p and put O = Z[1/NS ]. We
take a nonzero a ∈ O. In this section, we would like to solve the Mordell equation
y2 = x3 + a, (x, y) ∈ O ×O. (1.2)
This Diophantine problem is a priori more difficult than solving the S-unit equation (1.1).
Indeed elementary transformations reduce (1.1) to (1.2), while the known reductions
of (1.2) to (1.1) require to solve (1.1) in number fields or they require a height bound
for the solutions of (1.1) which is equivalent to the abc-conjecture in Remark 3.6.
So far all known practical methods solving (1.2) crucially rely on the theory of log-
arithmic forms [BW07], see below for an overview. In the following sections we present
two alternative algorithms which allow to practically resolve (1.2). They both do not use
the theory of logarithmic forms. In Section 4.1 we describe the first algorithm which relies
on Cremona’s algorithm using modular symbols. Then in Section 4.2 we construct the
second algorithm via height bounds. Here we also give several applications and we discuss
various questions motivated by our results, see Sections 4.2.5-4.2.7. Finally in Section 4.3
we compare our algorithms with the actual best practical methods solving (1.2).
Known methods. We now discuss algorithms and methods in the literature which al-
low to solve (1.2). First we consider the classical case O = Z. Ellison et al [EEP+72] used
the approach of Baker–Davenport [Bak68a, BD69] to solve (1.2) for some a. Recently the
latter approach was refined by Bennett–Ghadermarzi [BG13] who applied their algorithm
to find all solutions of (1.2) in Z × Z for any nonzero a ∈ Z with |a| ≤ 107; see also
the work of Wildanger and Ja¨tzschmann discussed in Fieker–Gaa´l–Pohst [FGP13, p.739].
Alternatively, Masser [Mas75], Lang [Lan78], Wu¨stholz [Wu¨s84] and Zagier [Zag87] ini-
tiated a practical approach to solve arbitrary elliptic Weierstrass equations (W ) over Z
via elliptic logarithms. On applying this approach with David’s explicit bounds [Dav95],
Stroeker–Tzanakis [ST94] and Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ94] obtained independently a
practical algorithm solving (W ) over Z. Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ98] used this algorithm
to determine all solutions of (1.2) in Z × Z for any nonzero a ∈ Z with |a| ≤ 104 and for
most a ∈ Z with |a| ≤ 105. Let r be the Mordell–Weil rank of the group E(Q) associated
to the elliptic curve E over Q defined by (W ). In the important special case r = 1, there
exists in addition a practical approach of Balakrishnan–Besser–Mu¨ller [BBM13, BBM15]
which is in the spirit of Kim’s non-abelian Chabauty program initiated in [Kim05].
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We now discuss practical methods in the literature solving (1.2) over any ring O as
above. In practice and in theory, this task is considerably more difficult than solving (1.2) in
O = Z. The method of Bilu [Bil94] and Bilu–Hanrot [BH98] for superelliptic Diophantine
equations allows in particular to solve (1.2). Further, classical constructions reduce (1.2)
to Thue–Mahler equations which in turn can be solved using the method of Tzanakis–de
Weger [TdW92]. Smart [Sma94] extended the above mentioned elliptic logarithm approach
to solve (W ) over O. His algorithm is conditional on explicit lower bounds for linear forms
in p-adic elliptic logarithms. Re´mond–Urfels [RU96] proved such bounds8 for r ≤ 2, and
these bounds were then applied by Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ96, GPZ97] to solve (1.2) for
some nonempty S. Furthermore, in a joint work with Herrmann [PZGH99], they obtained
a variation of the elliptic logarithm approach which works also for r ≥ 3, see Section 4.2.
We point out that the elliptic logarithm approach requires a basis of E(Q). There are
methods which often can compute such a basis in practice, in particular in our case of
elliptic curves defined by (1.2). However, these methods are not (yet) effective in general
as discussed in Section 4.2.1. For a detailed description of the elliptic logarithm approach,
we refer to the excellent book of Tzanakis [Tza13] which is devoted to this method.
4.1 Algorithm via modular symbols
We continue our notation. For any elliptic curve E over Q, we denote by c4 and c6 the
usual quantities associated to a minimal Weierstrass model of E over Z; see [Tat74]. Write
NE and ∆E for the conductor and minimal discriminant of E respectively. We define
aS = 1728N
2
S
∏
pmin(ordp(a),2) (4.1)
with the product taken over all rational primes p not in S. If (x, y) satisfies the Mordell
equation (1.2), then one can consider the elliptic curve E over Q which admits the Weier-
strass equation t2 = s3 − 27xs − 54y with “indeterminates” s and t. This construction
leads to the following lemma which will be proven in course of the proof of Lemma 10.3.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that (x, y) is a solution of the Mordell equation (1.2). Then there
exists an elliptic curve E over Q such that NE | aS and such that c4 = u
4x and c6 = u
6y
for some u ∈ Q with u12 = 1728∆E |a|
−1.
In fact this lemma may be viewed as an explicit Parsˇin construction for integral points
on the moduli scheme of elliptic curves defined by (1.2), see [vK13b, Prop 3.4] for details.
8Hirata-Kohno [HK] recently established the general case. Tzanakis [Tza13, Chapt 11] combined her
bounds with the elliptic logarithm reduction to solve (W ) over O, see also Hirata-Kohno–Kova´cs [HKK14].
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Algorithm 4.2 (Mordell equations via modular symbols). The input consists of a finite
set of rational primes S together with a nonzero number a ∈ O, and the output is the set
of solutions (x, y) of the Mordell equation (1.2).
(i) Define aS as in (4.1). Then use Cremona’s algorithm using modular symbols, de-
scribed in Section 2, to compute the set T ⊂ Z × Z of quantities (c4, c6) which are
associated to some modular elliptic curve over Q of conductor dividing aS.
(ii) For each (c4, c6) ∈ T , write |(c
3
4 − c
2
6)/a| =
m
n with coprime m,n ∈ Z≥1. Compute
the subset T0 ⊆ T of (c4, c6) ∈ T with m = u
12
1 and n = u
12
2 for u1, u2 ∈ Z.
(iii) For any (c4, c6) ∈ T0 take u =
u1
u2
in Q with u12 = |(c34− c
2
6)/a| and define x = u
−4c4
and y = u−6c6. If x and y are both in O, then output (x, y).
Correctness. We now verify that this algorithm indeed finds all solutions of any Mordell
equation (1.2). Suppose that (x, y) satisfies (1.2). Then Lemma 4.1 gives an elliptic curve
E over Q such that NE | aS and such that c4 = u
4x and c6 = u
6y for some u ∈ Q with
u12 = 1728∆E |a|
−1. The Shimura–Taniyama conjecture assures that E is modular. This
proves that (c4, c6) is contained in the set T computed in step (i). Furthermore we obtain
that (c4, c6) ∈ T0, since it holds u
12 = 1728∆E |a|
−1 = |(c34 − c
2
6)/a| by the definition of
the discriminant. Any u′ ∈ Q with u′12 = |(c34 − c
2
6)/a| satisfies u
′4 = u4 and u′6 = u6.
Therefore we see that step (iii) produces our solution (x, y) = (u−4c4, u
−6c6) as desired.
Complexity. The discussion of the complexity of step (i) is analogous to the discussion
of the complexity of Algorithm 3.4 (i) and thus we refer the reader to Section 3.1. For each
(c4, c6) ∈ T , step (ii) needs to check if there is u =
u1
u2
∈ Q with u12 = |(c34−c
2
6)/a| and then
step (iii) needs to check if u1 ∈ Z is only divisible by primes in S. Therefore we see that
the complexity discussions of Algorithm 3.4 together with the arguments in Remark 3.5
imply the following: The running time of step (ii) and (iii) is at most polynomial in terms
of H(a)NS , and is at most Oε((H(a)NS)
ε) if all three conjectures (BSD), (GRH) and (abc)
hold. Here H(a) = exp(h(a)) denotes the multiplicative Weil height of a.
Applications. We recall from [BG06, 12.5.2] that a solution (x, y) ∈ Z × Z of (1.2)
is called primitive if ±1 are the only m ∈ Z with m6 | gcd(x3, y2). For each nonzero
a ∈ Z one can quickly enumerate all (x, y) ∈ Z × Z with y2 = x3 + a if one knows the
primitive solutions of any Mordell equation y2 = x3 + a′ with a′ ∈ Z satisfying a = a′m6
for some m ∈ Z. On using an implementation in Sage of Algorithm 4.2, we computed
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the set of primitive solutions of the family of Mordell equations (1.2) with parameter
a ∈ Z−{0} satisfying r2(a) ≤ 200 for r2(a) =
∏
pmin(2,ordp(a)) with the product taken over
all rational primes p. Here the computation of the solutions was very fast, since for each
a ∈ Z−{0} with r2(a) ≤ 200 part (i) of Algorithm 4.2 can use Cremona’s database which
contains in particular the required data for all elliptic curves over Q of conductor dividing
1728r2(a) < 350000. On the other hand, if the required data of the involved elliptic curves
is not already known, then our Algorithm 4.2 is usually not practical anymore. Here the
problem is the application of Cremona’s algorithm (using modular symbols) in step (i),
which requires a huge amount of memory to deal with conductors that are not small.
4.2 Algorithm via height bounds
In this section we use the optimized height bounds of Proposition 10.7 to construct Al-
gorithm 4.4 which allows to solve the Mordell equation (1.2). We continue our notation
and we work with the following setup: We may and do view y2 = x3 + a as a Weierstrass
equation of an elliptic curve Ea over Q, since our a ∈ O is nonzero. A classical result
of Mordell gives that the abelian group Ea(Q) is finitely generated. Let P1, . . . , Pr be a
basis of the free part of Ea(Q), and let Ea(Q)tor be the torsion group of Ea(Q). We call
r the Mordell–Weil rank of Ea(Q) and we say that P1, . . . , Pr is a Mordell–Weil basis of
Ea(Q). Let (x, y) be a solution of (1.2). The corresponding point P in Ea(Q) takes the
form P = Q+
∑r
i=1 niPi with ni ∈ Z and Q ∈ Ea(Q)tor, and we define N(x, y) = maxi|ni|.
Decomposition. Before we describe our Algorithm 4.4 in detail, we discuss its decom-
position which is inspired by the elliptic logarithm approach introduced by Masser–Zagier.
A variation of the latter approach was used for example in the algorithm of Petho˝–Zimmer–
Gebel–Herrmann [PZGH99] whose main ingredients can be described as follows:
(1) First they try to find a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q).
(2) On using the explicit result of Hajdu–Herendi [HH98] which is based on the theory
of logarithmic forms [BW07], they determine an initial upper bound N0 such that
any solution (x, y) of (1.2) satisfies N(x, y) ≤ N0.
(3) Following Smart [Sma94] they apply the elliptic logarithm reduction in order to
reduce the initial upper bound N0 to a bound N1 which is usually much smaller.
(4) Finally they enumerate all solutions (x, y) of (1.2) with N(x, y) ≤ N1. Here in the
case O = Z the “inequality trick” usually improves the enumeration process.
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Our Algorithm 4.4 substantially improves in all aspects the elliptic logarithm approach
for (1.2). More precisely, without introducing new ideas we use the known methods for
(1) described in Section 4.2.1. To obtain the initial upper bound for Algorithm 4.4, we
apply in Proposition 4.3 the optimized height bounds worked out in Section 10. In practice
our initial bound is considerably stronger than the initial bound N0 in (2) based on the
theory of logarithmic forms, and this leads to significant running time improvements of
the reduction process as illustrated in Section 4.2.3. Then to enumerate the solutions of
bounded height, we apply the elliptic logarithm sieve constructed in Section 11. This sieve
is substantially more efficient than the reduction process (3) together with the subsequent
enumeration (4). We now discuss the ingredients of our approach in more detail.
4.2.1 Torsion group and Mordell–Weil basis
On using the notation introduced above, we next briefly discuss methods which allow to
determine the torsion group Ea(Q)tor of Ea(Q) and a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q).
Torsion. Fueter [Fue30] completely determined Ea(Q)tor. To state his result we write
a = e/d with coprime e, d ∈ Z. If d5e = k · l6 for k, l ∈ Z with k sixth power free, then
Ea(Q)tor ∼=


Z/6Z if k = 1,
Z/3Z if k 6= 1 is a square, or k = −432,
Z/2Z if k 6= 1 is a cube,
0 otherwise.
(4.2)
This completely determines all solutions of (1.2) in Q×Q in the case when the Mordell–
Weil rank r of Ea(Q) satisfies r = 0. Therefore for the purpose of determining all solutions
of the Mordell equation (1.2) we always may assume that r ≥ 1.
Mordell–Weil basis. The problem of finding a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) is usually
more difficult. If the elliptic curve Ea satisfies the part of the Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture (BSD) predicting that r coincides with the analytic rank of Ea, then a result
of Manin [Man71] leads to a practical algorithm (see for example Gebel–Zimmer [GZ94])
which computes such a basis. On applying this algorithm and an algorithm of Cremona
given in [Cre97], Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ98] computed a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q)
for most a ∈ Z with |a| ≤ 105. Parts of their database (Mordell±) are uploaded on their
homepage tnt.math.se.tmu.ac.jp/simath/MORDELL. On using (PSM) we checked their
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data for all nonzero a ∈ Z with |a| ≤ 104. Here it turned out that for a = 7823 a basis was
missing and that for a = −7086 and a = −6789 the given bases were not saturated. In all
these three cases we determined a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) using (PSM) and now the
(updated) database contains a correct Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) for any nonzero a ∈ Z
with |a| ≤ 104. We note that in our special case given by the Mordell elliptic curve Ea, one
can often exploit isogenies to find a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q). In fact, it turned out
in practice that the known techniques implemented in (PSM) (Generators, two-descent,
HeegnerPoint, etc.) usually allow to quickly determine such a basis. However we point out
that in the case of an arbitrary nonzero a ∈ Z there is so far no unconditional method
which allows to determine a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q).
4.2.2 Elliptic logarithm sieve
Starting with Zagier [Zag87] and de Weger [dW89], many authors developed over the
last decades the elliptic logarithm reduction process; see for example Stroeker–Tzanakis
[ST94], Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ94] and Smart [Sma94]. In practice this process allows
to show that the solutions in O × O of an arbitrary elliptic Weierstrass equation have
either relatively small or huge height. In Section 11 we constructed the elliptic logarithm
sieve which considerably improves the elliptic logarithm reduction and the subsequent
enumeration of solutions of small height. In particular, for any given bound N ∈ Z, the
elliptic logarithm sieve solves the problem of efficiently enumerating all solutions (x, y)
of (1.2) with N(x, y) ≤ N . The sieve combines the core idea of the elliptic logarithm
reduction with several conceptually new ideas. We refer to Section 11 for an overview of
the new ideas introduced by the elliptic logarithm sieve and for a detailed discussion of
the practical and theoretical improvements provided by these ideas.
4.2.3 Initial bounds
We continue the notation introduced above. In this section we give an initial upper bound
for various heights attached to the solutions of the Mordell equation (1.2). We also compare
our bound with the actual best results in the literature and we explain how our result
improves the running time of the reduction process in the elliptic logarithm sieve.
We recall that P1, . . . , Pr denotes a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q), and for any solution
(x, y) of (1.2) we write as above N(x, y) = max|ni| for the “infinity norm” of the corre-
sponding point P = Q +
∑
niPi in Ea(Q). Let hˆ be the canonical Ne´ron-Tate height on
Ea(Q). Here we work with the natural normalization of hˆ which divides by the degree of
the involved rational function, see for example [Sil09, p.248].
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Initial bounds. Let (x, y) be a solution of (1.2), with corresponding point P ∈ Ea(Q).
To deduce an upper bound for N(x, y), we recall standard properties of hˆ. One can control
hˆ(P ) in terms of the usual logarithmic Weil height h as follows
hˆ(P ) ≤ 12h(x) +
m
6 h(a) + 1.58, m =

1 if a ∈ Z,12 otherwise. (4.3)
Indeed in the integral case a ∈ Z the displayed inequality directly follows for example
from Silverman [Sil90, Thm 1.1]. To deal with any nonzero a ∈ O, we write a = c/d
with coprime c, d ∈ Z and we consider Eb for b = d
6a ∈ Z. There is an isomorphism
ϕ : Ea → Eb induced by x 7→ d
2x. Then an application of the already verified integral
case of (4.3), with Eb and b ∈ Z, gives an upper bound for hˆ(P ) = hˆ(ϕ(P )) in terms of
h(d2x) and h(b) which proves (4.3) as desired. Further it is known that hˆ defines a positive
definite quadratic form on the real vector space E(Q)⊗ZR. On using the basis P1, . . . , Pr
we identify E(Q) ⊗Z R with R
r and then we denote by λ the smallest eigenvalue of the
matrix defining the binary form associated to the quadratic form hˆ on Rr.
We now use the optimized height bound in Proposition 10.7, or the abc-conjecture of
Masser-Oesterle´ [Mas02] stated in Remark 3.6, in order to obtain initial bounds.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that (x, y) is a solution of (1.2), and denote by P the corre-
sponding point in Ea(Q). Then the following statements hold.
(i) Let α = α(aS) be the number from Proposition 10.7, and recall that m = 1 if a ∈ Z
and m = 12 otherwise. It holds λN(x, y)2 ≤ hˆ(P ) ≤M0 for some M0 ∈ Z with
M0 ≤
m+1
6 h(a) + 2α+ log(α+ 16.52) + 52.12.
(ii) Suppose that a ∈ Z, and assume that the abc-conjecture holds. Then for any real
number ǫ > 0 there exists a constant cǫ depending only on ǫ such that
hˆ(P ) ≤ (1 + ǫ)(logNS +
7
6h(a)) + cǫ.
In case the computation of the number α from Proposition 10.7 takes too long, one
can replace α by the (slightly) larger number α¯ = α¯(aS) which is defined below (10.9).
The number α¯ has the advantage that it can be quickly computed in all cases. We further
mention that the bound in Proposition 4.3 (ii) is a direct consequence of a result in
Bombieri–Gubler [BG06, Thm 12.5.12]; this bound is optimal in terms of NS .
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Proof of Proposition 4.3. We first prove (i). Linear algebra leads to λN(x, y)2 ≤ hˆ(P ),
since hˆ is a quadratic form on E(Q) ⊗Z R. Further, the estimate for M0 in (i) follows by
combining (4.3) with the upper bound for h(x) given in Proposition 10.7.
To show assertion (ii) we assume that a ∈ Z and we write x = x1/d
2 and y = y1/d
3
with x1, y1, d ∈ Z satisfying gcd(d, x1y1) = 1 and d > 0. Let n be the largest element
in Z with n6 | gcd(x31, y
2
1). On dividing the equation x
3
1 − y
2
1 = −ad
6 by n6, we obtain
a new equation of the form u3 − v2 = w with u, v, w ∈ Z and gcd(u3, v2) = 1. Now, on
assuming the abc-conjecture, we see that [BG06, Thm 12.5.12] gives estimates for |u|, |v|.
These estimates lead to an upper bound for h(x) which together with (4.3) proves (ii).
Comparison with literature. There are several explicit bounds for M0 and N(x, y)
in the literature. They are all based on the theory of logarithmic forms. In fact this theory
allows to effectively solve Diophantine equations which are considerably more general than
Mordell equations (1.2), see for example [BW07]. To compare Proposition 4.3 (i) with the
actual best bounds for (1.2) in the literature, we use a simpler but weaker version of our
bound. On replacing in the proof of Proposition 4.3 (i) our optimized height bounds by
the simplified height bounds in Proposition 10.1, we obtain
λN(x, y)2 ≤M0 ≤
m+1
6 h(a) +
1
2aS log aS . (4.4)
For the purpose of the following discussion, we recall that in the case a ∈ Z it holds that
aS ≤ 1728|a|N
2
S and m = 1. The actual best effective upper bound for N(x, y) andM0 was
established by Petho˝–Zimmer–Gebel–Herrmann [PZGH99, Thm]. Their result is based on
the work of Hajdu–Herendi [HH98] which in turn relies on the theory of logarithmic forms.
To state the rather complicated bound for N(x, y) provided by Petho˝ et al, we need to
introduce some notation. As in [PZGH99, Thm] we define the constants
k3 =
32
3
∆
1
2
0 (8 +
1
2
log∆0)
4, k4 = 10
4 · 256 ·∆
2
3
0 , ∆0 = 27|a|
2.
Further, we write s = |S| and q = maxS (with q = 1 if S = ∅). Then we define
κ1 =
7
2 · 10
38s+87(s+ 1)20s+35q24max(1, log q)4s+2k3(log k3)
2(k3 + 20sk3 + log(ek4)).
We mention that the result in [PZGH99, Thm] is stated under the assumption that the
given Weierstrass equation over Z is minimal at all primes in S. However, on looking at
the proof one sees that this minimality assumption is not necessary for the portion of the
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theorem which provides an upper bound for N(x, y). We conclude that [PZGH99, Thm]
provides in general that any solution (x, y) of (1.2) with a ∈ Z− {0} satisfies
λN(x, y)2 ≤M0 ≤ κ1 +
1
3 log|4 · 6
3a|. (4.5)
In our simplified bound (4.4) the dependence on a ∈ Z is of the form |a| log|a|, while
in (4.5) it is of the weaker form |a|2(log|a|)10. Further we see that (4.4) considerably
improves (4.5) for essentially all sets S of practical interest, in particular for all sets S
with NS ≤ 2
1200 or s ≤ 12 and for all sets S of the form S = S(n) where S(n) denotes
the set of the first n primes for some n ∈ Z≥1. We now choose parameters A and S as
follows: The set S is given by {∅, S(1), S(10)}, and the set A consists of 24 distinct nonzero
a ∈ Z such that for each r ∈ {1, . . . , 12} there are precisely two a in A with Ea(Q) of
rank r; here we tried9 to choose these elements a ∈ Z with |a| as small as possible. To
illustrate that our bound leads to significant running time improvements, we computed
for all parameter pairs (a, S) ∈ A×S the running times ρ and ρ∗ of the elliptic logarithm
reduction in Algorithm 11.19 (ii) using Proposition 4.3 (i) and (4.5) respectively. In the
case S = ∅, it turned out that we obtain a running time improvement by a factor ρ∗/ρ
which is approximately 2 for small/medium |a| and which is close to 4 for large |a|. The
running time improvements become more significant in the case S = S(1). Here the factor
ρ∗/ρ is approximately 30 for small/medium |a| and it is approximately 60 for large |a|.
Finally we achieve big running time improvements when S = S(10). In this case the factor
ρ∗/ρ is approximately 300 for small |a|, it lies between 500 and 103 for medium sized |a|
and it varies between 103 and 104 for large |a|. For example if a = −2520963512 (r = 8)
and S = S(10) then ρ is less than 23 seconds while ρ∗ exceeds 2 days.
In the classical case O = Z, there is also a fully explicit estimate N0 ≥ N(x, y)
which was independently established by Stroeker–Tzanakis [ST94] and Gebel–Petho˝–
Zimmer [GPZ94]. This estimate is based on lower bounds for linear forms in elliptic loga-
rithms (see Masser [Mas75], Wu¨stholz [Wu¨s84], Hirata-Kohno [HK91] and David [Dav95]).
We do not state here N0 in its precise form, since N0 is even more complicated than the
bound in (4.5). To see that our result improves N0 for essentially all a ∈ Z of practical
interest, it suffices to consider the following simpler lower bound
N0 ≥ λ
−1/2103(r+2)4(r+1)
2
(r + 2)(r
2+13r+23.3)/2
r∏
i=1
max
(
hˆ(Pi)
1/2, log(4|a|)
)
. (4.6)
9For r ≤ 6 we found the “smallest” possible a. Further, we note that for our purpose of illustrating
the running time improvements of the reduction process it suffices to work with r independent points of
Ea(Q); for r ≥ 9 we could not prove (unconditionally) that our r independent points form a basis.
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This lower bound follows for example from [PZGH99, p.386-387], see also the recent book
of Tzanakis [Tza13]. In (4.6) we may and do assume that r ≥ 1 by Fueter’s result (4.2).
Then we see that our simplified bound (4.4) improves (4.6) for all nonzero a ∈ Z with
|a| ≤ 1040. In the case of arbitrary O 6= Z and r = 2, one can deduce an explicit estimate
N0 ≥ N(x, y) by using lower bounds of David [Dav95] and Re´mond–Urfels [RU96]; see also
the recent work of Hirata-Kohno–Kova´cs [HK, HKK14] removing the assumption r = 2.
Here the quantity N0 is very complicated and its dependence on S is quite involved. In
any case N0 is larger than the lower bound in (4.6) and thus our result is better than the
estimate N0 ≥ N(x, y) for all pairs (a, S) with aS ≤ 10
40. On the other hand, for large aS
it is rather difficult (when not impossible in general) to compare Proposition 4.3 (i) with
the corresponding results based on lower bounds for linear forms in elliptic logarithms.
The reason is that the involved quantities are quite different. However, the dependence of
(4.6) on the rank r means that our result leads to significant running time improvements
in the notoriously difficult case when r is not small. To illustrate this we computed for all
parameter pairs (a, S) ∈ A×S the running times ρ and ρ′ of the elliptic logarithm reduction
in Algorithm 11.19 (ii) using Proposition 4.3 (i) and N0 respectively. We note that instead
of implementing the very complicated estimate N0 in its precise form, we used here the
simpler lower bound in (4.6). In other words the running time ρ′ is slightly too good,
which means that our running time improvements are slightly better than illustrated by
the numbers appearing in the following discussion. In the case S = ∅, we obtain a running
time improvement by a factor ρ′/ρ which is approximately 2 when 2 ≤ r ≤ 4 and which
lies between 3 and 10 in the range 5 ≤ r ≤ 12. The running time improvements become
more significant in the case S = S(1). Here the factor ρ′/ρ lies between 2 and 20 when
2 ≤ r ≤ 4, it varies between 50 and 100 in the range 5 ≤ r ≤ 8, and it lies between 500 and
103 for 9 ≤ r ≤ 12. Finally we obtain big running time improvements when S = S(10). In
this case the factor ρ′/ρ varies between 2 and 10 in the range 2 ≤ r ≤ 4, it lies between
30 and 500 for r ≤ 5 ≤ 8, and it varies between 700 and 3000 in the range r ≤ 9 ≤ 12.
For example, if S = S(10) then there is an a ∈ A with r = 12 such that our running time
ρ is less than 3 minutes while ρ′ is approximately 5 days.
4.2.4 The algorithm
We continue the notation introduced above. On combining the ingredients of the previous
sections, we obtain an algorithm which allows to solve the Mordell equation (1.2). Here
we point out that our algorithm requires an explicitly given Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q).
While it is usually possible to determine such a basis in practice (see Section 4.2.1), there
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is so far no unconditional method which in principle works for an arbitrary nonzero a ∈ Z.
In view of this we included a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) in the input.
Algorithm 4.4 (Mordell equations via height bounds). The inputs are a finite set of
rational primes S, a nonzero number a ∈ O and the coordinates of a Mordell–Weil basis
of Ea(Q). The output is the set of solutions (x, y) of (1.2).
(i) Use Proposition 4.3 (i) to compute an initial bound M0 such that for any solution
(x, y) of (1.2) the corresponding point P ∈ Ea(Q) satisfies hˆ(P ) ≤M0.
(ii) Apply the elliptic logarithm sieve in Algorithm 11.19 in order to find all solutions
(x, y) of (1.2) with corresponding point P ∈ Ea(Q) satisfying hˆ(P ) ≤M0.
Correctness. If P ∈ Ea(Q) corresponds to a solution (x, y) of (1.2), then Proposition
4.3 (i) gives that hˆ(P ) ≤ M0. Thus the application of the elliptic logarithm sieve in step
(ii) produces all solutions of (1.2) as desired, see Remark 11.20 when a /∈ Z.
Complexity. We now discuss various aspects which significantly influence the running
time of Algorithm 4.4. In view of the remark given below Proposition 4.3 (i), the computa-
tion of the initial upper boundM0 in step (i) is always very fast. The running time of step
(ii) crucially depends on the size of M0, the height h(a), the rank r and the cardinality of
S. For a complexity discussion of the elliptic logarithm sieve used in step (ii) we refer to
Section 11. Therein we explain in detail various complexity aspects and we also discuss in
detail the influence of the parameters M0, r, h(a) and |S| on the running time in practice
(and in theory). See also Section 4.2.3 where we illustrated the improvements provided by
the sharpened initial bound M0 obtained in Proposition 4.3 (i).
Remark 4.5 (Generalizations). Algorithm 4.4 allows to solve more general Diophantine
equations associated to a Mordell curve, that is an elliptic curve with vanishing j-invariant.
Assume that we are given the coefficients a1 . . . , a6 ∈ Q of a Weierstrass equation
y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6 (4.7)
of an elliptic curve E with j-invariant j = 0, and suppose that we know a basis of the
free part of E(Q). Then Algorithm 4.4 allows to find all solutions (x, y) of (4.7) in O×O.
Indeed there is an explicit isomorphism which transforms any such solution of (4.7) into a
solution of (1.2) for some explicit a ∈ Z−{0}, and hence an application of Algorithm 4.4
with this a produces the set of solutions of (1.2) and then of (4.7). In fact we implemented
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this slightly more general version of Algorithm 4.4. To conclude we mention that further
generalizations are possible by using the arguments in [Tza13, Chapt 8].
4.2.5 Elliptic curves with good reduction outside a given set of primes
We continue the notation introduced above. LetM(S) be the set of Q-isomorphism classes
of elliptic curves over Q with good reduction outside a given finite set of rational primes
S. In this section we apply Algorithm 4.4 in order to compute the set M(S).
Known methods. There are already several practical methods in the literature which
allow to determineM(S). Agrawal–Coates–Hunt–van der Poorten [ACHvdP80] computed
the semi-stable locus of M({11}) by using an approach via Thue–Mahler equations which
ultimately relies on the theory of logarithmic forms. Their work builds on Coates’ effective
proof [Coa70b] of Shafarevich’s theorem mentioned in the introduction. Alternatively one
can compute M(S) by using the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture and modular symbols, see
Cremona [Cre97]. There are also two more recent approaches which ultimately rely on the
theory of logarithmic forms: The method of Cremona–Lingham [CL07] discussed in the
introduction, and the very recent approach of Koutsianas [Kou15] via S-unit equations
over number fields. Furthermore, very recently Bennett–Rechnitzer [BR15a, BR15b] sub-
stantially refined (in particular for |S| = 1) the above mentioned classical Thue–Mahler
approach: In the irreducible case they use the Thue–Mahler algorithm of Tzanakis–de
Weger [TdW92] and in the rational two torsion case they apply the algorithm of de
Weger [dW89, dW90] for sums of units being a square. Finally, several authors used
ingenious ad hoc methods to determine M(S) for specific sets S. For an overview, see for
example the discussions and references in [Cre06, Sect 1] and [BR15b, Sect 1].
The algorithm. On combining Shafarevich’s classical reduction to Mordell equations
(1.2) with Algorithm 4.4, we obtain an alternative approach to determine M(S). Here we
do not use modular symbols or lower bounds for linear forms in logarithms. To state our
algorithm, we introduce some terminology. We may and do identify any [E] in M(S) with
the pair (c4, c6) associated by Tate [Tat74, p.180] to a minimal Weierstrass model of E
over Z. Further, for arbitrary s, t ∈ Q we say that an elliptic curve over Q is given by (s, t)
if the equation y2 = x3 − 27sx − 54t defines an affine model of the curve. If s, t are in Q
with s3 − t2 nonzero and if E denotes an elliptic curve over Q given by (s, t), then Tate’s
algorithm [Tat75] allows to compute the pair (c4, c6) associated to a minimal Weierstrass
model of E over Z and it allows to check whether [E] lies in M(S).
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Algorithm 4.6. The inputs are a finite set of rational primes S and a Mordell–Weil basis
of Ea(Q) for all a = 1728w with w ∈ Z dividing N
5
S. The output is the set M(S).
The algorithm: For each a = 1728w with w ∈ Z dividing N5S, do the following.
(i) Apply Algorithm 4.4 in order to determine the set Ya(O) formed by the solutions of
the Mordell equation (1.2) defined by the parameter pair (a, S).
(ii) For each (x, y) ∈ Ya(O) and for any d ∈ Z≥1 dividing NS, let E be the elliptic
curve over Q given by (d2x, d3y) and output the pair (c4, c6) associated to a minimal
Weierstrass model of E over Z provided that [E] lies in M(S).
Correctness. We take [E] = (c4, c6) in M(S). The minimimal discriminant ∆ of E lies
inO×. Hence there are integers u,w, d ∈ O×, with d ∈ Z≥1 dividingNS and w dividingN
5
S ,
such that ∆ = −wd6u12. We define x = c4u4d2 and y =
c6
u6d3 . The formula 1728∆ = c
3
4 − c
2
6
shows that (x, y) lies in the set Ya(O) computed in step (i) for a = 1728w, and the elliptic
curve E is given by (d2x, d3y). Hence we see that step (ii) produces our [E] as desired.
Complexity. The running time of Algorithm 4.6 is essentially determined by step (i).
Therein we compute the sets Ya(O) for all a = 1728w with w ∈ Z dividing N
5
S and for
this purpose we need to apply Algorithm 4.4 with 2 · 6|S| distinct parameters a. Hence
the running time of Algorithm 4.6 crucially depends on |S| and on the complexity of
Algorithm 4.4 which we already discussed in the previous section. In step (ii), it might be
possible that one can omit to check whether [E] lies in M(S). In any case this check is
always very quick and it has no influence on the running time in practice.
Input obstruction and the family S. The input of Algorithm 4.6 requires 2 · 6|S|
distinct Mordell–Weil bases. In fact, for large |S|, it usually happens that one can not
determine unconditionally all bases and then our Algorithm 4.6 can not be used to compute
M(S). However, for small |S| it turned out in practice that one can often efficiently
compute the required bases by using the known techniques in (PSM). For example, without
introducing crucial new ideas, we computed the required bases for each set S in S. Here S
is a family of sets which contains in particular the set S(5) and all sets S with NS ≤ 10
3.
We observe that any elliptic curve over Q with good reduction outside S has conductor
dividing N condS =
∏
p∈S p
fp , where (f2, f3) = (8, 5) and fp = 2 if p ≥ 5. It holds that N
2
S
divides N condS , and thus S contains in particular all sets S with N
cond
S ≤ 10
6.
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Applications. On using Algorithm 4.6, we determined the sets M(S) for all S ∈ S.
This took less than 2.5 hours for S = S(5), and on average it took approximately 30
seconds for sets S ∈ S with |S| = 2, roughly 2.5 minutes for sets S ∈ S with |S| = 3 and
approximately 8 minutes for sets S ∈ S with |S| = 4. Here we did not take into account
the time required to determine the Mordell–Weil bases for the input. In fact if the bases
for the input are not already known, then their computation is usually the bottleneck of
our approach to determineM(S) via Algorithm 4.6. Let T be a nonempty open subscheme
of Spec(Z). Inspired by our Conjecture 1 on T -points of P1Z − {0, 1,∞}, we propose the
following analogous conjecture on T -points of the moduli stack M1,1 of elliptic curves.
Conjecture 1 for M1,1. Does there exist c ∈ Z with the following property: If n ∈ Z≥1
then any set of rational primes S with |S| ≤ n satisfies |M(S)| ≤ |M(S(n))| + c?
Our database listing the sets M(S) for all S ∈ S shows the following: For any n ∈ Z≥1
and for each S ∈ S with |S| ≤ n, it holds that |M(S)| is at most |M(S(n))|. In light of
this we ask whether the above conjecture is true with the optimal constant c = 0?
We point out that for certain sets S ∈ S one can compute the spacesM(S) by using dif-
ferent methods. For example Cremona–Lingham [CL07] determined M(S) for S = {2, p}
with p ≤ 23, and Koutsianas [Kou15] moreover computed M(S) for S = {2, 3, 23} and
S = {2, p} with p ≤ 127. Further Cremona’s database [Cre97] allows to directly determine
the spaceM(S) for all sets S with N condS ≤ 380000 (as of February 2016). We also mention
that the case |S| = 1 was studied by Edixhoven–Groot–Top in [EdGT90]. In particular
they showed thatM({p}) is empty for many rational primes p, see [EdGT90, Cor 1] which
explicitly lists such primes p. Furthermore very recently Bennett–Rechnitzer [BR15b] de-
termined M({p}) for all primes p < 2 · 109, and for all p < 1012 conditional on an explicit
version of Hall’s conjecture with “Hall ratio” 1014. Here to prove their unconditional re-
sults, they exploit that |S| = 1 in order to reduce to Thue equations which can be solved
much more efficiently than Thue–Mahler equations. Their ingenious reduction uses in par-
ticular a result of Mestre–Oesterle´ [MO89, Thm 2] which in turn relies (inter alia) on the
geometric version of the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture.
Comparison. We now briefly discuss advantages and disadvantages of the different
methods which allow to compute M(S) in practice. Our Algorithm 4.6 significantly im-
proves the method (CL) of Cremona–Lingham [CL07]. Indeed our Algorithm 4.4 is con-
siderably more efficient in solving (1.2) than the algorithm [PZGH99] used in (CL). To
illustrate that our improvements are significant, we used (CL) to determine M(S) for
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S = S(3). This took more than 35 minutes10, while it took Algorithm 4.6 less than 2
minutes. Furthermore there are several sets S ∈ S which seem to be out of reach for
(CL). For example in the case S = S(4) it took Algorithm 4.6 less than 20 minutes to
compute M(S), while (CL) did not terminate within 2 months. In comparison with the
other practical methods which allow to compute M(S), the main disadvantage of our
approach and of (CL) is that they both require 2 · 6|S| distinct Mordell–Weil bases. The
modular symbols method (see Cremona [Cre97]) can efficiently compute the curves in
M(S) with small conductor, while the curves of large conductor cause memory problems.
We note that even for relatively small sets S the maximal conductor N condS can be large.
For example if S contains {2, 3, p} for some p ≥ 13 then it holds that N condS ≥ 10
8 and
thus the practical computation of M(S) seems to be out of reach for the modular symbol
method. On the other hand, the modular symbol method deals much more efficiently with
the important related problem of compiling a database which lists all elliptic curves over
Q of given conductor N ≤ 380000. The efficiency of the approach of Koutsianas [Kou15]
strongly depends on the size of |S| and on the involved number fields (quadratic, cubic, or
S3-extension) in which one has to solve the unit equations. We point out that (CL) and
the method of Koutsianas [Kou15] both allow to deal with more general number fields
K, while our approach currently only works in the considerably simpler case K = Q. As
already mentioned, Bennett–Rechnitzer [BR15a, BR15b] substantially refined the classi-
cal Thue–Mahler approach in order to compute M({p}) for all primes p < 2 · 109. This
computation is unfavorable for our method, since finding unconditionally all the required
Mordell–Weil bases would (when possible) take a long time with the known techniques.
In general, [BR15b] crucially depends on the algorithms [TdW92, dW90] for which we are
not aware of a complexity analysis. In particular, if |S| 6= 1 then it is not clear to us how
efficient is the Thue–Mahler approach of [BR15a, BR15b].
To compare some data, we computed the space M(S) for all sets S considered in the
papers of Cremona–Lingham [CL07] and Koutsianas [Kou15] and for all sets S which can
be covered by Cremona’s database [Cre97] (as of February 2016). In all cases it turned
out that our Algorithm 4.6 produced exactly the same number of curves.
4.2.6 Integral points on moduli schemes
We continue our notation. Many Diophantine equations can be reduced via the moduli
formalism to the study of M(S). To explain this more precisely, we use the notation and
10This is a lower bound for the time required for (CL) to solve the involved equations (1.2). Here we
used the official Sage implementation of [PZGH99] which works with an “absolute” reduction process. This
means that the running times of (CL) are in fact larger than the numbers we listed.
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terminology of [vK13b, Sect 3]. The setM(S) identifies with the setM(T ) of isomorphism
classes of elliptic curves over the open subscheme T of Spec(Z) given by T = Spec(Z)−S.
Let Y be a T -scheme and suppose that Y =MP is a moduli scheme of elliptic curves. We
further assume that the Parsˇin construction φ : Y (T )→M(T ), induced by forgetting the
level structure P, is effective in the sense that for each E ∈M(T ) one can determine the
set P(E). Then [vK13b, Thm 7.1] and the discussions in [vK13b, Sect 3] show that one
can in principle determine Y (T ). Furthermore, if S ∈ S then one can indeed determine
Y (T ) by applying our explicit results forM(T ) =M(S). This strategy allows to efficiently
solve various classical Diophantine problems, including the following equations.
(i) One can directly solve the S-unit equation (1.1) for any set S ∈ S. Here one works
with the moduli problem P = [Legendre] as in the proof of [vK13b, Prop 3.2].
(ii) We can directly solve any Mordell equation (1.2) defined by (a, S) such that 6a is
invertible in Z[1/NS′ ] for some S
′ ∈ S with S ⊆ S′. Here one works with the moduli
problem Pb = [∆ = b] as in the proof of [vK13b, Prop 3.4], where 1728b = −a.
(iii) One can directly solve any cubic Thue equation (1.3) defined by (f, S,m) such that
6∆m is invertible in Z[1/NS′ ] for some S
′ ∈ S with S ⊆ S′, where ∆ denotes the
discriminant of f . Here one works with the moduli problem obtained by pulling back
the problem Pb, with 4b = −∆m
2, along the morphism ϕ given in (5.1).
(iv) We can directly solve any cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) defined by (f, S,m) such
that 6∆m is invertible in Z[1/NS′ ] for some S
′ ∈ S with S ⊆ S′. Here we work with
the moduli problem P represented by the elliptic curve E over the moduli scheme
Y = Spec
(
O[x, y, 1d ]
)
for d = 6∆f2, where E is given by the closed subscheme of
P2Y defined by v
2w = u3 + 3Huw2 + Jw3 with H and J the covariants (Hessian and
Jacobian) of the cubic form f normalized as in (8.2) and (8.3).
(v) We can directly solve any generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6) defined by
(b, c, S) such that 2bc is invertible in Z[1/NS′ ] for some S
′ ∈ S with S ⊆ S′. Here
we work with the moduli problem P represented by the elliptic curve E over the
moduli scheme Y = Spec
(
Z[a2, a4,
1
δ ]
)
for δ = 16a24(a
2
2 − 4a4), where E is given by
the closed subscheme of P2Y defined by v
2w = u(u2 + a2uw + a4w
2). Note that P is
related to the classical moduli problem [Γ1(2)], see for example [KM85].
In (iv) and (v), any elliptic curve E over T has either no or infinitely many level P-
structures and Tate’s formulas [Tat74, p.181] allow to explicitly determine the set of level
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P-structures P(E) of E. Here, in (iv) one can proceed similarly as in (R1) of Section 5.1
and in (v) we exploit that one can compute the two torsion of the group E(T ). In fact
for each moduli problem used in (i)-(v), one can quickly compute the preimage of the
involved Parsˇin construction φ : Y (T ) → M(T ) and one can directly determine whether
a given point in Y (T ) corresponds to a solution of the considered Diophantine problem.
Hence, if M(T ) is known for some T then one can directly solve the equations in (i)-(v)
defined by parameters satisfying the mentioned conditions with respect to T ; for example
the parameters need to be invertible in OT (T ). On the other hand, if M(T ) is not already
known, then our algorithms via height bounds are more efficient than first computing
M(T ) and afterwards the preimage of φ. Here the main reason is that these algorithms
only need to compute the image of φ inside M(T ) and this image is usually much smaller
than the whole spaceM(T ). We conclude by mentioning that in (i) we do not use modular
symbols as in Algorithm 3.4 or de Weger’s sieve as in Algorithm 3.14.
4.2.7 Applications
In this section we present other applications of Algorithm 4.4. We first discuss parts of
our database D2 containing the solutions of large classes of Mordell equations (1.2). Then
we use D2 to motivate a conjecture and two questions on the number of solutions of (1.2).
Here we also construct a probabilistic model providing additional motivation.
We continue the notation introduced above. Let Ya(O) be the set of solutions of (1.2)
and recall that S(n) denotes the set of the first n rational primes. To determine a Mordell–
Weil basis of Ea(Q) which is required in the input of Algorithm 4.4, we used the methods
discussed in Section 4.2.1. Further we mention that among all sets S of cardinality n the
set S(n) is usually the most difficult case to determine Ya(O). In particular the following
running times of Algorithm 4.4 would be considerably better if S(n) is replaced by any
set S of n large rational primes. The reason is that the elliptic logarithm sieve becomes
considerably stronger for large primes. In fact one would already obtain significant running
time improvements by removing from S(n) the notoriously difficult prime 2.
The case |a| ≤ 104. We solved the Mordell equation (1.2) for all pairs (a, S) such that
S ⊆ S(300) and such that a ∈ Z is nonzero with |a| ≤ 104. Here the important special
case S = ∅ was already established by Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ98] using a different
algorithm. Further we mention that for many a ∈ Z with |a| ≤ 104 we determined Ya(O)
for sets S which are considerably larger than S(300). For example, in the ranges |a| ≤ 10
and |a| ≤ 100 we computed Ya(O) for all S ⊆ S(10
5) and all S ⊆ S(103) respectively.
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Huge a and S. In practice the most common (nontrivial) case is when the Mordell–Weil
rank of Ea(Q) is one, and in this case our algorithm allows to deal efficiently with huge
parameters a and S. To illustrate this feature, we have randomly chosen 100 distinct rank
one curves Ea with |a| ≥ 10
10 and for each of these curves we then determined the sets
Ya(O) for all S ⊆ S(10
5). On average it took Algorithm 4.4 approximately 0.15 seconds,
6 seconds and 5 hours for S = ∅, S = S(100) and S = S(105) respectively.
Small rank. The efficiency of Algorithm 4.4 crucially depends on the Mordell–Weil rank
r of Ea(Q). We recall that Fueter’s result (4.2) completely determines the set Ya(O) when
r = 0. Thus we assume that r ≥ 1 in the following discussion. In the generic case, the
Mordell curve Ea has small rank r and then our algorithm is very fast.
(Rank 1). As already mentioned, in this situation our algorithm can deal efficiently
with huge sets S. In particular for each rank one curve Ea with |a| ≤ 10
4 we computed
the set Ya(O) for all S ⊆ S(10
4). There are 9546 such rank one curves and on average it
took Algorithm 4.4 approximately 20 minutes to determine Ya(O) for S = S(10
4).
(Rank 2 and 3). These cases also appear quite often in practice. For example in the
range |a| ≤ 104 there are 3426 curves Ea of rank two and 478 curves Ea of rank three. For
these curves, we computed the set Ya(O) for all S ⊆ S(300) and on average it took less
than 5 hours and 7 hours in the case of a curve of rank two and three respectively.
Large rank. The situation r ≥ 4 is rather uncommon in practice. However the notori-
ously difficult case of large rank r is of particular interest, since it is the most challenging for
the known methods computing Ya(O) inside the Mordell–Weil group Ea(Q). We mention
that in the present case r ≥ 4 the following running times can be significantly improved
by parallelizing the elliptic logarithm sieve which is used in Algorithm 4.4.
(Rank 4, 5 and 6). We computed Ya(O) for 18 rank four curves with S = S(300), for
12 rank five curves with S = S(100) and for 2 rank six curves with S = S(50). On average
the corresponding running time was roughly 4 days, 2 days and 19 hours in the case of a
curve of rank four, five and six respectively. The running times considerably increased for
larger S. For example on enlarging S(100) to S(150) and S(50) to S(75), the running time
was on average 6 days and 5 days in the case of a curve of rank five and six respectively.
(Rank 7 and 8). We determined the set Ya(O) for 2 rank seven curves with S = S(40)
and for 4 rank eight curves with S = S(30). On average the corresponding running time was
less than 3 days and 5 days in the case of a curve of rank seven and eight respectively. Here
again, the running times significantly increased for larger sets S. For instance on enlarging
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S(40) to S(50) and S(30) to S(40), the running time was on average approximately 5 days
and 14 days in the case of a curve of rank seven and eight respectively.
(Rank at least 9). This situation is extremely rare. However there exist Mordell curves
Ea with Ea(Q) of rank at least nine. Unfortunately we could not find such a curve for
which we were able to determine a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q); here we usually could
only prove that our candidate “basis” generates a subgroup of Ea(Q) which has full rank.
Conjecture and questions. We next use our database D2 to motivate various questions
on the cardinality of the set Ya(O) of solutions of (1.2). First we recall Conjecture 2 which
is motivated by our data and by the construction of the elliptic logarithm sieve; see also
the discussion at the end of this paragraph for additional motivation.
Conjecture 2. There are constants ca and cr, depending only on a and r respectively,
such that any nonempty finite set of rational primes S satisfies
|Ya(O)| ≤ ca|S|
cr .
We now discuss the exponent cr in this conjecture. For any b ∈ Z≥1 we denote by S[b]
the smallest set of rational primes such that for any nonzero P ∈ Ea(Q) with hˆ(P ) ≤ b
the corresponding solution (x, y) of y2 = x3 + a lies in Ya(S[b]). The Ne´ron–Tate height hˆ
defines a positive definite quadratic form on Ea(Q)⊗Z R ∼= R
r. Therefore we obtain that
br/2 = O(|Ya(S[b])|) and we deduce that |S[b]| = O(b
r/2 · b) since all nonzero P ∈ Ea(Q)
satisfy |12h(x)− hˆ(P )| = O(1); here the O constants depend only on a. It follows that the
exponent cr has to be at least
r
r+2 and this leads us to the following question.
Question 2.1. What is the optimal exponent cr in Conjecture 2?
In addition our database D2 strongly indicates that the exponent cr =
r
r+2 is still far from
optimal for many families of sets S of interest, including the family S(n) with n ∈ Z≥1.
More precisely, together with the bound (4.9), our database D2 motivates the following
question concerning the dependence on q = maxS.
Question 2.2. Are there constants ca and cr, depending only on a and r respectively, such
that any nonempty finite set of rational primes S with q = maxS satisfies
|Ya(O)| ≤ ca(log q)
cr ?
In the case S = S(n) with n ≥ 2, one can replace here q by n log n without changing
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the question. However the above discussion of Conjecture 2 shows that Question 2.2 has
in general a negative answer when q is replaced by any power of max(2, |S|). Further, on
considering again the family S[b], we see that the exponent cr of Question 2.2 has to be
at least r/2. Now we ask whether Question 2.2 has a positive answer for the exponent
cr = r/2 ? (4.8)
To motivate this refined question, we may and do assume that a ∈ Z. Recall that S is
nonempty with q = maxS. Mahler’s result (1933) gives that |Ya(S
′)| is bounded for all
sets of rational primes S′ with maxS′ ≤ q. Thus we may and do assume in addition
that q is large. Now we take a nonzero point P ∈ Ea(Q) and we denote by (x, y) the
corresponding solution of y2 = x3+a. We write x = x1/d
2 and y = y1/d
3 with x1, y1, d ∈ Z
satisfying gcd(d, x1y1) = 1 and d > 0. Further we define ρ(0) = 0 and ρ(P ) =
n(P )
d(P ) , where
d(P ) = d and n(P ) is the number of positive integers n ∈ O× with n ≤ d(P ). It holds that
d(P ) ∈ O× if and only if (x, y) lies in Ya(O). In light of this we would like to interpret
ρ(P ) as the probability of the event that P ∈ Ea(Q) corresponds to some (x, y) ∈ Ya(O).
More precisely, putting µP ({1}) = ρ(P ) defines a probability measure µP on the space
ΩP = ({0, 1},P) for P the power set of {0, 1}. Consider the associated product probability
space Ω = (
∏
ΩP ,
∏
µP ) with the product taken over all nonzero points P ∈ Ea(Q). It
follows that the random variable |Y˜a(S)| =
∑
ωP on Ω has expected value
E
(
|Y˜a(S)|
)
=
∑
P∈Ea(Q)
ρ(P )
where ωP : Ω → ΩP denotes the coordinate function. We next estimate this expected
value. For each n ∈ Z≥1 we denote by Ψ(n, q) the de Bruijn function, that is the number
of q-smooth numbers which are at most n. We observe that ρ(P ) ≤ Ψ(d(P ), q)/d(P ) and
de Bruijn (1951) gives absolute constants c1, c2 ∈ R>0 such that
1
nΨ(n, q) ≤ c1n
−c2/ log q.
Further, for each ε > 0 a classical Diophantine approximation result of Siegel (1929)
implies that hˆ(P ) ≤ (1 + ε)d(P ) + c3 with a constant c3 depending only on a and ε. We
also recall that Ea(Q)tor has bounded cardinality and that hˆ defines a positive definite
quadratic form on Ea(Q)⊗Z R ∼= R
r. Therefore, on combining the above observations, we
see that elementary analysis gives a constant ca depending only on a such that
E
(
|Y˜a(S)|
)
≤ ca(log q)
r/2. (4.9)
This motivates Question 2.2 and its refinement in (4.8). Moreover, the above arguments
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allow to describe explicitly the constant ca of (4.9) in terms of r, a, the regulator of
Ea(Q), the cardinality of Ea(Q)tor and a constant given by an effectively computable
integral involving the Dickman function. To control here the constant c3 in terms of a,
one can use Baker’s explicit abc-conjecture stated in Section 3.2.6. We point out that all
constructions of this paragraph do not use that Ea is a Mordell curve. In fact they can be
directly applied to motivate the corresponding conjecture and questions for any hyperbolic
genus one curve over Spec(Z)− S. We refer to Section 11.11 for details.
4.3 Comparison of algorithms
In this section we discuss advantages and disadvantages of Algorithms 4.2 and 4.4. We
also compare our approach to the actual best methods solving (1.2).
Advantages and disadvantages. Our Algorithm 4.2 via modular symbols is very fast
for all parameters S and a which are small enough such that the image of the Parsˇin
construction φ is contained (see Sections 1.1 and 4.1) in a database listing all elliptic
curves over Q of given conductor. Unfortunately this image is usually not contained in the
actual largest known database (due to Cremona) and then the computation of the required
elliptic curves via modular symbols is not efficient; here the main problem is the memory.
Thus in most cases Algorithm 4.2 can presently not compete with other approaches.
In the generic case, our Algorithm 4.4 considerably improves the actual best methods
resolving (1.2). In particular it is significantly faster than the known algorithms using the
elliptic logarithm approach. Indeed our optimized height bounds are sharper in practice
and our elliptic logarithm sieve substantially improves in all aspects the known enumer-
ations. Furthermore, an important feature of Algorithm 4.4 is that it allows to efficiently
solve (1.2) for large sets S. This seems to be out of reach for approaches via logarithmic
forms which usually reduce to Thue(–Mahler) equations or to S-unit equations over num-
ber fields. Here we point out that in the important special case S = ∅ and varying a ∈ Z−0
with |a| ≤ A for some given A ∈ Z≥1, the classical Baker–Davenport approach via logarith-
mic forms is very efficient. As already mentioned, Bennett–Ghadermarzi [BG13] refined
this approach and computed the solutions of (1.2) in Z × Z for all nonzero a ∈ Z with
|a| ≤ 107. This computation involves many distinct parameters a, which is unfavorable
for our approach since finding unconditionally all the required Mordell–Weil bases would
(when possible) take a long time with the known techniques. In particular this highlights
the disadvantage of Algorithm 4.4 which is its dependence on an explicitly given Mordell-
Weil basis. On the other hand, for a ∈ Z − 0 fixed one can usually determine a basis in
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practice and then Algorithm 4.4 is very fast even when |a| is huge; see Section 4.2.7.
Comparison of data. Some parts of our database D2 containing the solutions of large
classes of Mordell equations (1.2) were already computed by other authors using different
methods; see the work of Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ96, GPZ97, GPZ98] and Bennett–
Ghadermarzi [BG13]. On comparing the data in the overlapping cases, it turned out that
our Algorithm 4.4 never produced less solutions. In particular, for all parameters in the
class {|a| ≤ 104, S = ∅} one verifies that our data coincides with the corresponding results
in the database obtained by Bennett–Ghadermarzi [BG13].
5 Algorithms for Thue and Thue–Mahler equations
In [vK13b, Sect 7.4] an effective finiteness proof (see Section 8) for arbitrary cubic Thue
equations was obtained by using inter alia an explicit reduction to a specific Mordell
equation. In the present section we combine the same strategy with our algorithms for
Mordell equations in order to solve cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations.
We continue the notation introduced in the previous sections. In particular we denote
by S an arbitrary finite set of rational prime numbers and we write O = Z[1/NS ] for
NS =
∏
p∈S p. Let f ∈ O[x, y] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 with nonzero
discriminant and let m ∈ O be nonzero. We recall the cubic Thue equation
f(x, y) = m, (x, y) ∈ O ×O. (1.3)
In theory, the problem of solving cubic Thue equations (1.3) is equivalent to the problem
of finding all primitive solutions of general cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5).
Definition 5.1. We say that (x, y, z) is a primitive solution of the general cubic Thue–
Mahler equation (1.5) if x, y, z ∈ Z satisfy the equation f(x, y) = mz with z ∈ O× and if
±1 are the only d ∈ Z with the property that d | gcd(x, y) and d3 | z.
If (x, y, z) is a solution of the cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) discussed in the
introduction, then (x, y, z) is in particular a primitive solution in the sense of Definition 5.1.
In fact one can directly write down all solutions of the Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) if one
knows all primitive solutions of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5).
Known methods. Baker–Davenport [Bak68a, BD69] obtained a practical approach (see
e.g. Ellison et al [EEP+72]) to solve the cubic Thue equation (1.3) in Z× Z. See also the
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variation of Petho˝–Schulenberg [PS87] which uses in addition the L3 algorithm. More-
over, Tzanakis–de Weger [TdW89, TdW92] and Bilu–Hanrot [BH96, BH99] constructed
practical algorithms solving Thue and Thue–Mahler equations of arbitrary degree by ap-
plying the theory of logarithmic forms [BW07]. We further remark that the classical p-adic
method of Skolem often allows to find all solutions of the cubic Thue equation (1.3) in
Z× Z. In fact several authors used this method to practically resolve specific Thue equa-
tions. See for instance Stroeker–Tzanakis [ST88] and the references therein. There is also
a recent algorithm for (1.5) due to Kim [Kim16], which we shall discuss in Section 5.4.
5.1 Preliminary constructions
In this section we discuss various constructions which shall be used in our algorithms for
Thue and Thue–Mahler equations. We continue the notation introduced above.
Invariant theory. To reduce our given cubic Thue equation (1.3) to some specific
Mordell equation (1.2), we use classical invariant theory for cubic binary forms going
back at least to Cayley. We write ∆ for the discriminant of f and we denote by H and J
the covariant polynomials of f of degree two and three respectively; see Section 8.1.1 for
the definitions and for our normalizations. Classical invariant theory gives that u = −4H
and v = 4J satisfy the relation v2 = u3 + 432∆f2 in O[x, y]. This induces a morphism
ϕ : X → Y (5.1)
of O-schemes, where X and Y are the closed subschemes of A2O associated to the Thue
equation (1.3) and to the Mordell equation (1.2) with a = 432∆m2 respectively. The
solution sets of (1.3) and (1.2) identify with the sets of sections X(O) and Y (O) of the
O-schemes X and Y respectively. Further, the projective closure inside P2Q of the generic
fiber of Y coincides with the elliptic curve Ea over Q appearing in previous sections.
The preimage of ϕ. The above morphism ϕ : X → Y is effective in the following
sense: For any given Q ∈ Y (Q¯), one can determine all P ∈ X(Q¯) with ϕ(P ) = Q. Indeed
this follows for example directly from the explicit height inequality in Proposition 8.1.
Alternatively, for any given point Q ∈ Y (Q) one can efficiently determine all P ∈ X(Q)
with ϕ(P ) = Q by using triangular decomposition. In particular if we are given all points
in Y (O), then we can efficiently reconstruct the set X(O) as follows:
(R1) For any given Q ∈ Y (O) do the following: First determine the set Z(Q) by applying
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a function in Sage (Singular) based on triangular decomposition, where Z is the
spectrum of Q[x, y]/I for I =
(
4H + u, v − 4J
)
with (u, v) the solution of (1.2)
corresponding to Q. Then output the points of Z(Q) which are in X(O).
Here one can apply triangular decomposition with the affine scheme Z, since it has dimen-
sion zero. Indeed it turns out (see Section 8) that ϕ induces a finite morphism X¯ → Ea
of degree 3, where X¯ is the projective closure inside P2Q of the generic fiber of X.
Reduction to Thue equations. To find all primitive solutions of the general cubic
Thue–Mahler equation (1.5), it suffices to solve certain cubic Thue equations (1.3). We
now consider an elementary standard reduction: For any w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S , we denote
by Xw the closed subscheme of A
2
O given by f = mw. Suppose that (x, y, z) is a primitive
solution of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5). On using that the integer z lies in
O×, we may and do write z = wǫ3 with an integer ǫ ∈ O× and w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S . Then
u = x/ǫ and v = y/ǫ are elements in O which satisfy the Thue equation f(u, v) = mw. In
other words (u, v) lies in Xw(O). This motivates to consider the following reconstruction:
(R2) For each w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S and for any point (u, v) in Xw(O), define x = lu,
y = lv and z = l3w for l ∈ Z≥1 the least common multiple of the denominators of u
and v and output the two primitive solutions ±(x, y, z).
Here one verifies that ±(x, y, z) are indeed primitive solutions by using that the integer
w | N2S is cube free. Suppose now that we are given the sets Xw(O) for all w ∈ Z≥1
dividing N2S . Then an application of (R2) produces all primitive solutions of the general
cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5). To prove this statement, we assume that (x, y, z) is such
a primitive solution. Then the construction described above (R2) gives w ∈ Z≥1 dividing
N2S and (u, v) ∈ Xw(O). If x
′, y′, z′ are the integers in (R2) associated to w and (u, v),
then there exists δ ∈ O× such that (x, y, z) = (δx′, δy′, δ3z′). We deduce that δ = ±1,
since the triples are primitive. Hence (R2) produces all primitive solutions as desired.
5.2 Algorithms via modular symbols
We continue the above notation. Further we denote by I(S, f,m) the data consisting of a
finite set of rational primes S, the coefficients of a homogeneous polynomial f ∈ O[x, y]
of degree three with nonzero discriminant ∆ and a nonzero number m ∈ O.
Algorithm 5.2 (Thue equation via modular symbols). The input is the data I(S, f,m)
and the output is the set of solutions (x, y) of the Thue equation (1.3).
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The algorithm: First use Algorithm 4.2 in order to compute the set Y (O) and then
apply the reconstruction algorithm described in (R1).
Algorithm 5.3 (Thue–Mahler equation via modular symbols). The input consists of the
data I(S, f,m) and the output is the set formed by the primitive solutions (x, y, z) of the
general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5).
The algorithm: First use Algorithm 5.2 in order to determine the sets Xw(O) for all
w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S and then apply the reconstruction described in (R2).
Correctness. The discussions surrounding the reconstruction (R1) imply that Algo-
rithm 5.2 finds all solutions of the cubic Thue equation (1.3) as desired. Furthermore, in
view of the arguments given below the reconstruction (R2), we see that Algorithm 5.3
indeed produces all primitive solutions of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5).
Complexity. The set Y (O) appearing in Algorithm 5.2 contains very few elements in
practice and then the reconstruction (R1) is always very efficient. In fact the bottleneck
of Algorithm 5.2 is usually the application of Algorithm 4.2 whose complexity is discussed
in Section 4.1. We further mention that the running time of Algorithm 5.3 is essentially
determined by the computation of the sets Xw(O) for all w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S .
Applications. To discuss practical applications, we define a = 432∆m2 and we let
aS be as in (4.1). In the case aS ≤ 350000, Algorithm 5.2 efficiently solves the cubic
Thue equation (1.3) and Algorithm 5.3 quickly finds all primitive solutions of the general
cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5). Indeed in this case the applications of Algorithm 4.2
are very efficient, since the involved elliptic curves are given in Cremona’s database (see
Section 4.1). On the other hand, if the required data of the involved elliptic curves is
not already known, then our Algorithms 5.2 and 5.3 are often not practical anymore.
Here the problem is Cremona’s algorithm involving modular symbols, which is used in
Algorithm 4.2 and which requires a huge amount of memory for large parameters.
5.3 Algorithms via height bounds
We continue the above notation. In view of the discussions at the beginning of Section 4.2.4,
we included the required Mordell–Weil bases in the input of the following algorithms. We
refer to Section 4.2.1 for methods computing such a basis in practice.
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Algorithm 5.4 (Thue equation via height bounds). The input is the data I(S, f,m)
together with the coordinates of a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) for a = 432∆m
2. The
output is the set of solutions (x, y) of the cubic Thue equation (1.3).
The algorithm: First use Algorithm 4.4 in order to compute the set Y (O) and then
apply the reconstruction algorithm described in (R1).
Algorithm 5.5 (Thue–Mahler equation via height bounds). The input consists of the
data I(S, f,m) together with the coordinates of a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) for all
parameters a = 432∆(mw)2 with w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S. The output is the set of primitive
solutions (x, y, z) of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5).
The algorithm: First use Algorithm 5.4 in order to determine the sets Xw(O) for all
w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S and then apply the reconstruction described in (R2).
Correctness. On using the arguments appearing in the correctness proof of Algo-
rithms 5.2 and 5.3, we see that Algorithms 5.4 and 5.5 work correctly.
Complexity. We first discuss aspects influencing the running time of Algorithm 5.4 in
practice. In this algorithm the reconstruction (R1) is always very fast, while the running
time of the computation of Y (O) is determined by the efficiency of the application of Al-
gorithm 4.4 with a = 432∆m2. Here the efficiency crucially depends on |S| and on the size
of the Mordell–Weil rank of Ea(Q), see the complexity discussions in Section 4.2.4. The
computation of Y (O) is usually the bottleneck of Algorithm 5.4. We next discuss Algo-
rithm 5.5. The running time of this algorithm is essentially determined by the computation
of the sets Xw(O) for all w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S . For this computation we need to apply
Algorithm 5.4 with 3|S| distinct inputs I(S, f,m′), where m′ is of the form m′ = mw with
w ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S . In particular the running time of Algorithm 5.5 crucially depends
on |S| and on the aspects influencing the complexity of Algorithm 5.4 as discussed above.
Input obstruction. The inputs of the above algorithms require a Mordell–Weil basis of
Ea(Q) for certain parameters a. In the case of Algorithm 5.4, one needs to determine such
a basis for only one parameter a and this is usually possible in practice (see Section 5.3.2)
by using the known techniques implemented in (PSM). On the other hand, the input of
Algorithm 5.5 requires a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) for 3
|S| distinct parameters a. Here,
for large |S|, it often happens in practice that one can not determine unconditionally all
required bases in an efficient way and then our Algorithm 5.5 can not be applied to find
all primitive solutions of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5). However for small
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|S| it turned out in practice that the known techniques are usually efficient enough to
determine unconditionally the required bases, see Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Cubic forms of given discriminant
There are infinitely many cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equations of some given nonzero
discriminant. However, to solve all these equations, it essentially suffices to consider the
equations up to the equivalence relation induced by the action of GL2(Z). In this section
we discuss certain aspects of this equivalence relation and we explain how to efficiently
determine an explicit equation in each equivalence class. We continue our notation.
Equivalence classes. We say that a polynomial in Q[x, y] is a cubic form if it is homo-
geneous of degree three with nonzero discriminant. The group G = GL2(Z) acts on the set
of cubic forms in the usual way. If f, f ′ ∈ O[x, y] are cubic forms with f ′ = g · f for some
g ∈ G, then their discriminants coincide and there is an explicit isomorphism between
X(O) and X ′(O) induced by g; here X and X ′ are the closed subschemes of A2O given by
f −m and f ′ −m respectively. To determine the set of solutions X(O) of the cubic Thue
equation (1.3), it now suffices to know g together with the set X ′(O). Similarly if one is
given g ∈ G together with the set of primitive solutions of the general cubic Thue–Mahler
equation (1.5) defined by (f ′, S,m) with f ′ = g · f , then one can directly write down all
primitive solutions of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) defined by (f, S,m).
Reduced cubic forms. The reduction theory of binary forms over Z is well-developed.
See for example the recent book of Evertse–Gyo˝ry [EG16, Sect 13.1]. Let f ∈ Z[x, y] be a
cubic form. We next discuss how to obtain a cubic form in G · f which is reduced in some
sense. The notion of a reduced cubic form varies a lot in the literature and therefore we
now explain in detail the notion which we shall use in this paper.
We first consider the case when f is irreducible in Q[x, y]. In this case, Belabas showed
in [Bel97, Cor 3.3 and Lem 4.3] that the orbit G·f contains a unique cubic form f ′ ∈ Z[x, y]
which is reduced in the sense of [Bel97, Def 3.2 and 4.1]; this notion of a reduced form
is inspired by the work of Hermite (1848/1859) if the roots of f(x, 1) are all real and of
Mathews (1912) otherwise. Furthermore the arguments given in Belabas [Bel97, Sect 3
and 4] can be transformed into a simple algorithm which allows to efficiently determine
the reduced form f ′ together with g ∈ G satisfying f ′ = g · f .
Suppose now that f is reducible in Q[x, y]. In this case we work with a notion of
a reduced form which is very simple and which is convenient in the sense that one can
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trivially determine such a form in each equivalence class. More precisely, the orbit G · f
contains a cubic form
∑
aix
3−iyi in Z[x, y] which is reduced in our following sense:
0 = a3 ≤ a1 ≤ a2. (5.2)
To prove this statement we first observe that we may assume that f is primitive, that is the
greatest common divisor of the coefficients ai of our cubic form f =
∑
aix
3−iyi ∈ Z[x, y] is
one. Hence we assume that f is primitive. We next show that one can obtain that a3 = 0.
Suppose that a3 is nonzero. After possibly exchanging x and y, we can assure that a0
is nonzero. Then f(x, 1) is reducible in Q[x], and thus it is reducible in Z[x] by Gauss’
lemma and by our assumption that f is primitive. Hence, on exploiting again that f is
primitive, we see that the extended Euclidean algorithm provides a transformation in G
which makes a3 = 0 as desired. Furthermore, after possibly replacing x by −x, we can
assure that a2 ≥ 0. It follows that a2 ≥ 1, since the discriminant of f is nonzero and
since a3 = 0. Then on using that a2 ∈ Z≥1, we find α ∈ Z depending on a1, a2 such that
(x, y) 7→ (x, y + αx) leads to −a2 < a1 ≤ a2. Finally, after possibly replacing y by −y we
can assure that a1 ≥ 0. We conclude that the orbit G · f indeed contains a cubic form in
Z[x, y] which is reduced in the sense of (5.2). Here the reduced form may not be unique
in its G-orbit, which is no disadvantage for our purpose of solving equations.
Given discriminant. For any given nonzero ∆ ∈ Z, we now explain how we determine
all reduced cubic forms in Z[x, y] of discriminant ∆. First we apply the results [Bel97, Lem
3.5 and 4.4] of Belabas in order to list all desired forms which are irreducible in Q[x, y].
Then to find the remaining cubic forms we proceed as follows: If
∑
aix
3−iyi is a reduced
cubic form in Z[x, y] which is reducible in Q[x, y], then the property a3 = 0 assures that
a22 | ∆. Hence we can directly write down all possible values for a2, which together with
0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 allows to list all possible values for a1. Finally we find all possible values for
a0 by using an explicit expression for a0 in terms of ∆, a1, a2. Here the explicit expression
for a0 can be obtained by inserting a3 = 0 in the discriminant equation.
5.3.2 Applications
In this section we discuss applications of Algorithms 5.4 and 5.5. After explaining the
database D3 containing the solutions of large classes of cubic Thue equations (1.3), we
motivate new conjectures and questions on the number of solutions of (1.3). Then we
discuss the database D4 listing the primitive solutions of many general cubic Thue–Mahler
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equations (1.5) and we consider generalized superelliptic equations studied by Darmon–
Granville [DG95] and Bennett–Dahmen [BD13]. We continue the above notation.
Preliminaries. In our databases D3 and D4 we use the set F∆ of reduced cubic forms
in Z[x, y] of given nonzero discriminant ∆. This is sufficient to cover the general case
of an arbitrary cubic form f ∈ Z[x, y] of discriminant ∆. Indeed the arguments of the
previous section allow to quickly find a reduced cubic form f ′ ∈ Z[x, y] and g ∈ GL2(Z)
with f ′ = g ·f , and then one can directly write down the solutions with respect to f using
the solutions in D3 and D4. On applying the techniques described in Section 5.3.1, we
computed in 3 seconds the sets F∆ for all nonzero ∆ ∈ Z with |∆| ≤ 10
4. The database
F containing the 17044 reduced forms is uploaded on our homepage: There are 2683
distinct GL2(Z)-orbits of cubic forms in Z[x, y] which are irreducible in Q[x, y] and F
lists the reduced form of each such orbit. In addition F contains the 14361 reduced cubic
forms in Z[x, y] which are reducible in Q[x, y]. Further, we determined the Mordell–Weil
bases required in the inputs of Algorithms 5.4 and 5.5 by using the known techniques
implemented in (PSM) without introducing new ideas; see also Section 4.2.1.
Thue equation. For any n ∈ Z≥1 we recall that S(n) denotes the set of the first n
rational primes. Our database D3 contains in particular the solutions of the cubic Thue
equation (1.3) for all parameter triples (f, S,m) such that f ∈ F∆ with 1 ≤ |∆| ≤ d,
S ⊆ S(n) and m ∈ Z− 0 with |m| ≤ µ, where (d, n, µ) is as in the following discussion.
In the case (d, n, µ) = (104, 300, 1), we could quickly compute almost all of the required
Mordell–Weil bases: If the rank was not one then this took a few seconds (in rare cases a
few minutes), and also for most rank one curves we could instantly determine a generator.
However there were a few rank one curves of large regulator for which it took several hours
to compute a generator by using methods in (PSM) (2, 4 and 8-descent, Heegner points).
On average it then took Algorithm 5.4 approximately 5 seconds and 5 minutes in order to
solve (1.3) for S the empty set and S = S(100) respectively.
In certain situations we can make S huge. For example in the case (d, n, µ) =
(100, 103, 1), we could compute the required bases in less than 1 minute and on average
it then took approximately 1.3 hours and 12 hours in order to solve (1.3) for S = S(500)
and S = S(103) respectively. Furthermore, in the case (d, n, µ) = (20, 105, 1), we instantly
found the required Mordell–Weil bases and on average we then solved (1.3) for S = S(104)
and S = S(105) in less than 20 minutes and 5 hours respectively. Finally for the classical
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form f = x3 + y3 we solved (1.3) for all (S,m) as follows11. In the case (S(105),m) with
m ∈ Z≥1 satisfying m ≤ 15, we computed the required bases in less than 1 second and on
average it then took roughly 2 hours to solve (1.3). Further in the case (S(103),m) with
m ∈ Z≥1 satisfying m ≤ 100, we computed the required bases in less than 1 second and
on average it then took approximately 6 hours to solve (1.3).
Remark 5.6 (Dependence on rank). We created our database D3 with ∆, S and m in
a given range. These parameters directly influence the efficiency of the known methods
solving (1.3). However for our approach the crucial parameter is the involved Mordell–Weil
rank r, which does not depend on S and which is usually small even for huge ∆, m. Hence
the discussions in Section 4.2.7, containing running times for any given r, might be more
meaningful than the above running times. Finally we mention that in the generic situation
where r ≤ 2, our Algorithm 5.4 is very fast even for huge parameters ∆, S, m.
Conjectures and questions. The morphism ϕ : X → Y in (5.1) induces a finite
morphism X¯ → Y¯ of degree 3, where X¯ and Y¯ are the projective closures inside P2Q of
the generic fibers of X and Y respectively. It follows that |X(O)| ≤ 3|Y (O)|. Hence on
applying our conjectures and questions in Section 4.2.7 with Y = Ya for a = 432∆m
2, we
directly obtain the analogous conjectures and questions on upper bounds for the number
of solutions of the cubic Thue equation (1.3) in terms of S and the Mordell–Weil rank
r of Pic0(X¯)(Q). Our database D3 motivates these analogous conjectures and questions
for cubic Thue equations (1.3). Furthermore, it might be possible to obtain more precise
conjectures for (1.3) by analyzing in addition the fibers of ϕ. We leave this for the future.
Thue–Mahler equation. We next discuss our database D4. In what follows, by solving
(1.5) for (f, S) we mean finding all primitive solutions of the general cubic Thue–Mahler
equation (1.5) defined by f , S and m = 1; note that any such primitive solution (x, y, z)
satisfies gcd(x, y) = 1 provided that f ∈ Z[x, y]. We solved (1.5) for all (f, S) such that f ∈
F∆ with 1 ≤ |∆| ≤ d and S ⊆ S(n), where (d, n) is of the form (3000, 2), (1000, 3), (100, 4)
or (16, 5). Here again we could quickly determine almost all of the required Mordell–Weil
bases. However for increasing |S| and |∆| there were more and more rank one curves of
large regulator, and finding a generator for these rank one curves was often the bottleneck
of our approach. Given the input, Algorithm 5.5 was fast in all cases.
To give the reader an idea of our running times, we now discuss some equations appear-
ing in the literature. We solved the equation of Tzanakis–de Weger [TdW91], and we deter-
11For varying m ∈ Z with |m| bounded, it suffices to consider the case m ≥ 1. Indeed the polynomial f
is homogeneous of odd degree and thus the equation f(x, y) = m is equivalent to f(−x,−y) = −m.
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mined all solutions of the equation of Agraval–Coates–Hunt–van der Poorten [ACHvdP80].
Here our total running times were 3 minutes and 3 seconds, which includes the 2.5 minutes
and 1.5 seconds that were required to compute the involved bases. In addition we solved
the equation of Tzanakis–de Weger [TdW92] which they used to illustrate the practicality
of their method. Here we determined the required bases in less than a day and then it
took Algorithm 5.5 approximately 1 minute to solve the Thue–Mahler equation.
Further, we also solved (1.5) for all (f, S(6)) with f ∈ F∆ and ∆ ∈ {−9,−1, 3, 27}.
Here the case ∆ = 27 covers in particular f = x3 + y3, and the case ∆ = −1 corresponds
to the S-unit equation (1.1) which means that our Theorem B solves in particular (1.5)
for all (f, S) with f ∈ F−1 and with S satisfying S ⊆ S(16) or NS ≤ 10
7.
To conclude we mention that our Algorithm 5.5 can be used to study properties of
certain generalized superelliptic equations. More precisely, let f ∈ Z[x, y] be a cubic form
with nonzero discriminant ∆ and take l ∈ Z with l ≥ 4. Darmon–Granville [DG95] deduced
from the Mordell conjecture [Fal83] that the generalized superelliptic equation
f(x, y) = zl, (x, y, z) ∈ Z3 (5.3)
with gcd(x, y) = 1 has at most finitely many solutions. Moreover on using inter alia
modularity of certain Galois representations, level lowering, classical invariant theory
and properties of elliptic curves with isomorphic mod-n Galois representations, Bennett–
Dahmen [BD13, Thm 1.1] proved: The equation f(x, y) = zl has only finitely many solu-
tions (x, y, z, l) ∈ Z4 with l ≥ 4 and gcd(x, y) = 1 if the following condition (∗) holds.
(∗) The polynomial f is irreducible and there are no solutions of the Thue–Mahler
equation (1.5) defined by f , S = {p ; p | 2∆} and m = 1.
Bennett–Dahmen explicitly constructed in [BD13, Thm 1.2] an infinite family of polyno-
mials satisfying condition (∗) and they explained in [BD13, Sect 12] a heuristic indicating
that “almost all” cubic forms should satisfy (∗). Now, for any given cubic form f ∈ Z[x, y]
with nonzero discriminant ∆, our Algorithm 5.5 allows to verify in practice whether condi-
tion (∗) holds. In other words, one can check condition (∗) without using algorithms which
ultimately rely on the theory of logarithmic forms. For example, we used Algorithm 5.5 to
verify that 3x3 + 2x2y + 5xy2 + 3y3 satisfies condition (∗); note that according to [BD13,
p.174] this is the cubic form of minimal |∆| which satisfies condition (∗).
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5.4 Comparison of algorithms
In this section we compare our algorithms for cubic Thue equations (1.3) and cubic Thue–
Mahler equations (1.5) with the actual best practical methods in the literature.
Advantages and disadvantages. We begin by discussing Algorithms 5.2 and 5.3 for
(1.3) and (1.5) using modular symbols (Cremona’s algorithm). In the recent work [Kim16],
Kim independently constructed an algorithm for cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5) using
modular symbols and the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture. Kim’s method differs from our
strategy in the sense that he is not using the route via Thue and Mordell equations, but
directly associates to each solution of (1.5) a certain elliptic curve. It turns out that his
method is more efficient in terms of S and our strategy is more efficient in terms of ∆. In
fact both approaches are very fast for all parameters such that the involved elliptic curves
are already known. However, usually these curves are not already known and computing
these curves via modular symbols is currently not efficient for large parameters; here the
main problem is the memory. Thus in most cases the algorithms via modular symbols can
presently not compete with approaches solving (1.3) and (1.5) via height bounds.
We next compare our Algorithm 5.4 with the actual best methods in the literature
solving cubic Thue equations (1.3) using height bounds. Our algorithm requires a Mordell–
Weil basis in its input. In practice this basis can usually be computed and then our
approach is very efficient. In the important special case when S is empty, the already
mentioned method of Tzanakis–de Weger [TdW89] works very well in practice and it
usually allows to efficiently solve (1.3). Their method has the advantage of not requiring
a Mordell–Weil basis in the input. On the other hand, an advantage of Algorithm 5.4 is
that it efficiently deals with large sets S. For example it seems that already sets S with
|S| ≥ 10 are out of reach for the known methods solving (1.3), while in the generic case
Algorithm 5.4 allows to efficiently solve (1.3) for essentially all sets S with |S| ≤ 103.
It remains to discuss our Algorithm 5.5 for cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5). Its in-
put requires 3|S| distinct Mordell–Weil bases and thus our approach is not practical when
|S| is large. However for small sets S it turned out in practice that one can usually deter-
mine the required bases and then our approach is efficient as illustrated in Section 5.3.2.
If f ∈ Z[x, y] is irreducible, then the above mentioned method (TW) of Tzanakis–de
Weger [TdW92] solves in particular any cubic Thue–Mahler equation (1.5). We are not
aware of a complexity analysis of (TW) and thus we restrict ourselves to the following
comments. There are several results in the literature which resolved specific equations (1.5)
using (TW). As far as we know, these results all involve small sets S with |S| ≤ 4 and
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(TW) is quite practical for such small sets. On the other hand, sets S of large cardinality
are also problematic for (TW) since this method needs to enumerate points in lattices of
rank at least |S|.
Comparison of data. We are not aware of any database in the literature which contains
the solutions of large classes of cubic Thue equations (1.3) or cubic Thue–Mahler equations
(1.5). To compare at least some data, we solved the equations of [ACHvdP80, TdW91,
TdW92] and in all cases it turned out that we found the same set of solutions.
6 Algorithms for generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equations
In the present section we use our approaches for Mordell equations (1.2) in order to
construct algorithms for the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6).
We continue the notation of the previous sections. In particular we denote by S an
arbitrary finite set of rational prime numbers and we let O× be the group of units of
O = Z[1/NS ] for NS =
∏
p∈S p. Further we suppose that b and c are arbitrary nonzero
elements of O. Now we recall the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation
x2 + b = cy, (x, y) ∈ O ×O×. (1.6)
We observe that this Diophantine problem is equivalent to the a priori more general
Diophantine problem obtained by replacing in (1.6) the polynomial x2 + b by any given
polynomial f ∈ O[x] of degree two with nonzero discriminant.
Known methods. As mentioned in the introduction, if b ∈ Z is nonzero and c = 1 then
Petho˝–de Weger [PdW86] already obtained a practical method to find all solutions (x, y)
of (1.6) with x, y ∈ Z≥0. They use inter alia the theory of logarithmic forms and binary
recurrence sequences; see also de Weger [dW89, dW90]. In addition, Kim [Kim16, Sect 8]
and Bennett–Billerey [BB16, Sect 5] recently obtained other practical approaches for (1.6)
which are briefly discussed in Sections 5.4 and 6.2.1 respectively.
6.1 Algorithm via modular symbols
We continue the notation introduced above. For any nonzero a ∈ O, we denote by Ya(O)
the set of solutions of the Mordell equation (1.2) defined by (a, S). The following algorithm
is a direct application of our Algorithm 4.2 for Mordell equations (1.2).
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Algorithm 6.1 (Ramanujan–Nagell equation via modular symbols). The input consists
of a finite set of rational primes S together with nonzero b, c ∈ O. The output is the set
of solutions (x, y) of the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6).
The algorithm: For each ǫ ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S, use Algorithm 4.2 to determine Ya(O)
with a = −b(ǫc)2 and for any (u, v) ∈ Ya(O) output (
v
ǫc ,
u3
ǫ2c3
) if it satisfies (1.6).
Correctness. To show that this algorithm works correctly, we take a solution (x, y) of
(1.6). We write y = ǫy′3 with y′ ∈ O× and ǫ ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S , and we define a = −b(cǫ)
2.
Further we put u = ǫcy′ and v = ǫcx. It follows that (u, v) lies in Ya(O) and thus we see
that the above Algorithm 6.1 indeed finds all solutions of (1.6) as desired.
Complexity. The running time of Algorithm 6.1 is essentially determined by the appli-
cations of Algorithm 4.2 whose complexity is discussed in Section 4.1.
Applications. To discuss practical applications of Algorithm 6.1, we define a = bc2 and
we let aS be as in (4.1). In the case aS ≤ 350000, our Algorithm 6.1 allows to efficiently
determine all solutions of the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6). Indeed in this
case the applications of Algorithm 4.2 are very efficient, since the involved elliptic curves
can be found in Cremona’s database (see Section 4.1). For example, one can quickly resolve
the classical Ramanujan–Nagell equation: x2+7 = 2n with x, n ∈ Z≥1. Resolving this Dio-
phantine equation is equivalent to the problem of finding all triangular Mersenne numbers,
and any solution lies in the set {(1, 3), (3, 4), (5, 5), (11, 7), (181, 15)}. The latter assertion
was conjectured by Ramanujan (1913) and was proven by Nagell (1948). One obtains an
alternative proof of Nagell’s result by using Algorithm 6.1. To conclude the discussion we
mention that our Algorithm 6.1 is often not practical anymore if the elliptic curves induced
by the solutions of (1.6) need to be computed via Cremona’s algorithm involving modular
symbols (see Algorithm 4.2). Here the problem is that Cremona’s algorithm requires a
huge amount of memory for all parameters which are not small.
6.2 Algorithm via height bounds
We continue the above notation. In the next algorithm we apply Algorithm 4.4 several
times. These applications require certain Mordell–Weil bases which we included in the
input. See Section 4.2.1 for methods computing such bases in practice.
Algorithm 6.2 (Ramanujan–Nagell equation via height bounds). The inputs are nonzero
b, c ∈ O, a finite set of rational primes S and the coordinates of a Mordell–Weil basis of
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Ea(Q) for all parameters a = −b(ǫc)
2 with ǫ ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S. The output is the set of
solutions (x, y) of the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6).
The algorithm: For each ǫ ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S, use Algorithm 4.4 to determine Ya(O)
with a = −b(ǫc)2 and for any (u, v) ∈ Ya(O) output (
v
ǫc ,
u3
ǫ2c3
) if it satisfies (1.6).
Correctness. The arguments given in the correctness proof of Algorithm 6.1 show that
the above Algorithm 6.2 indeed finds all solutions of (1.6) as desired.
Complexity. To compute in Algorithm 6.2 the sets Ya(O), we need to apply Algo-
rithm 4.4 with 3|S| distinct parameters a. In particular the running time of Algorithm 6.2
crucially depends on |S| and on the complexity of Algorithm 4.4 discussed in Section 4.2.4.
Here we mention that the involved Mordell–Weil ranks are usually small in practice and
then our Algorithm 6.2 is very fast even for parameters b, c with huge height.
Refinement. The input of Algorithm 6.2 requires 3|S| distinct Mordell–Weil bases. In
practice it turned out that the computation of these bases is currently the bottleneck of
our approach solving (1.6) via height bounds. Consider arbitrary nonzero b, c, d in Z with
d ≥ 2. We now work out a refinement of Algorithm 6.2 which only requires three distinct
Mordell–Weil bases to find all solutions of the classical Diophantine problem
x2 + b = cdn, (x, n) ∈ Z× Z. (1.7)
This is a special case of (1.6) with y = dn and S given by Sd = {p ; p | d}. In fact
many authors refer by “generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation” to (special cases of) the
Diophantine problem (1.7). We obtain the following algorithm for (1.7).
Algorithm 6.3 (Refinement). The input consists of nonzero b, c, d in Z such that d ≥ 2
together with the coordinates of a Mordell–Weil basis of Ea(Q) for all a = −b(ǫc)
2 with
ǫ ∈ {1, d, d2}. The output is the set of solutions (x, n) of (1.7).
The algorithm: For each ǫ ∈ {1, d, d2}, use Algorithm 4.4 to find Ya(O) with (a, S) =
(−b(ǫc)2, Sd) and for any (u, v) ∈ Ya(O) output
(
v
ǫc , logd(
u3
ǫ2c3
)
)
if it satisfies (1.7).
Here for any z ∈ R we define logd(z) = (log z)/ log d if z > 0 and logd(z) = −∞
otherwise. To prove that the above algorithm indeed finds all solutions of (1.7), we suppose
that (x, n) is such a solution. We write dn = ǫd3m with ǫ ∈ {1, d, d2} and m ∈ Z. Further
we define v = ǫcx and u = ǫcdm. Then we observe that (u, v) lies in Ya(O) for (a, S) =
(−b(ǫc)2, Sd) and thus we see that Algorithm 6.3 finds all solutions of (1.7) as desired.
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6.2.1 Applications
In this section we give some applications of Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3. In particular we
discuss the database D5 containing the solutions of many generalized Ramanujan–Nagell
equations (1.6) and of many equations which are of the more classical form (1.7). We also
explain how to apply our approach in order to study S-units m,n ∈ Z with m+n a square
or cube, and we provide some motivation for Terai’s conjectures on Pythagorean numbers.
Preliminaries. We continue the above notation. Further for any n ∈ Z≥1 we denote by
S(n) the set of the first n rational primes. In what follows in this section, the running time
(t1, t2) of our approach via (Al) is given by the time t1 which was required to compute via
(PSM) the Mordell–Weil bases for the input of (Al) and the time t2 which was required
to solve via (Al) the discussed equation. Here (Al) is either Algorithm 6.2 or 6.3.
Generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation. Our database D5 contains in particular
the solutions of the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6) for all parameter triples
(b, c, S) such that b ∈ Z is nonzero with |b| ≤ B, c = 1 and S ⊆ S(n), where (B,n) is of the
form (6, 5), (35, 4), (250, 3) or (103, 2). For our algorithms via height bounds, the running
time to solve the equation (1.6) defined by (b, c, S) is essentially the same as the one to
solve the Thue–Mahler equation (1.5) defined by (f, S,m) with m = c and f ∈ O[x, y] of
discriminant ∆ = b. Hence we refer to the discussions in Section 5.3.2 which contain in
particular our running times for many distinct Thue–Mahler equations (1.5).
We next discuss a problem inspired by the original Ramanujan–Nagell equation. Recall
that the original equation is x2 + 7 = y with (x, y) ∈ Z × Z and y = 2m for some m ∈ Z.
Now we put b = 7, c = 1 and S = S(n) with n ∈ Z≥1 and we consider the problem of
finding all solutions (x, y) of (1.6) with x, y ∈ Z. Here the assumption x, y ∈ Z considerably
simplifies the problem in practice. Indeed we can remove all primes p ∈ S with −7 not
a square modulo p, and we know that ord7(y) is either zero or one. Hence to solve the
problem for n = 8, it suffices to find all solutions of (1.6) for (b, c, S) = (7, c, {2, 11}) with
c = 1 and c = 7. These solutions were computed by Petho˝–de Weger [PdW86, Thm 5.1].
We obtained an alternative proof of their theorem by using Algorithm 6.2. Indeed it took
our approach less than (5 sec, 4 sec) and (3 sec, 4 sec) to find all solutions in the case
c = 1 and c = 7 respectively. In particular, we solved the case n = 8 of the problem in less
than 16 seconds. To settle in addition the open case n = 9, we need to find all solutions
of (1.6) defined by (b, c, S) = (7, c, {2, 11, 23}) with c = 1 and c = 7. Here it took our
approach less than (15 sec, 15 sec) and (12 sec, 15 sec) respectively, which means that we
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solved the case n = 9 of the problem in less than 1 minute. However in the cases n ≥ 10
the running times t1 become significantly larger, since for increasing n we have to deal
with more and more rank one curves of large regulator. For example to establish the case
n = 11 of the problem, it took our approach approximately (5 hours, 2 minutes) in total.
Here we needed to solve (1.6) for (b, c, S) = (7, c, {2, 11, 23, 29}) with c = 1 and c = 7.
Classical case. Our database D5 contains in addition the solutions of the more classical
equation (1.7) for all (b, c, d) of the form (7, 1, d) with d ≤ 888. To give the reader an idea
of the running times of our approach via Algorithm 6.3, we determined the solutions
of various equations (1.7) of interest which were already solved by different methods. For
instance, we found in (1 sec, 1 sec) and (3 sec, 4 sec) all solutions of the equations appearing
in the title of the papers of Leu–Li [LL03] and Stiller [Sti96] respectively. The Diophantine
problem (1.7) was intensively studied in the literature when d is prime, see for example
[SS08, Sect 2] and [BS04, Sect 8.2] for an overview. Here we solved in (8 sec, 8 sec) all
four exceptional equations [SS08, (2.7)] which appear in the classification of Le initiated
in [Le89]. Further, it took less than (30 sec, 20 sec) in total to solve all nine exceptional
equations appearing in the classification of Bugeaud–Shorey [BS01, Thm 2]. In particular,
this includes the two exceptional equations x2 + 19 = 55n and x2 + 341 = 377n of [BS01,
Thm 2] which we solved in (3 sec, 4 sec) and (19 sec, 4 sec) respectively.
Sums of units being a square or cube. We now consider the problem of finding all
integers m,n ∈ O× with gcd(m,n) square-free and m+n a perfect square. On using inter
alia the theory of logarithmic forms and generalized recurrences, de Weger [dW89, dW90]
obtained a practical approach for this problem which he used to settle the case S = S(4).
Suppose that l ∈ {2, 3}. In a recent work, Bennett–Billerey [BB16] show in particular how
to practically solve the following problem (in which l = 2 is the original problem)
m+ n = zl, (m,n, z) ∈ Z3, (6.1)
where m,n ∈ O× have l-th power free gcd(m,n). They use a different method which
combines the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture, modular symbols (Cremona’s algorithm) and
Frey–Hellegouarch curves. On using in addition congruence arguments and Cremona’s
database of elliptic curves of given conductor, they solved (6.1) for S = S(4) and S =
{2, 3, p} with p ≤ 100. Here for various sets S = {2, 3, p} they moreover applied the
archimedean elliptic logarithm approach in the form of [ST94, GPZ94].
In the case l = 2, we directly obtain an alternative approach for (6.1) by applying
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Algorithm 6.2 with (−b, 1, S) for all b ∈ Z≥1 dividing NS . Indeed for any solution (m,n, z)
of (6.1) we may and do write max(m,n) = bu2 with b, u positive integers in O× such
that b | NS and then we see that x = z/u and y = min(m,n)/u
2 satisfy the generalized
Ramanujan–Nagell equation (1.6) defined by (−b, 1, S). Here z and u are coprime, since
gcd(m,n) is square-free. Similarly in the case l = 3, we directly obtain an alternative
approach for (6.1) by combining Algorithm 4.4 with an elementary reduction to Mordell
equations (1.2) with parameter a ∈ Z dividing N5S ; see the proof of Corollary 9.3 (ii).
To illustrate the practicality of our approach, we solved (6.1) for all S ⊆ S(5) and all
S with NS ≤ 10
3. Given the required bases, this took less than 1 day in total. Here we
could use our database which already contained the required bases. For l = 2 (resp. l = 3)
we need in general 6|S| (resp. 2 · 6|S|) distinct Mordell–Weil bases to solve (6.1), which
means that our approach is not practical when |S| is large. On the other hand, for small
|S| it turned out that one can usually determine the required bases in practice and then
our approach is efficient. We compared our data with the known results, obtained by de
Weger [dW89, dW90] (S = S(4), l = 2) and Bennett–Billerey [BB16] (S = S(4) and
S = {2, 3, p} with p ≤ 100). In all cases it turned out that we found the same solutions.
We briefly discuss advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches. De
Weger’s method for l = 2 is quite involved and we are not aware of its strengths and
weaknesses. The strategy of Bennett–Billerey via modular symbols12 has the usual advan-
tages and disadvantages of an effective method involving modular symbols (Cremona’s
algorithm), see the analogous discussions in Section 4.3. A weakness of our approach is its
dependence on many Mordell–Weil bases, and a strength is its efficiency in the case when
these bases can be determined. We also mention that Bennett–Billerey used additional
tools (such as for example level lowering and the theory of logarithmic forms) to more-
over prove explicit finiteness results for (6.1) for all l ≥ 4, see [BB16, Sect 7]. Without
introducing crucial new ideas, such results are out of reach for our approach.
Pythagorean numbers. We next illustrate that Algorithm 6.2 is a useful tool to study
certain classical Diophantine problem on Pythagorean numbers which appear in the liter-
ature. To state the first Diophantine equation we take coprime a, b, c ∈ Z≥1 with a even,
and we assume that a2 + b2 = c2. Inspired by the works of Jes´manovic and Sierpin´ski
12In fact on replacing in our approach the involved algorithms via height bounds by the corresponding
Algorithms 6.1 and 4.2 via modular symbols, we would directly obtain an alternative approach for (6.1)
via modular symbols. However we did not include this, since the arguments of Bennett–Billerey (using a
careful analysis of conductors of Frey–Hellegouarch curves) are more direct and more efficient.
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published in 1956, Terai [Ter93] conjectured that (a, 2, 2) is the unique solution of
x2 + bm = cn, (x,m, n) ∈ Z3, (6.2)
with x,m, n all positive. Several authors settled special cases of (6.2), see for example
[Ter14, p.21] for an overview. We observe that equation (6.2) is a special case of (6.1) with
l = 2 and hence the above described approach via Algorithm 6.2 allows to solve (6.2) for
any given Pythagorean triple (a, b, c). For example we verified Terai’s conjecture for all
triples (a, b, c) with c ≤ 85. Given the required Mordell–Weil bases, this took less than 1
minute in total. In fact to deal with (6.2) we used a modified version of Algorithm 6.2,
which exploits the special shape of (6.2) in order to reduce the number of required Mordell–
Weil bases to 18. More recently, Terai [Ter14] studied the following variation of (6.2). Let
d ≥ 2 be a rational integer and consider the Diophantine equation
x2 + (2d − 1)m = dn, (x,m, n) ∈ Z3, (6.3)
with x,m, n all positive. Terai conjectured in [Ter14, Conj 3.1] that (d−1, 1, 2) is the unique
solution of (6.3). He verified his conjecture for certain values of d, including all d ≤ 30
except the two cases d = 12, 24 which were both settled independently by Deng [Den15]
and Bennett–Billerey [BB16, Prop 5.5]. As above, we observe that our approach via Al-
gorithm 6.2 allows to solve (6.3) for any given d. To illustrate the utility of this strategy,
we also verified [Ter14, Conj 3.1] for all d ≤ 30. Here it was no problem to compute the
required bases and then it took the modified version of Algorithm 6.2 less than 1 minute
to solve (6.3) for all d ≤ 30. We can also prove new cases of Terai’s conjecture concern-
ing (6.3). However the running times to compute the required bases explode for larger d.
For example, in the range 30 < d < 35 it took several days to compute the bases and
then we solved all equations (6.3) in roughly 30 seconds by using the modified version of
Algorithm 6.2. It turned out that Terai’s conjecture holds in the range 30 < d < 35.
6.3 Comparison of algorithms
In this section we compare our algorithms for the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equa-
tion (1.6) and its more classical form (1.6) with the known practical methods.
Advantages and disadvantages. Algorithms solving (1.6) via modular symbols (Cre-
mona’s algorithm) have the usual strengths and weaknesses, see the analogous discussion
in Section 5.4. We further mention that our Algorithm 6.1 uses a reduction to Mordell
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equations (1.2), while Kim’s approach [Kim16, Sect 8] for (1.6) works with a reduction to
cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5). In fact Kim studies the special case x2 + 7 = y with
x, y ∈ Z and y ∈ O×. Similar as in the case of (1.5), Kim’s method is more efficient in
terms of S and our Algorithm 6.1 is more efficient in terms of b.
We next discuss approaches via height bounds. The discussion of advantages and dis-
advantages of Algorithm 6.2 (resp. of Algorithm 6.3) is analogous to the corresponding
discussion of Algorithm 5.5 for cubic Thue–Mahler equations (1.5) (resp. of Algorithm 5.4
for cubic Thue equations (1.3)). Hence we refer to Section 5.4. The approach of Petho˝–de
Weger [PdW86], using inter alia the theory of logarithmic forms and binary recurrence
sequences, is quite involved and we are not aware of its strengths and weaknesses.
Comparison of data. In the cases where our results were already known (see above),
we compared the data. In all cases it turned out that we obtained the same solutions.
7 Mordell equations and almost primitive solutions
In this section we state and discuss Theorem 7.2 which gives results for almost primitive
solutions of Mordell equations. We also deduce Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4 on the difference
of perfect squares and perfect cubes, and we discuss how these corollaries improve old
theorems of Coates [Coa70b] which are based on the theory of logarithmic forms.
Let S be a finite set of rational primes. We write O = Z[1/NS ] for NS =
∏
p∈S p and
we denote by h the logarithmic Weil height. Let a ∈ O be nonzero and define
aS = 1728N
2
Sr2(a), r2(a) =
∏
pmin(2,ordp(a)) (7.1)
with the product taken over all rational primes p not in S. It holds that log r2(a) ≤ h(a),
and if a ∈ Z−{0} then we observe that r2(a) ≤ min(|a|, rad(a)
2). In view of the definition
of Bombieri–Gubler [BG06, 12.5.2], we say that (x, y) ∈ Z × Z is primitive if ±1 are the
only n ∈ Z with n6 dividing gcd(x3, y2). We recall the Mordell equation
y2 = x3 + a, (x, y) ∈ O ×O. (1.2)
Inspired by Szpiro’s small points philosophy (see e.g. [Szp86, Sect 2]) discussed below, we
consider a certain class of solutions of (1.2) which contains all primitive solutions of (1.2).
For want of a better name we call13 these solutions “almost primitive”.
13We note that (1.2) defines naturally a moduli scheme of elliptic curves. Then one observes that the
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Definition 7.1. Let µ : Z≥1 → R≥0 be an arbitrary function, and let (x, y) ∈ O × O.
We define ux,y = u = u1/u2 with u1 ∈ Z≥1 minimal such that u1x, u1y are in Z and with
u2 ∈ Z maximal such that u
6
2 divides gcd
(
(u21x)
3, (u31y)
2
)
. Then (u2x, u3y) ∈ Z × Z is
primitive and we say that (x, y) is almost primitive with respect to µ if h(u) ≤ µ(aS).
We notice that (x, y) ∈ Z × Z is primitive if and only if it is almost primitive with
respect to all functions µ : Z≥1 → R≥0. Intuitively, one may view almost primitive elements
of O ×O as those elements with “non-primitive part” bounded in terms of aS .
Building on the arguments of [vK13b, Cor 7.4], we obtain the following result which
depends on the quantity aS but which does not involve the height h(a) of a.
Theorem 7.2. The following statements hold.
(i) Let µ : Z≥1 → R≥0 be an arbitrary function. Assume that (1.2) has a solution which
is almost primitive with respect to µ. Then any solution (x, y) of (1.2) satisfies
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 23aS log aS +
1
4aS log log log aS +
3
5aS + 2µ(aS).
Moreover, if (x, y) is in addition almost primitive with respect to µ then
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 29aS log aS +
1
12aS log log log aS +
1
4aS + 2µ(aS).
(ii) Suppose that a ∈ Z with |a| → ∞ and define a∗ = 1728
∏
p|a p
min(2,ordp(a)). Then any
primitive solution (x, y) ∈ Z× Z of the Mordell equation (1.2) satisfies
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 16a∗ log a∗ +
(29 log 2 + o(1))
log log a∗
a∗ log a∗.
We now make some remarks which complement our discussions of Theorem 7.2 given in
the introduction: Any solution (x, y) of (1.2) is by definition almost primitive with respect
to the constant function µ = h(ux,y) on Z≥1, and therefore we see that Theorem 7.2 (i)
provides in particular an explicit upper bound in terms of aS and h(ux,y).
Theorem 7.2 and its proof fit into Szpiro’s small points philosophy [Szp86, Sect 2] for
hyperbolic curves X of genus at least two defined over number fields. This philosophy
says, roughly speaking, that the rational points of X have small14 Arakelov height defined
notions minimal and almost minimal solutions may be more appropriate (from a geometric point of view)
than primitive and almost primitive solutions respectively.
14Here small means that the Arakelov height is effectively bounded from above only in terms of the bad
reduction places of X, the genus of X and the given base field over which X is defined.
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with the minimal regular model of X. In our case of the hyperbolic genus one curve (1.2),
the existence of an almost primitive solution assures that (1.2) is sufficiently minimal, and
then the height bound in Theorem 7.2 (i) shows that all solutions of (1.2) are small15.
Furthermore our proof of Theorem 7.2 uses inter alia (10.16) which is in fact a version16
of Szpiro’s small points conjecture [Szp85, p.101] for elliptic curves over Q.
7.1 The difference of perfect squares and perfect cubes
Let a ∈ Z − {0} and let S be a finite set of rational primes. Following Coates [Coa70b],
we denote by f ∈ Z the largest divisor of a which is only divisible by primes in S. Then
|a/f | is the largest divisor of a which is coprime to NS =
∏
p∈S p. We define
αS =
aS
NS
= 1728NSr2(a)
for aS and r2(a) the quantities given in (7.1). Now we can state the following corollary.
Corollary 7.3. If (x, y) ∈ Z× Z with y2 − x3 = a and gcd(x, y,NS) = 1, then
logmax(|x|, |y|) ≤ 12 log|a/f |+ 2αS log αS +
3
4αS log log log αS + 6αS .
Proof. It follows that (x, y) is almost primitive with respect to µ = 16 log|a/f |. Then
Theorem 7.2 (i) proves the desired bound, but with aS in place of αS . To obtain the
bound involving αS claimed by Corollary 7.3, one uses a version of Theorem 7.2 (i) which
takes into account that gcd(x, y,NS) = 1. See Section 10.3 for details.
We write s = |S| and we define P = max(S ∪ {2}). On using a completely different
method, based on the theory of logarithmic forms, Coates [Coa70b, Thm 1] obtained that
any (x, y) ∈ Z× Z with y2 − x3 = a and gcd(x, y,NS) = 1 satisfies
logmax(|x|, |y|) ≤ 210
7(s+1)4P 10
9(s+1)3 |a/f |10
6(s+1)2 . (7.2)
We observe that αS ≤ 1728NS |a/f | and it holds that NS ≤ P
s. Therefore we see that
Corollary 7.3 improves Coates’ result [Coa70b, Thm 1] stated in (7.2).
15A solution of (1.2) is small if its Weil height, given on the subvariety of A2 defined by (1.2), is effectively
bounded from above only in terms of the bad reduction places of the affine curve (1.2). The Weil height is
more suitable in our case of the affine genus one curve (1.2), since Szpiro’s result [Szp90, Thm 2] implies
that the Arakelov height is in fact constant on the rational points of any elliptic curve.
16It follows for example from [Szp90, Thm 2] that (10.16) is indeed a version of Szpiro’s small points
conjecture for elliptic curves over Q.
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We also obtain the following corollary on the size of the greatest rational prime divisor
of the difference of (coprime) perfect squares and perfect cubes.
Corollary 7.4. For any real number ε > 0 there is an effective constant c(ε), depending
only on ε, with the following property: Suppose that x and y are coprime rational integers,
and write X = max(|x|, |y|). Then the greatest rational prime factor of y2 − x3 exceeds
(1− ε) log logX + c(ε).
For example, if ε = 110 then one can take here the constant c(ε) = −20.
Proof. Let S be the set of rational primes dividing a = y2 − x3 and write q = max(S).
The explicit version of the prime number theorem given in [RS62, Thm 4] shows that
logNS ≤
∑
p≤q log p ≤ q
(
1 + 12 log q
)
. Thus Corollary 7.3 implies Corollary 7.4.
We conclude with several remarks. Coates obtained in [Coa70b, Thm 2] the weaker
lower bound 10−3(log logX)1/4 by using his result [Coa70b, Thm 1] displayed in (7.2).
The proofs of Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4 show in addition that one can weaken the assump-
tions gcd(x, y,NS) = 1 and gcd(x, y) = 1 in Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4 by slightly changing
the bounds. Further on using the link (abc) ⇒ (1.2) in [BG06, p.429], between the abc-
conjecture (abc) and height bounds for the solutions of (1.2), one can show that (abc)
gives grosso modo our inequalities with the logarithmic Weil height h replaced by exp(h).
Finally we point out that the known links (abc) ⇒ (1.2) are not compatible with
exponential versions of (abc). In particular one can not combine the exponential version
of (abc) given in Stewart–Yu [SY01, Thm 1] with the known links (abc) ⇒ (1.2) in order
to improve our results in this Section 7 or Proposition 10.1 below.
8 Height bounds for Thue and Thue–Mahler equations
To deduce Corollary J from our results for Mordell equations, we work out explicitly the
arguments of [vK13b, Sect 7.4]. In fact in the present section we shall establish a more
precise version of Corollary J. This version provides optimized and sharper height bounds
for the solutions of any cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equation, see Corollary 8.2. We
continue the terminology and notation introduced in Section 5.
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8.1 Reduction to Mordell equations
We begin by recalling that X is given by the Thue equation f − m = 0, where m ∈
O is nonzero and f ∈ O[x, y] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 with nonzero
discriminant ∆. Further we recall that Y is given by the Mordell equation y2−(x3+a) = 0
with parameter a = 432∆m2. We shall work with the following morphism
ϕ : X → Y
of O-schemes, which was constructed in (5.1) using classical invariant theory. For any
polynomial g with rational coefficients aα, we define h(g) = maxα h(aα). On recalling that
X and Y are affine, we see that the usual logarithmic Weil height h (see [BG06, p.16])
naturally defines a height function h on X(Q¯) and Y (Q¯). We obtain the following result.
Proposition 8.1. Assume that f,m ∈ Z[x, y]. Then any P ∈ X(Q¯) satisfies
h(P ) ≤ 13h(ϕ(P )) + 12
(
h(f −m) + 6h(f) + 186
)
.
We point out that the first term 13h(ϕ(P )) is optimal here. The coefficients in the
second term come from a recent version of the arithmetic Nullstellensatz discussed in the
next paragraph. These coefficients can be slightly improved in certain cases. For example,
the proof of Proposition 8.1 shows in addition that one can replace the coefficient 12 by
the smaller number 6 in the case when P ∈ X(Z). We also mention that one can directly
remove the assumption f,m ∈ Z[x, y] in Proposition 8.1 by replacing in the bound the
quantity h(f −m) + 6h(f) by the larger expression 7h(f −m) + 28h(f).
8.1.1 Arithmetic Nullstellensatz and covariants of cubic forms
We continue our notation. In this section we collect some results which shall be used in
the proof of Proposition 8.1. In particular we discuss effective versions of the arithmetic
Nullstellensatz and we recall classical properties of covariants of cubic forms.
Arithmetic Nullstellensatz. An important ingredient for our proof of Proposition 8.1
is an effective version of the Nullstellensatz. Masser–Wu¨stholz [MW83, Thm IV] worked
out a fully explicit version of the strong arithmetic Nullstellensatz. Their result would be
sufficient for our purpose in the sense that it would give a version of Proposition 8.1 in
which the coefficient 12 is replaced by a number exceeding 2415. To obtain the considerably
smaller number 12, we shall apply a recent result of D’Andrea–Krick–Sombra [DKS13,
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Thm 2] providing an explicit version of the strong arithmetic Nullstellensatz over an
affine variety of pure dimension. More precisely we shall work over the affine hypersurface
V ⊂ A3Q defined by the polynomial g = f −mz
3. On using our assumptions that m and
the discriminant of f are both nonzero, we see that g is geometrically irreducible and
therefore the affine variety VQ¯ is of pure dimension two. Write h(V ) for the projective
logarithmic Weil height h (see [BG06, p.15]) of the point in projective space determined
by the coefficient vector of the polynomial g, and let hˆ(V ) be the canonical height (see
[DKS13, p.589]) of the projective closure V¯ of V inside P3Q. It holds
hˆ(V ) ≤ h(V ) + 3 log 5. (8.1)
To verify this inequality, we temporarily write R = Z[x1, . . . , x4] and we let D be the
effective Cartier/Weil divisor of P3Q given by the irreducible hypersurface V¯ ⊂ P
3
Q. On using
the terminology of [DKS13, §1.1], we denote by fD ∈ R a primitive polynomial determined
by the Cartier divisor D. The homogeneous polynomial g is irreducible in RQ = R ⊗Z Q
and it holds that V¯ ∼= Proj
(
RQ/(g)
)
. It follows that there exists ǫ ∈ Q× such that ǫfD
coincides with g in RQ, which implies that h(fD) = h(V ) since fD is primitive. Let m(fD)
be the Mahler measure of fD defined in [DKS13, §2.2]. An application of [DKS13, Prop
2.39] with D gives that hˆ(V ) = m(fD), and we deduce from [DKS13, Lem 2.30] that
m(fD) ≤ h(fD) + 3 log 5. Hence the equality h(fD) = h(V ) proves (8.1).
Covariants of cubic forms. We next recall some properties of cubic forms which shall
be used in the proof of Proposition 8.1. Write f(x, y) = ax3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3 with
a, b, c, d ∈ Q and denote by H the covariant of f of degree two. The form H is the Hessian
of f in the sense of [Sal76, p.175]; we shall work with the normalization
H(x, y) = Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2, A = 3ac − b2, B = 9ad− bc, C = 3bd− c2. (8.2)
To avoid a collision of notation, we write throughout this section k = 432∆m2 for the
parameter a appearing in the equation (1.2) which defines Y . Here ∆ denotes the discrim-
inant of f defined in [Sal76, p.175]; note the sign convention used in [Sal76]. Further we
denote by J the covariant of f of degree three. It is a binary form
J(x, y) =
∑
aix
3−iyi (8.3)
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given by the Jacobian of the forms f and H in the sense of [Sal76]; for our purpose it will
be convenient to normalize the coefficients ai of the polynomial J as follows:
a0 = 27a
2d− 9abc+ 2b3, a1 = 3(b
2c+ 9abd− 6ac2),
a2 = 3(6b
2d− bc2 − 9acd), a3 = 9bcd− 27ad
2 − 2c3.
To determine the set Z(f, J) ⊂ Q¯2 of common zeroes of f and J , we suppose that (x, y) ∈
Z(f, J). A formula going back at least to Cayley (see [Sal76, p.177]) shows that the
polynomials u = −4H and v = 4J satisfy the relation v2 = u3 + 432∆f2. This implies
that (x, y) is a zero of H. In the case a = 0 = d, we then see that our assumption ∆ 6= 0
together with (8.2) implies that (x, y) = 0 and therefore we obtain
Z(f, J) = 0. (8.4)
To prove that (8.4) holds in general, we now may and do assume that the coefficient a of
f is nonzero. Then the polynomial f(t, 1) = a
∏
(t− γj) in Q[t] has degree 3. Furthermore
the roots γj of f(t, 1) are distinct since ∆ 6= 0. Thus H(γj , 1) is nonzero by the formula for
the Hessian given in [Sal76, p.175]. It follows that (x, y) = 0, since f,H are homogeneous
and since a 6= 0. Hence the set Z(f, J) is trivial. Alternatively, one can use here invariant
theory providing that the resultant of f and H is a power of the invariant ∆ up to a sign.
8.1.2 Proof of Proposition 8.1
We continue our notation. In this section we use the above results to prove Proposition 8.1.
Proof of Proposition 8.1. To obtain the desired height inequality, we work in the projective
space. Let X¯ and Y¯ be the projective closures in P2Q of the affine curves XQ and YQ
respectively. It follows from (8.4) that ϕ : X → Y induces a finite morphism
ϕ¯ : X¯ → Y¯
of degree three, which is given by ϕ1 = −4x3H(x1, x2), ϕ2 = 4J(x1, x2) and ϕ3 = x
3
3 in
terms of coordinates xi on P
2
Q. To simplify the exposition, we write R = Q[x1, x2, x3] and
we shall identify (when convenient) a polynomial in R with its image in OV (V ).
We next apply the Nullstellensatz to express xi in terms of ϕj . Let Z ⊂ V (Q¯) be the
set of common zeroes of the two functions ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ OV (V ). Suppose that (x, y, z) ∈ Z.
Then it holds that z = 0 or H(x, y) = 0 and thus the identity 432∆f2 = ϕ22 − (ϕ1/x3)
3
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together with ∆ 6= 0 implies (x, y) ∈ Z(f, J). We conclude that (x, y) = 0, since Z(f, J) is
trivial by (8.4). It follows that the functions xi vanish on Z for i = 1, 2. Furthermore, our
assumptions f,m ∈ Z[x, y] together with (8.2) and (8.3) show that ϕ1, ϕ2 have coefficients
in Z. Therefore applications of the strong arithmetic Nullstellensatz over V , with ϕ1, ϕ2
and xi, give αi, ei ∈ Z≥1 and ρij ∈ R such that the two functions αix
ei
i and
∑
ρijϕj
coincide on V (Q¯) for i = 1, 2. In other words the difference of these two functions vanishes
on V (Q¯), and then V = Spec
(
R/(g)
)
implies that this difference is divisible in R by the
geometrically irreducible polynomial g. Thus there exist ρi0 ∈ R such that
xeii =
∑
(ρij/αi)ϕj , i = 1, 2, (8.5)
where ϕ0 = g. On multiplying here both sides with x
e−ei
i for e = max ei, we may and do
assume that ei = e. Furthermore we may and do assume that all ρij are homogeneous of
degree e− 3, since the polynomials ϕj are all homogeneous of degree 3.
We now control the right hand side of (8.5) in terms of ϕ and g. Put h(ρ/α) = h(Q)
for Q the point in projective space whose coordinates are given by the coefficients of the
four polynomials ρij/αi ∈ R with i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Each polynomial ρij has at most
(e−1
2
)
nonzero coefficients, and the function ϕ0 vanishes on the Q¯-points of X¯ = Proj
(
R/(ϕ0)
)
.
Therefore on combining (8.5) with the above observations, we see that standard height
arguments lead to the following statement: Any Q¯-point P of X¯ satisfies
3h(P ) ≤ h(ϕ¯(P )) + h(ρ/α) + log
(
2
(
e−1
2
))
. (8.6)
In particular any P ∈ X(Q¯) satisfies (8.6) with ϕ¯ replaced by ϕ. Now we see that the
explicit version [DKS13, Thm 2] of the strong arithmetic Nullstellensatz gives the following:
In (8.5) one can choose αi, ei and ρij , with ei ≤ 54 and h(ρ/α) explicitly bounded in
terms of hˆ(V ) and h(ϕj), such that (8.6), (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) lead to the desired height
inequality. This completes the proof of Proposition 8.1.
The above proof gives moreover a version of Proposition 8.1 for projective closures in-
side P2Q. Indeed it follows from (8.6) that any Q¯-point P of X¯ satisfies the height inequality
in Proposition 8.1 with ϕ replaced by the morphism ϕ¯ : X¯ → Y¯ .
8.2 Optimized height bounds
We continue the notation introduced above. In this section we give Corollary 8.2 which
provides optimized height bounds for the solutions of cubic Thue and Thue–Mahler equa-
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tions. To state our height bounds, we recall that k = 432∆m2 and we denote by Ωsim the
simplified height height bound given in Proposition 10.1 with a = k. It holds
Ωopt ≤ Ωsim =
1
3h(k) +
4
9kS log kS +
1
6kS log log log kS +
2
5kS
for kS as in (4.1) and Ωopt the optimized height bound provided by Proposition 10.7 with
a = k. The next result is a sharper (but more complicated) version of Corollary J.
Corollary 8.2. Assume that f,m ∈ Z[x, y]. Then the following statements hold.
(i) Suppose that (x, y) is a solution of the cubic Thue equation (1.3), and put n = 1 if
(x, y) ∈ Z× Z and n = 2 otherwise. Then h(x) and h(y) are at most
n
2Ωopt + 6n
(
h(f −m) + 6h(f) + 186
)
.
(ii) Suppose that (x, y, z) is a primitive solution of the general cubic Thue–Mahler equa-
tion (1.5). Then h(x), h(y) and 13h(z) are at most
2Ωopt + 51 logNS + 24
(
h(f −m) + 6h(f) + 186
)
.
One can directly remove the extra assumption f,m ∈ Z[x, y] by multiplying the equa-
tion f(x, y) = m with a suitable integer, see (8.7) for the resulting bounds.
Proof of Corollary 8.2. To prove (i) we take P ∈ X(O). Then (u, v) = ϕ(P ) satisfies the
Mordell equation (1.2) with parameter a = k. The number k = 432∆m2 is nonzero, since
m∆ 6= 0 by assumption. Hence an application of Propositions 10.1 and 10.7 with (u, v)
gives an upper bound for h(ϕ(P )) which together with Proposition 8.1 implies (i). Here
we used that one can replace in Proposition 8.1 the coefficient 12 by 6 if P ∈ X(Z).
To show (ii) we assume that (x, y, z) is a primitive solution of the general Thue–
Mahler equation (1.5). We write z = z0ǫ
3 with z0, ǫ ∈ Z such that ±1 are the only l ∈ Z
with l3 dividing z0. Then u = x/ǫ and v = y/ǫ satisfy the Thue equation f(u, v) = m
′
with m′ = mz0. On exploiting our assumption that (x, y, z) is primitive, one controls the
absolute values of x, y, z in terms of the Weil heights of u, v and then (ii) follows from the
height bound for (u, v) obtained in (i). Here we used that k′ = 432∆m′2 satisfies kS = k
′
S
and that h(k′) is at most h(k) + 4 logNS . This completes the proof of Corollary 8.2.
To remove the extra assumption f,m ∈ Z[x, y] in Corollary 8.2, we define f∗ = lf
and m∗ = lm for l the least common multiple of the denominators of the coefficients of
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the polynomial f − m ∈ O[x, y]. Any solution (x, y) of the Thue equation (1.3) sat-
isfies f∗(x, y) = m∗, and any primitive solution (x, y, z) of the general Thue–Mahler
equation (1.5) satisfies f∗(x, y) = m∗z. Therefore an application of Corollary 8.2 with
f∗,m∗ ∈ Z[x, y] implies the following: Statements (i) and (ii) of Corollary 8.2 hold with-
out the extra assumption f,m ∈ Z[x, y] if the bounds in (i) and (ii) are replaced by
B1 = Ωopt + 86
(
4h(f) + h(m) + 26
)
and 2B1 + 51 logNS (8.7)
respectively. Here we used that h(f∗), h(m∗) are at most 4h(f) + h(m) and we exploited
that k∗S = kS , where k
∗ = 432∆∗(m∗)2 for ∆∗ the discriminant of f∗. Note that k∗S = kS
follows from k∗ = l6k and from our assumptions f,m ∈ O[x, y] which assure that l ∈ O×.
Finally we deduce Corollary J by simplifying the bounds in Corollary 8.2.
Proof of Corollary J. In the case f,m ∈ Z[x, y], we see that Corollary 8.2 together with
h(∆) ≤ 4h(f) + 5 log 3 implies (i) and (ii). In general, on following the proof of (8.7) we
reduce to the case f∗,m∗ ∈ Z[x, y] and then we apply the already established case of
Corollary J with f∗,m∗ ∈ Z[x, y]. This completes the proof of Corollary J.
9 Height bounds for Ramanujan–Nagell equations
In this section we give explicit height bounds for the solutions of the generalized
Ramanujan–Nagell equation. We also study pairs of units whose sum is a square or cube.
As in the previous sections let S be a finite set of rational primes, write h for the usual
logarithmic Weil height and denote by O× the units of O = Z[1/NS ] for NS =
∏
p∈S p.
Further let b, c ∈ O be nonzero and recall the generalized Ramanujan–Nagell equation
x2 + b = cy, (x, y) ∈ O ×O×. (1.6)
To state our height bounds for the solutions of (1.6), we define a = bc2 and we denote by
Ωsim = Ωsim(a, S) the simplified height height bound given in Proposition 10.1. It holds
Ωopt ≤ Ωsim =
1
3h(a) +
4
9aS log aS +
1
6aS log log log aS +
2
5aS
for aS as in (4.1) and Ωopt = Ωopt(a, S) the optimized height bound in Proposition 10.7.
The next result is a direct consequence of our height bounds for Mordell equations.
Corollary 9.1. If (x, y) satisfies (1.6) then h(x2), h(y) ≤ 3Ωopt + 3h(c) + 8 logNS.
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Proof. We write y = ǫy′3 with y′ ∈ O× and ǫ ∈ Z≥1 dividing N
2
S . Then u = ǫcy
′ and
v = ǫcx satisfy the Mordell equation v2 = u3 + a′ with a′ = −b(ǫc)2. It holds that a′ 6= 0
and a′S = aS , since bc 6= 0 and ǫ ∈ O
×. Thus Proposition 10.7 implies Corollary 9.1.
It holds that Ωopt ≤ Ωsim and we observe that 3Ωsim + 8 logNS is at most 2aS + h(a).
Therefore we see that Corollary 9.1 proves Corollary K stated in the introduction.
Remark 9.2 (Generalization). Suppose that f ∈ O[x] is a polynomial of degree two, with
nonzero discriminant ∆. Then we claim that Corollary 9.1 gives an explicit height bound
for any solution (x, y) ∈ O × O× of the more general Diophantine equation f(x) = cy.
To prove this claim we suppose that (x, y) ∈ O × O× satisfies f(x) = cy. We write
f(x) = a1x
2 + a2x + a3 with ai ∈ O and we put x
′ = 2a1x + a2. It follows that (x
′, y)
is a solution of (1.6) with parameters b = −∆ and c = 4a1c. Hence an application of
Corollary 9.1 with (x′, y) gives an explicit upper bound for h(x) and h(y) as claimed.
We next consider the problem of finding all (u, v) ∈ O× ×O× with u+ v a square or
cube in Q. To obtain here finiteness statements, one has to work modulo the actions of
O× arising naturally in this context. The above Corollary 9.1 leads to the following fully
explicit results which involve the quantity Ω = 3Ωopt(1, S) + 9 logNS.
Corollary 9.3. Assume that u, v are in O×. Then the following statements hold.
(i) If u+ v is a square in Q, then there is ǫ ∈ O× such that h(ǫ2u), h(ǫ2v) ≤ Ω.
(ii) If u+ v is a cube in Q, then there is δ ∈ O× such that h(δ3u), h(δ3v) ≤ Ω.
Proof. To prove (i) we assume that u+ v is a square in Q. Then there is ǫ ∈ O× such that
ǫ2u and ǫ2v are in Z, with ǫ2u+ ǫ2v a perfect square and gcd(ǫ2u, ǫ2v) square-free. If m,n
are in Z ∩O× with m+ n a perfect square and gcd(m,n) square-free, then we claim that
h(n) ≤ Ω. (9.1)
To prove this inequality we take l ∈ Z with l2 = m + n and we write m = m′2m0 with
m′,m0 ∈ Z such that m0 | NS . Further we define x = l/m
′ and y = n/m′2. Then (x, y)
satisfies (1.6) with b = −m0 and c = 1. Thus an application of Corollary 9.1 with (x, y)
implies (9.1) as claimed. Here we used that n and m′ are coprime which follows from our
assumption that gcd(m,n) is square-free. Now, an application of (9.1) with m = ǫ2u and
n = ǫ2v shows that ǫ has the desired properties. This proves assertion (i).
The following proof of (ii) uses the arguments of (i) with some modifications. We
assume that u+ v is a cube in Q. Then there is δ ∈ O× such that δ3u and δ3v are in Z,
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with δ3u+ δ3v a perfect cube and gcd(δ3u, δ3v) cube-free. We now consider the following
claim: If m,n are in Z ∩ O× with m+ n a perfect cube and gcd(m,n) cube-free, then
h(n) ≤ Ω. (9.2)
To prove this claim we take l ∈ Z with l3 = m + n and we write m = m′3m0 with
m′,m0 ∈ Z such that m0 | N
2
S . Further we define x = l/m
′ and y = n/m′3. Then (x, y)
lies in O × O× and satisfies x3 − m0 = y. On writing y = wy
′2 with y′ ∈ O× and
w ∈ Z dividing NS , we see that (xw, y
′w2) is a solution of the Mordell equation (1.2) with
parameter a = −m0w
3. Here a ∈ Z is nonzero. Thus on using that gcd(m,n) is cube-free,
we see that Proposition 10.7 implies our claim in (9.2). Finally we deduce (ii) by applying
(9.2) with m = δ3u and n = δ3v. This completes the proof of Corollary 9.3.
We now suppose thatm,n ∈ Z are coprime. Then gcd(m,n) is in particular square-free
and cube-free, and m,n are in O× for S = {p ; p | mn} with NS = rad(mn). Therefore
(9.1) and (9.2) imply Corollary L stated in the introduction.
10 Height bounds for Mordell and S-unit equations
In this section we prove the results of Section 7, and we establish in Proposition 10.7
the height bounds for Mordell and S-unit equations which are used in the algorithms of
Sections 3.2 and 4.2. The plan of Section 10 is as follows: In Section 10.1 we give simplified
versions of the height bounds. Then we prove the results for Mordell and S-unit equations
in Sections 10.3 and 10.4 respectively. Finally, in Section 10.5, we work out the height
conductor inequalities for elliptic curves over Q which are used in our proofs.
10.1 Simplified versions
The precise form of our height bounds in Proposition 10.7 is fairly complicated. To give
the reader an idea of the size of the used height bounds, we worked out simplified versions
of our bounds for Mordell equations (see Proposition 10.1) and for S-unit equations (see
Propositions 10.2 and 10.6). These simplified versions slightly improve several estimates in
the literature and they will allow us (up to some extent) to compare our optimized height
bounds with results based on the theory of logarithmic forms.
As in the previous sections we let S be a finite set of rational primes, we write O =
Z[1/NS ] for NS =
∏
p∈S p, and we denote by h the logarithmic Weil height.
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10.1.1 Mordell equation
Let a ∈ O be nonzero and let aS = 1728N
2
S
∏
p/∈S p
min(2,ordp(a)) be as in (7.1). On using
and refining the arguments of [vK13b, Cor 7.4], we obtain the following result.
Proposition 10.1. If x, y ∈ O satisfy y2 = x3 + a, then
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 13h(a) +
4
9aS log aS +
1
6aS log log log aS +
2
5aS.
To compare this result with the actual best height bounds for Mordell equations (1.2),
we suppose that x, y ∈ O satisfy y2 = x3+a and we observe that Proposition 10.1 implies
max
(
h(x), h(y)
)
≤ 12h(a) + aS log aS . (10.1)
We first consider the classical case O = Z. The discussions in [vK13b, Sect 7.3] show
that (10.1) improves the results of Baker [Bak68b], Stark [Sta73] and Juricevic [Jur08]
which are all based on the theory of logarithmic forms [BW07]. In fact Proposition 10.1
provides the actual best height bound for Mordell equations (1.2), since it updates the
inequality max
(
h(x), h(y)
)
≤ h(a) + 4 · 36aS log(36aS)
2 in [vK13b, Cor 7.4].
We now discuss the case O ) Z. On using the theory of logarithmic forms, Hajdu–
Herendi [HH98, Thm 2] obtained explicit height bounds for the solutions in O of arbitrary
elliptic Diophantine equations. The discussion in [vK13b, Sect 7.3.3] shows that Proposi-
tion 10.1 improves the case of Mordell equations (1.2) in [HH98, Thm 2] for “small” sets
S, in particular for any set S with NS ≤ 2
1200 or |S| ≤ 12. If NS ≫ |a| then there are sets
S for which Proposition 10.1 is better than [HH98, Thm 2], and vice versa. To conclude
our comparisons we mention that the theory of logarithmic forms allows to deal with more
general Diophantine equations over arbitrary number fields; see [BW07].
10.1.2 S-unit equations
On using and refining the arguments of [MP13, Thm 1.1] and [vK13b, Cor 7.2], which were
discovered independently in 2011 by Murty–Pasten and by the first mentioned author, we
obtain the following update of the explicit height bounds in [MP13, Thm 1.1] and [vK13b,
Cor 7.2]; see also Frey’s remark in [Fre97, p.544] and Proposition 10.6.
Proposition 10.2. Any solution (x, y) of the S-unit equation (1.1) satisfies
max
(
h(x), h(y)
)
≤ 52NS logNS + 9NS and
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max
(
h(x), h(y)
)
≤ 125 NS logNS +
9
10NS log log log(16NS) + 8.26NS + 28.
To compare this result with the actual best height bounds for S-unit equations (1.1),
we suppose that (x, y) satisfies (1.1) and we write h = max(h(x), h(y)). Starting with
Gyo˝ry [Gyo˝79] several authors proved explicit bounds for h by using the theory of log-
arithmic forms [BW07]; see the references in [GY06]. In particular Gyo˝ry–Yu [GY06,
Thm 2] obtained that h ≤ 210s+22s4q
∏
log p with the product taken over all ratio-
nal primes p ∈ S − {q} for q = maxS and s = |S|. Further Proposition 10.2 updates
the inequalities h ≤ 4.8NS logNS + 13NS + 25 in Murty–Pasten [MP13, Thm 1.1] and
h ≤ 3 · 26NS log(2
7NS)
2 + 65 in [vK13b, Cor 7.2]. Hence Proposition 10.2 establishes the
actual best height bound for all sets S with “small” NS , in particular for all sets S with
NS ≤ 2
90. Further we see that there are sets S with arbitrarily large NS for which Propo-
sition 10.2 is sharper than [GY06, Thm 2], and vice versa. If NS → ∞ then our bounds
(see also (10.7)) are worse than h ≤ O(N
1/3
S (logNS)
3) in Stewart–Yu [SY01, Thm 1]. To
conclude our comparison, we mention that the theory of logarithmic forms and Bombieri’s
refinement of the Thue–Siegel method both give effective height bounds for the solutions
of S-unit equations in arbitrary number fields; see for example [GY06, BC97].
10.2 Notation
In the remaining of Section 10 we shall use throughout the following notation. Let S be a
finite set of rational primes. We write O = Z[1/NS ] for NS =
∏
p∈S p and we denote by h
the usual logarithmic Weil height. For any elliptic curve E over Q, we denote by c4 and c6
the usual quantities (see for example [Tat74]) associated to a minimal Weierstrass equation
of E over Z, and we write NE and ∆E for the conductor and minimal discriminant of E
respectively. We denote by h(E) the relative Faltings height of E, defined for example in
[vK13b, Sect 2] using Faltings’ original normalization [Fal83, p.354] of the metric.
10.3 Mordell equation
We use the notation introduced in Section 10.2 above. Let a ∈ O − {0} and recall that
aS = 1728N
2
Sr2(a) for r2(a) =
∏
pmin(2,ordp(a)) with the product taken over all rational
primes p not in S. Further we recall the Mordell equation
y2 = x3 + a, (x, y) ∈ O ×O. (1.2)
The following lemma gives an explicit Parsˇin construction for the solutions of this equation.
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Lemma 10.3. Suppose that (x, y) satisfies the Mordell equation (1.2). Then there exists an
elliptic curve E over Q with the following properties. It holds that c4 = u
4x and c6 = u
6y
for some u ∈ Q with u12 = 1728∆E |a|
−1, the conductor NE divides aS and
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 13h(a) + 8h(E) + 2 logmax(1, h(E)) + 36.
We conducted here some effort to refine the weaker result NE | 2
232aS which follows
directly from [vK13b, Prop 3.4]. In fact Lemma 10.3 is based on [vK13b, Prop 3.4], and
we mention that the height inequality in [vK13b, Prop 3.4] relies inter alia on explicit
versions of certain results of Faltings [Fal83, Fal84] and Silverman [Sil86].
Proof of Lemma 10.3. Suppose that (x, y) is a solution of (1.2). Then an application of
[vK13b, Prop 3.4] with S = Spec(O) and T = Spec(O[1/(6a)]) gives an elliptic curve
over T , with generic fiber E = EQ, such that NE | 2
232aS and such that h(x) is bounded
in terms of h(E) and h(a) as desired. Let c4 and c6 be the quantities associated to E.
The proof of [vK13b, Prop 3.4] shows in addition that c4 = u
4x and c6 = u
6y for some
u ∈ Q with u12 = 1728∆E |a|
−1. Thus on combining [vK13b, Lem 3.3] with [vK13b, Lem
3.5], we deduce an upper bound for h(y) = 12h(u
−12c26) in terms of h(E) and h(a) as
desired. Furthermore, it was shown in the proof of [vK13b, Prop 3.4] that E admits a
Weierstrass model W over O defined by the Weierstrass equation t2 = s3 − 27xs − 54y
with “indeterminates” s and t. This Weierstrass equation has discriminant ∆′ = −2639a.
It remains to show that NE | aS . For this purpose, we observe that 2
835 = 2232 · 1728
and we recall that NE | 2
232aS . Hence it suffices to consider the exponents f2 and f3 of NE
at the primes 2 and 3 respectively. They always satisfy f2 ≤ 8 and f3 ≤ 5, see for example
[BK94, Thm 6.2]. Thus we obtain that f2 ≤ 8 = ord2(aS) if 2 ∈ S and f3 ≤ 5 = ord3(aS)
if 3 ∈ S, and then we see that the desired result NE | aS holds if 2 ∈ S or 3 ∈ S.
Hence we are left to treat the case where 2 and 3 are both not in S, or equivalently that
2, 3 ∈ Spec(O). In this case, after localizing at 2 and 3, we may and do view the model W
over O as an integral model of E over the local rings at 2 and 3 respectively.
We first consider f2. It holds that ord2(∆E) ≤ ord2(∆
′), since W is a Weierstrass
model of E over the local ring at 2 and since ∆E is minimal at 2. Thus the formula of
Ogg–Saito [Sai88, Cor 2] implies that f2 ≤ ord2(∆
′) = 6+ord2(a), and then the inequality
f2 ≤ 8 proves that f2 ≤ 6 + min(2, ord2(a)) = ord2(aS) as desired.
We now consider f3. IfW is not the minimal Weierstrass model of E over the local ring
at 3, then we get that ord3(∆
′) ≥ 12 and hence ord3(a) ≥ 3. This together with f3 ≤ 5
shows the desired inequality f3 ≤ 3 + min(2, ord3(a)) = ord3(aS) when W is not minimal
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at 3. Hence we may and do assume in addition thatW is minimal at 3. Then we claim that
the “reduction” of E at 3 is of Kodaira type IV∗, III∗, or II∗ and that f3 = ord3(∆
′)− 6,
f3 = ord3(∆
′)− 7, or f3 = ord3(∆
′)− 8 respectively. It follows that f3 ≤ 3 + ord3(a) and
this together with the inequality f3 ≤ 5 shows that f3 ≤ 3+min(2, ord3(a)) = ord3(aS) as
desired. It remains to verify our claim. For this purpose we use Tate’s algorithm [Tat75] and
we let a1, . . . , a6 and b2, . . . , b8 denote the usual quantities associated to the Weierstrass
equation t2 = s3−27xs−54y which is minimal at 3 by assumption. We observe that 3 |∆′,
3 | a1 = 0, 3 | a2 = 0, 3
3 | a3 = 0, 3
2 | a4 = −27x, 3
3 | a6 = −54y, 3 | b2 = 0, 3
3 | b6 = −216y,
and 33 | b8 = −729x
2. This brings us into case 6) of Tate’s algorithm. Here one considers
the polynomial P (T ) := T 3 + a2,1T
2 + a4,2T + a6,3 = T
3 − 3xT − 2y. In F3, it reduces to
T 3− 2y which is purely inseparable with 3-fold root 2y. Therefore 8), 9) and 10) of Tate’s
algorithm prove our claim. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.3.
In what follows we need to control the function ν(n) = nν∗(n) on Z≥1, where ν
∗ is
defined in Proposition 10.8 (ii). If m,n are in Z≥1 with m dividing n, then it holds
ν(m) ≤ ν(n). (10.2)
Indeed this inequality directly follows by unwinding the definitions and by taking into
account rational primes p with ordp(m) = 1 and ordp(n) ≥ 2. We now combine the above
Lemma 10.3 with Proposition 10.8 in order to prove Proposition 10.1.
Proof of Proposition 10.1. Suppose that (x, y) is a solution of Mordell’s equation (1.2).
Then Lemma 10.3 provides an elliptic curve E over Q such that NE | aS and such that
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 13h(a) + 8h(E) + 2 logmax(1, h(E)) + 36.
It follows from (10.2) that ν(NE) ≤
2
3aS . Therefore on combining the displayed inequality
with the explicit bound for h(E) in terms of ν(NE) given in Proposition 10.8 (ii), we deduce
an estimate for max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
in terms of aS and h(a) as stated in Proposition 10.1.
We recall that a solution (x, y) ∈ Z× Z of (1.2) is primitive if ±1 are the only n ∈ Z
with n6 | gcd(x3, y2). The following result refines Lemma 10.3 for primitive solutions.
Lemma 10.4. Suppose that (x, y) ∈ Z×Z is a primitive solution of (1.2). If Lemma 10.3
associates (x, y) to the elliptic curve E, then E has in addition the following properties.
(i) It holds that ∆E = 2
m3n|a| with m ∈ {−6, 6} and n ∈ {−3, 9}.
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(ii) The curve E is semi-stable at each rational prime p ≥ 5 with gcd(x, y, p) = 1.
(iii) There is the refined height inequality
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 4h(E) + 2 logmax(1, h(E)) + 28.
Proof. Let (x, y) ∈ Z × Z be a primitive solution of (1.2). Suppose that Lemma 10.3
associates (x, y) to the elliptic curve E over Q. To prove (i) we recall from the proof of
Lemma 10.3 that t2 = s3−27xs−54y is a Weierstrass equation of E with “indeterminates”
s and t and with discriminant ∆′ = −2639a. This Weierstrass equation has associated
quantities c′4 = 6
4x and c′6 = 6
6y. On using that x, y are both in Z and that ∆E is the
discriminant of a minimal Weierstrass model of E over Z, we obtain a nonzero u ∈ Z with
u4c4 = 6
4x, u6c6 = 6
6y, u12∆E = 2
639|a|. (10.3)
It follows that u12 divides 612 gcd(x3, y2) and hence we deduce that |u| ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6} since
(x, y) is primitive by assumption. Therefore the equality u12∆E = 2
639|a| implies that
2m3n|a| = ∆E with m ∈ {−6, 6} and n ∈ {−3, 9}. This proves assertion (i).
To show the semi-stable properties of E claimed in (ii), we take a rational prime p. If
p ∤ ∆E then E has good (and thus semi-stable) reduction at p. We now assume that p | ∆E ,
that p ≥ 5 and that gcd(x, y, p) = 1. Then (10.3) together with |u| ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6} implies
that gcd(c4, c6, p) = 1. Hence we obtain that p ∤ c4 since p ≥ 5 divides 12
3∆E = |c
3
4 − c
2
6|
by assumption. Therefore the semi-stable criterion in [Sil09, p.196] shows that E has
semi-stable reduction at each p ≥ 5 with gcd(x, y, p) = 1. This proves assertion (ii).
It remains to show the refined height inequality in (iii). The identities in (10.3) together
with [vK13b, Lem 3.5] and |u| ≤ 6 lead to an explicit upper bound for max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
in terms of h(E) as claimed in (iii). This completes the proof of Lemma 10.4.
The above proof shows in addition that Lemma 10.4 holds more generally for all
solutions (x, y) ∈ Z × Z of (1.2) such that ±1 are the only n ∈ Z with n12 | gcd(x3, y2).
We now use Lemma 10.4 and Proposition 10.1 to prove Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. We begin to prove the first part of assertion (i). Let µ : Z≥1 → R≥0
be an arbitrary function, and suppose that (x, y) is a solution of (1.2) which is almost
primitive with respect to µ. Let u = ux,y be as in Definition 7.1, and define x
′ = u2x
and y′ = u3y. Then it follows that (x′, y′) ∈ Z × Z is a primitive solution of the Mordell
equation y′2 = x′3 + a′ for a′ = u6a ∈ Z. Therefore Lemmas 10.3 and 10.4 give an elliptic
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curve E over Q together with integers m ∈ {−6, 6} and n ∈ {−3, 9} such that
∆E = 2
m3n|a′| and NE | a
′
S . (10.4)
The construction of the number u = u1/u2 in Definition 7.1 shows that any rational prime
p with ordp(a
′) > ordp(a) satisfies p | u1 and thus p ∈ S since x, y ∈ O. It follows that
ordp(a
′) ≤ ordp(a) for all rational primes p not in S and therefore we find that a
′
S divides
aS . Further it holds that h(a) ≤ 6h(u) + log|a
′| and h(u) ≤ µ(aS) since (x, y) is almost
primitive with respect to µ. Then on combining (10.4) and NE | a
′
S | aS with the estimate
for log∆E in terms of NE given in (10.16), we derive an explicit upper bound for h(a) in
terms of aS and µ(aS) which together with Proposition 10.1 implies the first part of (i).
We now show the second part of (i). Since (x, y) is almost primitive with respect to µ
we obtain that h(x) ≤ 2µ(aS) + h(x
′) and 23h(y) ≤ 2µ(aS) +
2
3h(y
′). Hence an application
of Lemma 10.4 (iii) with the primitive (x′, y′) ∈ Z× Z leads to
max
(
h(x), 23h(y)
)
≤ 2µ(aS) + 4h(E) + 2 logmax(1, h(E)) + 28. (10.5)
Then on combining (10.4) and a′S | aS with the explicit estimate for h(E) in terms of NE
given in Proposition 10.8, we deduce an inequality as claimed in the second part of (i).
To prove (ii) we may and do assume that |a| → ∞ and that S is empty. Let (x, y) ∈
Z×Z be a primitive solution of (1.2), and take (x′, y′) = (x, y) and a′ = a in the proof of (i).
Then (10.4) and (10.16) show that log|a| ≤ O(N2E) and thus |a| → ∞ forces NE → ∞.
Hence on using (10.5) with µ = 0 and on applying the asymptotic bound for h(E) in terms
of NE given in Proposition 10.8, we see that (10.4) together with aS = a∗ leads to the
asymptotic estimate claimed in (ii). This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2.
Next we give a proof of the inequality claimed in Corollary 7.3 by using a version of
Theorem 7.2 (i) which takes into account Lemma 10.4 (ii).
Proof of Corollary 7.3. Recall that a ∈ Z is nonzero, S is an arbitrary finite set of rational
primes and f ∈ Z is the largest divisor of a which is only divisible by primes in S. We
take (x, y) ∈ Z× Z with y2 − x3 = a and gcd(x, y,NS) = 1 as in the statement.
We first show that (x, y) is almost primitive with respect to µ = 16 log|a/f |. Let m =
u2 ∈ Z be maximal such thatm
6 | gcd(x3, y2), and define x′ = m−2x and y′ = m−3y. Then
(x′, y′) ∈ Z×Z is a primitive solution of the Mordell equation y′2 = x′3+a′ for a′ = m−6a ∈
Z. Further, gcd(x, y,NS) = 1 together with rad(f) | NS implies that gcd(x, y, f) = 1, and
hence gcd(m, f) = 1 since m divides x and y. Thus on using that m6 | a, we see that m6
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divides a/f . This shows that the number ux,y = 1/m in Definition 7.1 satisfies h(ux,y) ≤ µ
as desired. We now apply (a version of) Theorem 7.2 (i). Suppose that Lemma 10.3
associates the primitive (x′, y′) ∈ Z × Z to the elliptic curve E over Q. Lemma 10.4 (ii)
gives that E is semi-stable at each p ∈ S with p ≥ 5, since gcd(x′, y′, NS) = 1. Then
(the proof of) Lemma 10.3 shows that NE divides 6 · 1728NSr2(a
′), and hence we obtain
that NE | 6αS since a
′ | a. Thus, on replacing aS by 6αS = 6aS/NS in the proof of
Theorem 7.2 (i) and on taking µ = 16 log|a/f |, we deduce Corollary 7.3.
10.4 S-unit equations
We use the notation introduced in Section 10.2 above. The discussions in Section 3.1 show
that bounding the Weil height of the solutions of the S-unit equation (1.1) is equivalent
to estimating the absolute value of the integers satisfying the Diophantine equation
a+ b = c, a, b, c ∈ Z− {0}, gcd(a, b, c) = 1, rad(abc) | NS . (3.1)
We first prove Lemma 10.5 which is used in the proof of Proposition 10.2 given below.
Lemma 10.5. Suppose that (a, b, c) is a solution of (3.1). Then there exist Q-isogenous
elliptic curves E and E′ over Q such that NE divides 2
4NS, ∆E = 2
n(abc)2 with n ∈
{4,−8}, and ∆E′ = 2
8−12m|ab|c4 with m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
The proof of Lemma 10.5 uses inter alia a formula of Diamond–Kramer [DK95] and
classical results which are given for example in [Sil09]. In fact the proof consists of explicit
computations with Frey–Hellegouarch elliptic curves. A more conceptual proof of (parts
of) Lemma 10.5 can be given by using the point of view in [vK13b, Sect 3].
Proof of Lemma 10.5. We now use in particular several (known) reductions. To make sure
that these reductions are compatible with each other we prefer to give all details.
We suppose that (a, b, c) is a solution of (3.1). Then exactly one of the numbers a, b, c
is even, since they are coprime and satisfy a+ b = c. We denote this number by B′. Now
we define A′ = a if B′ = b, A′ = b if B′ = a, and A′ = −a if B′ = c. Further we define
(A,B,C) = (A′, B′, A′ + B′) if A′ = −1 (mod 4), and (A,B,C) = (−A′,−B′,−A′ − B′)
otherwise. Let E be the elliptic curve over Q, defined by the Weierstrass equation
y2 = x(x−A)(x+B)
with discriminant ∆ = 24(ABC)2. We observe that (A,B,C) has the following properties:
A,B,C are coprime, A = −1 (mod 4), B is even, A + B = C and (ABC)2 = (abc)2.
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Thus [DK95, Lem 1 and Lem 2] give that the conductor NE of E divides 2
4rad(abc).
Our assumption, that (a, b, c) satisfies (3.1), provides that rad(abc) | NS and hence we
obtain that NE divides 2
4NS . It follows from [DK95, Lem 2] and [Sil09, p.257] that the
minimal discriminant ∆E of E satisfies ∆E = ∆ if ord2(abc) ≤ 3, and ∆E = 2
−8(abc)2 if
ord2(abc) ≥ 4. We conclude that ∆E = 2
n(abc)2 with n ∈ {4,−8}, and since NE divides
24NS we see that the elliptic curve E has all the desired properties.
To construct the elliptic curve E′, we notice that A,B,C are in {±a,±b,±c}. We
define (α, β, γ, x′) = (A,B,C, x) if C = ±c, (α, β, γ, x′) = (C,−B,A, x + B) if A = ±c,
and (α, β, γ, x′) = (−A,C,B, x − A) if B = ±c. It follows that γ = ±c, that α + β = γ,
that (α, β) = 1 and that E admits the Weierstrass equation y2 = x′(x′−α)(x′+ β). Then
we obtain that E is Q-isogenous to the elliptic curve E′ over Q, which is defined by the
Weierstrass equation (see for example [Sil09, p.70])
w2 = z3 − 2(β − α)z2 + γ2z
with discriminant ∆′ = −28αβγ4. This Weierstrass equation has associated quantities
c4 = 16(α
2 − 14αβ + β2) and c6 = 64(α
3 + 33α2β − 33αβ2 − β3). Further we observe
that ∆′ = −28abc4. To determine the minimal discriminant ∆E′ of E
′ we use a strategy
inspired by [Sil09, p.258]. An application of the Euclidean algorithm gives the identities
4(395α2 − 430αβ − 13β2)c4 + (181α − 13β)c6 = 2
1232α4,
4(−13α2 − 430αβ + 395β2)c4 + (13α − 181β)c6 = 2
1232β4.
On using that ∆′, c4, c6 ∈ Z and that ∆E′ is the absolute value of the discriminant of a
minimal Weierstrass model of E′ over Z, we obtain u ∈ Z such that u12∆E′ = ±∆
′, u4 | c4
and u6 | c6. Thus the displayed identities together with (α, β) = 1 imply that u
4 | 21232
and hence ±u ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}. We deduce that ∆E′ = 2
8−12m|ab|c4 with m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, and
therefore E′ has the desired properties. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.5.
We remark that the application of [DK95, Lem 2] in the above proof shows in addition
the following: Suppose that (a, b, c) is a solution of (3.1). If Lemma 10.5 associates (a, b, c)
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to the elliptic curve E over Q, then the conductor NE of E satisfies
ord2(NE) = e+ 1, (e, λ) =


(4, 12) if ord2(abc) = 1,
(2, 3) if ord2(abc) = 2, 3,
(−1, 12) if ord2(abc) = 4,
(0, 1) if ord2(abc) ≥ 5.
(10.6)
We note that it always holds that ord2(abc) ≥ 1, since a + b = c and (a, b, c) = 1. The
following result is in fact a (slightly) more precise version of Proposition 10.2.
Proposition 10.6. Suppose that (a, b, c) is a solution of (3.1), and let (e, λ) be the num-
bers in (10.6) associated to (a, b, c). Then it holds
logmax (|a|, |b|, |c|) ≤ λ5NS log(2
eNS) +
3λ
40NS log log log(2
eNS) +
2λ
15NS + 28.
Proof. We begin by noting that the elliptic curves appearing in Lemma 10.5 have the
same conductor since they are Q-isogenous. Thus an application of Lemma 10.5 with the
solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) gives an elliptic curve E′ over Q, with conductor NE′ and minimal
discriminant ∆E′, such that |ab|c
4 ≤ 228∆E′ and such that NE′ | 2
eNS for e as in (10.6).
The equality a+ b = c proves that |c| − 1 ≤ |ab| and then we deduce
(|c| − 1)5 ≤ (|c| − 1)c4 ≤ |ab|c4 ≤ 228∆E′ .
Further, NE′ | 2
eNS with ord2(NE′) = e+1 implies that ν(NE′) ≤ λNS for λ as in (10.6)
and for ν the function on Z≥1 defined in Proposition 10.8 (ii). Then we see that (10.16)
leads to Proposition 10.6 provided that H = |c| for H = max(|a|, |b|, |c|). To deal with
the remaining cases H = |a| and H = |b|, we notice that (b,−c,−a) and (a,−c,−b) are
solutions of (3.1) as well. Thus applications of the above arguments with (b,−c,−a) and
(a,−c,−b) prove Proposition 10.6 in the cases H = |a| and H = |b| respectively.
Let (a, b, c) be a solution of (3.1). Lemma 10.5 associates to (a, b, c) an elliptic E over
Q with conductor NE that satisfies NE → ∞ if rad(abc) → ∞. Therefore the arguments
of Proposition 10.6 together with the asymptotic bound obtained below (10.16) show that
any solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) with rad(abc) = r satisfies
logmax(|a|, |b|, |c|) ≤ 95r log r +O
( r log r
log log r
)
for r →∞. (10.7)
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This (slightly) improves the bound 4r log r + O(r log log r) obtained by Murty–Pasten in
[MP13, Thm 1.1]. However, our estimate displayed in (10.7) is still worse than the actual
best asymptotic bound O(r1/3(log r)3) of Stewart–Yu [SY01, Thm 1].
Proof of Proposition 10.2. We suppose that (x, y) satisfies the S-unit equation (1.1). Then
there exists a solution (a, b, c) of (3.1) with (x, y) = (ac ,
b
c). The number max(h(x), h(y))
equals logmax(|a|, |b|, |c|) and thus Proposition 10.6 implies Proposition 10.2.
10.5 Optimized height bounds and height conductor inequalities
We use the notation of Sections 2 and 10.2. Let N ≥ 1 be an integer. We now define
constants α, β and β∗ depending on N , which will appear in the optimized height bounds.
10.5.1 The constants α, β, β∗ and optimized height bounds
To define β and β∗ we let m be the number of newforms of level dividing N , and we let
g = g(N) be the genus of X0(N). We write l = ⌊
N
6
∏
(p+1)⌋ and l∗ = ⌊N6
∏
(1+1/p)⌋ with
both products taken over all rational primes p dividing N , where ⌊r⌋ = max(n ∈ Z; n ≤ r)
for any r ∈ R. Let τ(n) be the number of divisors of any n ∈ Z≥1. We define
β = 12m logm+maxJ
∑
j∈J
log(τ(j)j1/2) and β∗ = 12g log g +maxJ
∑
j∈J
log(τ(j)j1/2) (10.8)
with the first maximum taken over all subsets J ⊆ {1, . . . , l} of cardinality m and with the
second maximum taken over all subsets J ⊆ {1, . . . , l∗} of cardinality g. On comparing β
with β∗ we notice that β involves the smaller number m ≤ g at the expense of depending
on the larger parameter l ≥ l∗. It turns out that β ≤ O(N logN), while such an upper
bound can not hold for β∗ since there is a constant r ∈ R such that infinitely many n ∈ Z≥1
satisfy n log log n ≤ rg(n). On the other hand, it holds that β∗ < β for infinitely many N
and thus we shall work in our algorithms with the quantity
α = min(β, β∗).
We define κ = 4π + log(163/π) and we mention that in the statement of the following
Proposition 10.7 we use the notation of Propositions 10.1 and 10.6.
Proposition 10.7. Proposition 10.6 holds with the bound 65α(2
eNS) + 28, and Proposi-
tion 10.1 holds with the bound 13h(a) + 4α(aS) + 2 log(α(aS) + κ) + 35 + 4κ.
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Proof. We observe that α(m) ≤ α(n) for all m,n in Z≥1 with m dividing n. Therefore
Proposition 10.7 follows directly by using in the above proofs of Propositions 10.1 and 10.6
the optimized bound given in Proposition 10.8 (i).
We remark that for any given N , one can practically compute α by using the formulas
for m and g in [Mar05, Thm 4] and [DS05, p.107] respectively. However, if N becomes
large then the precise computation of α becomes slow and in this case we shall use
β¯ = 12m logm+
5
8m(18 + log l) and β¯
∗ = 12g log(gl
∗) + 12 l
∗ log(4 + 4 log l∗). (10.9)
Remark 10.10 gives that τ(j) ≤ 45197j1/8 for all j ∈ Z≥1 and hence β ≤ β¯. To prove that
β∗ ≤ β¯∗ we may and do assume that g ≥ 1. Let J ⊆ {1, . . . , l∗} be a subset of cardinality
g and observe that g ≤ n = ⌊l∗/2⌋. Then the elementary inequalities l∗ ≤ 4n,
∏
j∈J τ(j) ≤(
1
n
∑l∗
j=1 τ(j)
)n
and 1l∗
∑l∗
j=1 τ(j) ≤ 1+log l
∗ show that
∑
j∈J log τ(j) ≤ n log(4+4 log l
∗).
This implies that β∗ ≤ β¯∗ as desired. It follows that α ≤ α¯ for
α¯ = min(β¯, β¯∗).
We take here the minimum since there are infinitely many N for which β¯∗ < β¯ and vice
versa. Finally we point out that the computation of α¯ is very fast, even for large N .
It remains to work out the explicit height conductor inequalities for elliptic curves over
Q which are used in our proofs and this will be done in the next section.
10.5.2 Height and conductor of elliptic curves over Q
The geometric version of the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture gives that any elliptic curve E
over Q of conductor N is Q-isogenous to Ef for some rational newform f ∈ S2(Γ0(N)), see
Section 2. We say that f is the newform associated to E. Let mf be the modular degree
of f and let rf be the congruence number of f , defined in (2.1) and (2.2) respectively.
On using and refining the arguments17 of [MP13, Thm 7.1] and [vK13b, Prop 6.1],
which were discovered independently in 2011 by Murty–Pasten and by the first mentioned
author, we obtain the following update of several results (see below) in [MP13, vK13b].
Proposition 10.8. Let β and β∗ be as in (10.8). Suppose that E is an elliptic curve over
Q of conductor N , with associated newform f . Then the following statements hold.
17These arguments use an approach of Frey which involves the modular degree mf and the geometric
version of the Shimura–Taniyama conjecture, see for example Frey [Fre97, p.544].
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(i) Define κ = 4π + log(163/π). There are inequalities
2h(E) − κ ≤ logmf ≤ log rf ≤ α = min(β, β
∗).
(ii) Let ν∗ be the multiplicative function on Z≥1 defined by ν
∗(p) = 1 for p a rational
prime and ν∗(pk) = 1− 1/p2 for k ∈ Z≥2, and put ν = Nν
∗(N). It holds
β ≤ 16ν logN +
1
16ν log log logN +
1
9ν, ν ≤ N.
(iii) If N →∞ then β ≤ 18ν logN +
( 1
6
log 2+o(1))
log logN ν logN.
It is known (see e.g. [Fre89, Sil86]) that h(E) is related to mf , and a result attributed
to Ribet provides that mf | rf . We now compare Proposition 10.8 with the literature. It
improves h(E) ≤ (2N)40
2
in18 [vK11, Thm 3.6] and h(E) ≤ (25N)162 in [vKa, Thm 3.1]
which were established by different methods: [vK11] uses the effective reduction theory of
Evertse–Gyo˝ry and [vKa] combines Legendre level structure with the theory of logarithmic
forms. Furthermore, Proposition 10.8 updates 2h(E) ≤ 15N logN + 22 in Murty–Pasten
[MP13, Thm 7.1] and 2h(E) ≤ 12N(logN)
2 + 18 in [vK13b, Prop 6.1]. It also updates the
asymptotic bound 2h(E) ≤ 16N logN+O(N log logN) in Murty–Pasten [MP13, Thm 7.1]
and the bounds for mf and rf in [MP13, Thm 4.3] and [vK13b, Lem 5.1 (i)].
We proved Proposition 10.8 in our unpublished 2014 preprint “Solving S-unit and
Mordell equations via Shimura–Taniyama conjecture”. Hector Pasten told us that in Taipei
(May 20, 2016) he will announce the following results which he obtained independently.
Remark 10.9 (Recent results of Hector Pasten). Let S be a finite set of rational primes.
For all elliptic curves E over Q that are semistable outside S, we have
h(E)≪S φ(N) logN.
Furthermore, if we assume GRH then we have h(E) ≪S φ(N) log logN. Here φ denotes
the Euler totient function, and the constants≪S are effective, small and explicit. Further,
it holds that logmf ≤ (o(1)+
1
24)N logN as N →∞, and if E is semistable then logmf ≤
(o(1) + 124)φ(N) logN as N → ∞; both estimates are effective and can be made explicit
with good constants. We thank Hector Pasten for sending us the statements of his results.
18The result [vK11, Thm 3.6] bounds a “naive” height of E. However, Silverman’s arguments in [Sil86,
Sect 2] lead to an explicit upper bound for h(E) in terms of the “naive” height of E used in [vK11].
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10.5.3 Proof of Proposition 10.8
As already mentioned, the proof of Proposition 10.8 uses the ideas of [MP13, Thm 7.1]
and [vK13b, Prop 6.1]; see also Frey [Fre97, p.544]. For example the arguments of [vK13b,
Lem 5.1, Prop 6.1] directly lead to 2h(E)−κ ≤ logmf ≤ log rf ≤ β
∗. Then to replace here
β∗ with β we go through the proof of [vK13b, Lem 5.1] by using the “coprime” matrix
constructed in Murty–Pasten [MP13]. To show (ii) we combine a formula of Martin [Mar05]
with classical analytic number theory. The latter is used to explicitly bound the quantities∏
p|n(1 + 1/p) and τ(n) in terms of n ∈ Z≥1. Finally we deduce (iii) by replacing in the
proof of (ii) our explicit estimate for τ(n) by Wigert’s asymptotic bound.
Proof of Proposition 10.8. We first prove (i). To show that log rf ≤ β we denote by B =
{f1, . . . , fg} the Atkin–Lehner basis [AL70, Thm 5] for S2(Γ0(N)), indexed in such a way
such that f1 = f and such that f1, . . . , fm are the newforms of level dividing N . We write
I = {1, . . . ,m} and J ′ = {j ∈ {1, . . . , l}; (j,N) = 1}. On using Atkin–Lehner theory,
Murty–Pasten proved in [MP13, Prop 3.2] that the matrix F ′ = (Fij) has full rank m
for Fij = aj(fi) with i ∈ I and j ∈ J
′. Hence there is a subset J ⊆ J ′ of cardinality
m such that the matrix F = (Fij), with i ∈ I and j ∈ J , is invertible. The Ramanujan–
Petersson bounds for Fourier coefficients imply that |Fij | ≤ τ(j)j
1/2 for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J .
Thus Hadamard’s determinant inequality shows that log det(F ) ≤ β and then the claim
r2f | det(F )
2 ∈ Z proves that log rf ≤ β as desired. To verify the claim r
2
f | det(F )
2 ∈ Z
we take fc ∈ S2(Γ0(N)) as in (2.2). Then there exists y = (yj) ∈ Z
J such that
aj(fc) = aj(f) + yjrf for all j ∈ J. (10.10)
We write fc =
∑g
i=1 kifi with (ki) ∈ C
g. It holds that k1 = 0, since B is an orthogonal
basis and since (f, fc) = 0 by (2.2). Therefore on comparing Fourier coefficients we deduce
aj(fc) =
g∑
i=2
kiaj(fi) =
m∑
i=2
kiaj(fi) for all j ∈ J. (10.11)
Here we used that aj(fi) = 0 for all i ≥ m + 1 and j ∈ J . To see that aj(fi) = 0 for
all i ≥ m + 1 and j ∈ J , one recalls that each j ∈ J ⊆ J ′ is coprime to N and any
fi ∈ B with i ≥ m + 1 is of the following form: fi(τ) = f
∗(nτ) with f∗ ∈ S2(Γ0(M)) a
newform,M a proper divisor of N , and n ≥ 2 a divisor of N/M . Now on using exactly the
same arguments as in the proof of [vK13b, Lem 5.1 (ii)], we see that the formulas (10.10)
and (10.11) imply the claim r2f | det(F )
2. It follows that log rf ≤ min(β, β
∗) since [vK13b,
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Lem 5.1 (ii)] gives the upper bound log rf ≤ β
∗. Further [ARS12, Thm 2.1] implies that
logmf ≤ log rf . Finally, the desired lower bound for logmf follows for example from the
explicit inequality h(E) ≤ 12 logmf + 2π +
1
2 log(163/π) which was obtained in course of
the proof of [vK13b, Prop 6.1]. This completes the proof of assertion (i).
We now prove statement (ii). Martin obtained in [Mar05, Thm 4] an explicit formula
for m in terms of N and ν. This formula implies the estimate
m ≤
ν
12
−
1
2
+
1
3
+
1
4
=
ν + 1
12
. (10.12)
We next work out an explicit upper bound for l = ⌊N6
∏
p|N p(1 + 1/p)⌋ with the product
taken over all rational primes p dividingN . Let γ = 0.577 . . . denote the Euler–Mascheroni
constant. In a first step we show that any n ∈ Z≥3 satisfies
∏
p |n
(1 + 1/p) ≤
6eγ
π2
(
log log n+
2
log log n
)
(10.13)
with the product taken over all rational primes p | n. To prove (10.13) we may and do
assume that n is of the form n =
∏
p≤x p = e
ϑ(x) with the product taken over all rational
primes p at most x = x(n) ∈ Z≥2. Indeed this follows by observing that the function
log log n+ 2/ log log n is monotonously increasing for n ≥ 62, by considering special cases
such as for example the case when n is a prime power and by checking (for example with
Sage) all n ≤ 62. On writing 1 + 1/p = (1− 1/p2)/(1 − 1/p), we obtain
∏
p≤x
(1 + 1/p) =
(∏
p
(1−
1
p2
) ·
(∏
p>x
(1−
1
p2
)
)−1)
/
∏
p≤x
(1− 1/p)
with the products taken over all rational primes p satisfying the specified conditions. The
effective version of Merten’s theorem in [RS62, Thm 7] provides
∏
p≤x
(1− 1/p) >
e−γ
log x
(
1−
1
2(log x)2
)
if x ≥ 285.
Euler’s product formula gives that
∏
p(1− 1/p
2) = ζ(2)−1 = 6/π2 with the product taken
over all rational primes p. Further, we deduce the inequalities
log
∏
p>x
(
1−
1
p2
)
≥ −
∑
p>x
1
p2
(
1 +
1
2p2
)
≥ −
(
1 +
1
2x2
)∫ ∞
x
1
t2
dt = −
1
x
(
1 +
1
2x2
)
.
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On combining the results collected above with the effective prime number theorem of the
following form (see [RS62, Thm 4])
x−
x
2 log x
< ϑ(x) = log n < x+
x
2 log x
if x ≥ 563,
we see that the claimed inequality (10.13) holds for all n = eϑ(x) with x > 104. Finally,
one checks (for example with Sage) that (10.13) holds in addition in the remaining cases
n = eϑ(x) for 2 ≤ x ≤ 104. The conductor N is at least 11 and hence (10.13) gives
l ≤
eγ
π2
N2
(
log logN +
2
log logN
)
. (10.14)
To estimate τ(n) we consider the real valued function u(n) = τ(n)/n1/4 on Z≥1. This
function is multiplicative and satisfies u(n) =
∏
p(np + 1)p
−np/4 with the product taken
over all rational primes p, where np = ordp(n) denotes the order of p in n ∈ Z≥1. To find
the maximum of u we look at each factor separately. It holds that (np + 1)p
−np/4 = 1
when np = 0, and if np ≥ 1 then we observe that (np+1)p
−np/4 < 1 provided that p ≥ 17
or np ≥ 17. Thus after checking (for example with Sage) the remaining cases we find that
sup(u) = 8.44 . . . ; in fact this supremum is attained at n = 25 · 33 · 52 · 7 · 11 · 13. Therefore
we conclude that any n ∈ Z≥1 satisfies the inequality
τ(n) ≤ 8.5n1/4. (10.15)
To put everything together we recall that in β = m2 logm+maxJ
∑
j∈J log(τ(j)j
1/2) the
maximum is taken over all subsets J ⊆ {1, . . . , l} of cardinality m. Hence (10.15) gives
β ≤ β′ = m
(
1
2 logm+
3
4 log l + log 8.5
)
.
Further Euler’s product formula shows that ν ≥ 6N/π2 and then (10.12) together
with (10.14) leads to β′ ≤ ν6 logN +
ν
16 log log logN +
ν
9 for all N ≥ 23. Moreover, one
checks (for example with Sage) that this upper bound holds in addition for all N with
11 ≤ N < 23. Therefore the displayed inequality β ≤ β′ proves (ii).
To show (iii) we observe that N →∞ implies l→∞ and m→∞. Hence we may and
do assume that l →∞ and m→∞. If n ∈ Z≥1 with n→∞, then Wigert’s bound gives
log τ(n) ≤ (log 2 + o(1))
log n
log log n
.
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This implies that
∑
j∈J log(τ(j)) ≤ m(log 2 + o(1))
log l
log log l for any subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , l} of
cardinality m. Therefore on recalling the definition of β we obtain
β ≤ m
(
1
2 logm+
1
2 log l + (log 2 + o(1))
log l
log log l
)
.
Then we see that the above estimates form and l, given in (10.12) and (10.14) respectively,
lead to statement (iii). This completes the proof of Proposition 10.8.
Remark 10.10. To prove (ii) we used the explicit bound τ(n) ≤ 8.5n1/4 obtained
in (10.15), since the constant 8.5 is reasonably small. On enlarging the constant 8.5,
one could replace the exponent 1/4 by any other positive real number. However, for small
exponents the corresponding (effective) constants become quite large. For example, if we
take the exponent 1/8 then the constant 8.5 needs to be replaced by 45196.8.
We mention that Proposition 10.8 allows to update several bounds in the literature.
For example, Proposition 10.8 together with [vK13b, Lem 3.3] directly implies that any
elliptic curve E over Q of conductor N and minimal discriminant ∆E satisfies
log∆E ≤ ν logN +
3
8ν log log logN +
2
3ν + 115.1 (10.16)
and if N → ∞ then log∆E ≤
3
4ν logN +
log 2+o(1)
log logN ν logN . Here ν is as in Proposi-
tion 10.8 (ii). These inequalities update the discriminant conductor inequalities in Murty–
Pasten [MP13, Thm 7.1] and in [vK13b, Cor 6.2]; see also [vK13c, Thm 3.3] for more
general (but weaker) discriminant bounds based on the theory of logarithmic forms.
11 The elliptic logarithm sieve
11.1 Introduction
In this section we solve the problem of constructing an efficient sieve for the S-integral
points of bounded height on any elliptic curve E over Q with given Mordell–Weil basis
of E(Q). Our construction combines a geometric interpretation of the known elliptic log-
arithm reduction (initiated by Zagier [Zag87]) with several conceptually new ideas. The
resulting “elliptic logarithm sieve” considerably extends the class of elliptic Diophantine
equations which can be solved in practice. To illustrate this we solved many notoriously
difficult equations by applying our sieve. We also used the resulting data and our sieve to
motivate new conjectures and questions on the number of S-integral points of E.
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The precise construction of the elliptic logarithm sieve is rather technical. We now
begin to describe the underlying ideas using a geometric point of view: After fixing the
setup and briefly discussing the known elliptic logarithm approach, we explain the main
ingredients of our sieve and we describe the improvements provided by our new ideas.
Setup. Throughout this section we shall work with the following setup. Let E be an
elliptic curve over Q. We suppose that we are given an arbitrary Weierstrass equation of
E, with coefficients a1, . . . , a6 in Z, of the following form
y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6. (11.1)
For any field K containing Q, we often identify a nonzero point in E(K) with the corre-
sponding solution of (11.1) and vice versa. We further assume that we are given a basis
P1, . . . , Pr of the free part of the finitely generated abelian group E(Q), see Section 11.10.1.
Let S be a finite set of rational primes and let Σ(S) be the set of (x, y) in O×O satisfying
(11.1), where O = Z[1/NS ] and NS =
∏
p∈S p. Finally, we suppose that we are given an
initial boundM0, that is M0 ∈ Z≥1 such that any P ∈ Σ(S) satisfies hˆ(P ) ≤M0 for hˆ the
canonical Ne´ron–Tate height of E. In fact everything works equally well with an initial
bound for the usual Weil height or for the infinity norm ‖ · ‖∞, see Remark 11.20 (ii).
11.1.1 Elliptic logarithm approach
Starting with Masser [Mas75], Lang [Lan78] and Wu¨stholz [Wu¨s84], many authors devel-
oped a practical approach to determine Σ(S) using elliptic logarithms. Here a fundamental
ingredient is a technique introduced by Zagier [Zag87] which we call the elliptic loga-
rithm reduction. In practice this technique allows to considerably reduce the initial bound
N0 coming from transcendence theory; ‖P‖∞ ≤ N0 for all P ∈ Σ(S). More precisely
on combining Zagier’s arguments with de Weger’s approach via L3 [LLL82], Stroeker–
Tzanakis [ST94] and Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ94, GPZ98] showed independently the
following when O = Z: The elliptic logarithm reduction produces a relatively small num-
ber N1 < N0 such that any point P ∈ Σ(S) with N1 < ‖P‖∞ ≤ N0 has to be exceptional
(Definition 11.14). Smart [Sma94] extended the method to general O, see also [PZGH99]
and the recent book of Tzanakis [Tza13] devoted to the elliptic logarithm approach. If N r1
is small enough then Σ(S) can be enumerated by checking all remaining candidates P with
‖P‖∞ ≤ N1 and by finding the exceptional points. However there are many situations of
interest in which N r1 is usually too large to determine Σ(S) via the known methods. In
view of this, resolving the following problem would be of fundamental importance.
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Problem. Construct an efficient sieve for the points Σ(S) ⊆ E(Q) of bounded height.
Here the known sieves are often useless in practice. For example, working in the finite
groups obtained by “reducing the curve E mod p” for suitable primes p is usually not
efficient (see Smart [Sma94, p.398]). In fact, since an efficient sieve for Σ(S) inside E(Q)
was not available, various authors conducted some effort to develop other techniques to
enumerate Σ(S) in certain cases when N r1 is not small enough; see Section 11.9.1.
11.1.2 The elliptic logarithm sieve
Building on the core idea of the elliptic logarithm reduction, we construct the elliptic
logarithm sieve which resolves in particular the above problem. Here we introduce several
conceptually new ideas. They all rely on a geometric point of view and to explain our ideas
we now give a geometric interpretation of the known elliptic logarithm reduction: For each
v in S∗ = S ∪ {∞} one uses elliptic logarithms to construct a lattice Γv ⊂ Z
d of rank d
such that any non-exceptional P ∈ Σ(S) with ‖P‖∞ > N1 is essentially determined by
a nonzero point in some Γv. Then one tries to show via L
3 that a certain cube Qv ⊂ R
d
satisfies Γv ∩Qv = 0 proving that all P ∈ Σ(S) with ‖P‖∞ > N1 are exceptional. Here d
equals r or r + 1, and for any v ∈ S the cube Qv ⊂ R
d is given by {‖P‖∞ ≤ N0} inside
E(Q) ⊗Z R ∼= R
d. Further, increasing N1 enlarges the co-volume of each Γv and hence
Γv ∩Qv is usually trivial for sufficiently large N1. In fact the cube Qv always contains a
certain ellipsoid Ev ⊂ R
d arising from hˆ. Now, our new ideas can be described as follows:
Global sieves. We use Γv ∩ Ev to construct various global sieves for Σ(S) inside E(Q).
Here, instead of computing a lower bound for the length of the shortest nonzero vector in
Γv, we actually determine the points in Γv ∩Ev using Fincke–Pohst [LLL82, FP85] and we
check if these points come from Σ(S). This has the following advantages:
(i) We can further reduce N1 in the crucial situation where the usual reduction is not
working anymore (e.g. the shortest nonzero vector of Γv actually lies in Qv).
(ii) On “covering” the set Σ(S) by the local sieves Γv ∩ Ev, v ∈ S
∗, we obtain a global
sieve for Σ(S) inside E(Q) which is more efficient than the standard enumeration.
Refined coverings. On using the geometric point of view, we construct in Proposi-
tion 11.15 refined “coverings” of Σ(S) in order to improve the global-local passage in (ii).
This leads to a refined sieve which enhances our sieve in (ii) and which allows to reduce
N1 even further. Here the construction is inspired by our refined sieve for S-unit equations
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in Section 3.2.2. However, in the present case of elliptic curves, the technicalities arising
from v-adic elliptic logarithms at v = 2 and v =∞ are more involved.
Height-logarithm sieve. We construct a sieve for Σ(S) inside E(Q) by exploiting that
for any non-exceptional point P ∈ Σ(S) the height hˆ(P ) is essentially determined by
the local v-adic elliptic logarithms with v ∈ S∗. The height-logarithm sieve is a crucial
ingredient of our global sieves discussed above. For many involved points P , it allows to
avoid the slow process of testing whether the coordinates of P are in fact S-integers.
Ellipsoids. Instead of using the infinity norm ‖ · ‖∞ as done by all other authors, we
work directly with the canonical height hˆ. Our approach using hˆ is more efficient than
the known improvements of the elliptic logarithm reduction (see Section 11.9.1), since the
cubes Qv arising from ‖ · ‖∞ always contain our ellipsoids Ev determined by hˆ. In fact
working here with ellipsoids is optimal from a geometric point of view and it is crucial for
the construction of our sieves. To circumvent issues with the real valued function hˆ, we
constructed a suitable rational approximation of the quadratic form hˆ on E(Q)⊗Z R.
Exceptional points. We conducted some effort to avoid as much as possible working
with the coordinates of the points. For example to deal with exceptional points, we prove
the crucial Proposition 11.15 which allows here to work entirely in the finitely generated
group E(Q). This considerably improves the “extra search” for exceptional points. In fact
in most cases Proposition 11.15 completely removes the “extra search”.
Generic situation. The case r ≤ 1 is of particular importance, since it represents
the most common situation in practice; see also Katz–Sarnak [KS99] and Bhargava–
Shankar [BS13]. Furthermore, one can efficiently verify in practice whether r ≤ 1 by
using for example the work of Kolyvagin [Kol88] and Gross–Zagier–Zhang [Zha04]. Also
one can directly determine Σ(S) when r = 0. In view of this we tried to further improve
our sieves for r = 1. On exploiting that Γv has rank r = 1 for v ∈ S, we optimized the
reduction process at v ∈ S and we enhanced our height-logarithm sieve for huge sets S.
11.1.3 Discussion
We shall motivate (using geometry) the ideas and constructions underlying the elliptic
logarithm sieve. Further, for each of our algorithms, we conducted some effort to discuss
important complexity aspects, to motivate our choice of parameters, to circumvent po-
tential numerical issues, and to give detailed correctness proofs. In particular we prove in
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detail that our constructions involving v-adic elliptic logarithms have the required prop-
erties at the problematic places v of Q, that is v =∞, v = 2 and bad reduction v.
Improvements. The elliptic logarithm sieve improves in all aspects the known elliptic
logarithm reduction and its subsequent enumeration. In Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1, we shall
demonstrate (in theory and in practice) that our improvements are substantial. In fact we
obtain running time improvements by a factor which is exponential in terms of the rank r,
and which is exponential in terms of |S| when max|ai| is large. Furthermore in the case of a
generic Weierstrass equation (11.1) we can efficiently determine all S-integral solutions for
huge sets S. For example sets S with |S| = 105 are usually no problem here. Also, if |S| is
very small then our sieve allows to deal efficiently with large ranks r such as r = 14, . . . , 19.
In particular, in the case when O = Z, the sieve is practical even for huge ranks such as
r = 28. The elliptic logarithm sieve considerably extends the class of elliptic Diophantine
equations which can be solved in practice. We shall demonstrate this by solving several
notoriously difficult Diophantine problems which appear to be completely out of reach for
the known methods, see Section 11.11 for explicit examples.
11.1.4 Applications
We solved large classes of elliptic Diophantine equations by applying our sieve. In partic-
ular, we efficiently solved several Diophantine problems in which the involved rank r is
large. Further, for each globally minimal Weierstrass equation (11.1) of any elliptic curve
over Q of conductor at most 100 (resp. 1000), we determined its set of S-integral solutions
with S given by the first 104 (resp. 20) primes. See Section 11.11 for more information.
Conjecture and questions. We used our data to motivate various questions on points
of hyperbolic curves Y = (X,D) of genus one. More precisely, let B be a nonempty open
subscheme of Spec(Z) and let X → B be a smooth, proper and geometrically connected
genus one curve. Let Y →֒ X be an open immersion onto the complement X − D of a
nontrivial relative Cartier divisor D ⊂ X which is finite e´tale over B. We now state the
following conjecture involving the rank r of the group formed by the Q-points of Pic0(XQ).
Conjecture. There are constants cY and cr, depending only on Y and r respectively, such
that any nonempty finite set of rational primes S with T = Spec(Z)− S satisfies
|Y (T )| ≤ cY |S|
cr .
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Our initial motivation for making this conjecture is explained in Section 1.1.3. Further, the
above conjecture generalizes our conjecture for Mordell equations which we discussed and
motivated in Section 4.2.7. In fact our discussion and motivation given there, including
the construction of our probabilistic model, can be applied in exactly the same way in the
case when Y is a Weierstrass curve. Here Y is a Weierstrass curve if the Cartier divisor
D is given by the image of a section of X → B. We shall also discuss and motivate
various questions related to the above conjecture. For example, we ask whether the above
conjecture holds with |S| replaced by the logarithm of the largest prime in S?
11.1.5 Organization of the section
Plan. In Section 11.2 we discuss a suitable rational approximation of the Ne´ron–Tate
height on E(Q). The subsequent Sections 11.3 and 11.4 contain our construction of the
local sieves at the archimedean place and the non-archimedean places. In Sections 11.5
and 11.6 we explain the height-logarithm sieve and the refined enumeration. Then we
construct the refined sieve in Section 11.7. In Sections 11.8 and 11.9, we put everything
together to obtain the elliptic logarithm sieve. Here we also compare our sieve with the
known approach. Then, after recalling in Section 11.10 results and methods which allow
to compute the required input data, we discuss applications of our sieve in Section 11.11.
Finally, we explain in Section 11.12 computational aspects of our constructions.
Notation. Throughout this section we shall use the following conventions. By log we
mean the principal value of the natural logarithm. Unless mentioned otherwise, |z| denotes
the usual complex absolute value of z ∈ C and the product taken over the empty set is 1.
Further lcm(a1, . . . , an) denotes the least common multiple of a1, . . . , an ∈ Z. For any real
number x ∈ R, we write ⌊x⌋ = max(n ∈ Z ; n ≤ x) and ⌈x⌉ = min(n ∈ Z ; n ≥ x). We
denote by h(α) the usual absolute logarithmic Weil height of α ∈ Q, with h(0) = 0 and
h(α) = logmax(|m|, |n|) if α = m/n for coprime m,n ∈ Z. If α ∈ Q is nonzero and if p
is a rational prime, then we write ordp(α) ∈ Z for the order of p in α. For any set M , we
denote by |M | the (possibly infinite) number of distinct elements of M . Finally, for any
n ∈ Z≥1, we say that E ⊂ R
n is an ellipsoid if E = {x ∈ Rn ; q(x) ≤ c} for some positive
definite quadratic form q : Rn → R and some positive real number c.
Computer, software and algorithms. We implemented all our algorithms in Sage.
Here a significant part of our program code is devoted to assure that the numerical as-
pects of the algorithms are all correct, see Section 11.12 for certain important numerical
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aspects. We point out that we shall use various functions of Sage [Sag15] which in fact
are direct applications of the corresponding functions of Pari [Par15]. Further, to compute
the Mordell–Weil bases required for the input of the elliptic logarithm sieve, we used the
techniques implemented in the computer packages Pari, Sage and Magma [Mag15]. For
all our computations, we used a standard personal working computer at the MPIM Bonn.
We shall list the running times of our algorithms for many examples. In fact the listed
times are always upper bounds and some of them were obtained by using older versions of
our algorithms. Here in many cases the running times would now be significantly better
when using the most recent versions (as of February 2016) of our algorithms.
Acknowledgements. Our construction of the elliptic logarithm sieve crucially builds
on ideas and techniques of the authors who developed, generalized and/or refined the
elliptic logarithm reduction over the last 30 years (see [Tza13] for an overview).
11.2 Heights
In this section we first recall useful results for heights of rational points on our given elliptic
curve E over Q with Weierstrass equation (11.1). Then we construct a suitable rational
approximation of the canonical Ne´ron–Tate height on E(Q), and we fix some terminology.
Canonical height. Let hˆ be the canonical Ne´ron–Tate height on E(Q). Here we use
the natural normalization which divides by the degree of the involved rational function,
see for example [Sil09, p.248]. For any nonzero P ∈ E(Q), it is known that the logarithmic
Weil height h(x) of the corresponding solution (x, y) of (11.1) can be explicitly compared
with hˆ(P ). For instance Silverman [Sil90, Thm 1.1] used an approach of Lang to obtain
an explicit constant µ(E), depending only on the coefficients ai of (11.1), such that
− 124h(jE)− µ ≤ hˆ(P )−
1
2h(x) ≤ µ (11.2)
for µ = µ(E) + 1.07 and jE the j-invariant of E. Further it is known that hˆ defines a
positive semi-definite quadratic form on the geometric points of E, and for any point
P ∈ E(Q) it holds hˆ(P ) = 0 if and only if P lies in the torsion subgroup E(Q)tor of
E(Q). Therefore on identifying the real vector space E(Q) ⊗Z R with R
r via our given
basis P1, . . . , Pr of the free part of E(Q), we obtain that hˆ extends to a positive definite
quadratic form on Rr. Let λ be the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix (hˆij) in R
r×r defining
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the bilinear form associated to hˆ. Linear algebra gives that any point P in E(Q) satisfies
λ‖P‖2∞ ≤ hˆ(P ) ≤ rλ
′‖P‖2∞ (11.3)
for λ′ the largest eigenvalue of (hˆij). Here the infinity norm is defined by ‖P‖∞ = max|ni|,
where P = Q+
∑
niPi with ni ∈ Z and Q ∈ E(Q)tor. We point out that in practice it is
always possible to quickly determine the points in E(Q)tor. For what follows we therefore
always may assume that the rank r ≥ 1. To avoid numerical problems with the real valued
function hˆ, we shall work with a rational approximation of hˆ.
Rational approximation. We next explain our construction of a suitable rational ap-
proximation of hˆ. Let k ∈ Z≥1 and define the norm ‖hˆij‖ of (hˆij) by ‖hˆij‖ = max|hˆij |. On
using continued fractions we obtain f ∈ Q which approximates the real number 2k/‖hˆij‖
up to any required precision, see Section 11.12. We identify the rational vector space
E(Q)⊗Z Q with Q
r via the basis P1, . . . , Pr and we consider the quadratic form
hˆk : E(Q)⊗Z Q→ Q (11.4)
associated to 1f ([fhˆ]− r · id) ∈ Q
r×r. Here [fhˆ] denotes the symmetric matrix in Zr×r with
ij-th entry given by [fhˆij] for [·] the rounding “function” defined in Section 11.12. The
following lemma compares hˆ with the natural extension of hˆk to E(Q)⊗Z R = R
r.
Lemma 11.1. If ‖ · ‖2 denotes the euclidean norm on R
r, then any x ∈ Rr satisfies
hˆ(x)− 2rf ‖x‖
2
2 ≤ hˆk(x) ≤ hˆ(x).
Proof. To simplify notation we write V = Rr and we denote by q the quadratic form on
V which is associated to (δij) = (hˆij)−
1
f [fhˆ]. We take x ∈ V and we deduce
hˆk(x) = hˆ(x)− q(x)−
r
f ‖x‖
2
2.
It holds that f |δij | ≤ 1 and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality implies that
∑
ij |xixj| ≤ r‖x‖
2
2.
Therefore we obtain |q(x)| ≤ rf ‖x‖
2
2 and then we see that the displayed formula leads to
the claimed inequality. This completes the proof of the lemma.
If k is sufficiently large then the above lemma implies that the quadratic form hˆk is
positive definite and is close to hˆ. For what follows we fix an element k ∈ Z such that hˆk
is positive definite and is close to hˆ, see also the discussions in Section 11.12.
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Terminology. To introduce some terminology, we take σ ∈ R>0 and we consider a place
v of Q. The v-adic elliptic logarithm is of local nature, while hˆ and hˆk are global height
functions. In our global sieve we shall need to measure the “weight” of the v-adic norm of
the v-adic elliptic logarithm inside hˆk. For this purpose, we shall work with the set
Σ(v, σ) (11.5)
formed by the nonzero points P ∈ E(Q) whose corresponding solution (x, y) of (11.1)
satisfies 12 log|x|v ≥
1
σ (hˆk(P )−µ). Here we write |x|v = p
−ordp(x) if v is a finite place given
by the rational prime p, and if v = ∞ then |x|v is defined by |x|v = |x| for | · | the usual
complex absolute value. We note that one can define the set Σ(v, σ) more intrinsically using
(Arakelov) intersection theory. However, it is not clear to us if this provides a significant
advantage in practice and thus we work with (11.5) using (11.2). For any rational integer
n ≥ r, we say that P ∈ E(Q) is determined modulo torsion by γ ∈ Zn if there exists
Q ∈ E(Q)tor such that P = Q+
∑
γiPi. Further we denote by ΓE = Z
r the lattice inside
Rr given by the image of E(Q) inside E(Q)⊗Z R = R
r using the identification via Pi.
11.3 Archimedean sieve
Building on ideas of Zagier [Zag87], de Weger [dW89], Stroeker–Tzanakis [ST94] and
Gebel–Petho˝–Zimmer [GPZ94], we construct in this section our archimedean sieve. We
shall use this sieve to improve inter alia the known reduction process at infinity of the
elliptic logarithm method, see the discussions in Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1.
Throughout this Section 11.3 we use the setup of Section 11.1 and we continue the
notation introduced above. Further throughout this section we write | · | = | · |∞.
Real elliptic logarithm. We shall work with the following normalization of the elliptic
logarithm on the identity component E0(R) of the real Lie group E(R). First we recall
that the uniformization theorem for complex elliptic curves gives a lattice Λ = ω1Z+ω2Z
inside C with ω1 ∈ R>0 and an isomorphism C/Λ
∼
−→ E(C) whose inverse we denote by
log : E(C)
∼
−→ C/Λ.
To describe more explicitly the restriction to E0(R) of the displayed morphism, we write
x = x′ − 112b2 with b2 = a
2
1 + 4a2 and y =
1
2(y
′ − a1x − a3) and we transform (11.1)
into the Weierstrass equation y′2 = 4x′3 − g2x
′ − g3 whose complex solutions we identify
with the nonzero points of E(C). We may and do assume that gi = gi(Λ) is associated
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to Λ as in [Sil09, p.169] and then the isomorphism C/Λ
∼
−→ E(C) is given outside zero by
z 7→ (℘(z), ℘′(z)) for ℘ = ℘(Λ) the Weierstrass ℘-function and ℘′ its derivative. Hence we
deduce for example from [Sil09, p.174] that the restriction of log : E(C)
∼
−→ C/Λ to E0(R)
is of the form E0(R)
∼
−→ R/(ω1Z), which in turn induces a bijective map
log : E0(R)→ {z ∈ R ; 0 ≤ z < ω1}. (11.6)
Explicitly if P ∈ E0(R) corresponds to a real solution (x, y) of (11.1) then it holds that
log(P ) = y
′
|y′|
∫ x′
∞
dz
f(z)1/2
mod (ω1Z) for f(z) = 4z
3 − g2z − g3. Here one can compute the
real number log(P ) up to any required precision, see for example Zagier [Zag87, p.430].
Further, we denote by et the exponent of the finite group E(Q)tor and we define
m = lcm(et, ι) (11.7)
for ι the index of E0(R) inside E(R). It holds that ι ∈ {1, 2}, since E(R) is either connected
or isomorphic to E0(R)× (Z/2Z). We recall that the points P1, . . . , Pr form a basis of the
free part of E(Q). Now any P = Q +
∑
niPi in E(Q), with Q ∈ E(Q)tor and ni ∈ Z,
satisfies mP =
∑
ni(mPi) ∈ E
0(R). Next we take κ ∈ Z≥1 and we define
x0(κ) = (κ+ 1)(|b2|/12 + max|ξi|) (11.8)
for {ξi} the set of roots of f(z) = 4z
3 − g2z − g3. If P ∈ E
0(R) corresponds to a solution
(x, y) of (11.1), then the next lemma allows to control log(P ) in terms of |x|.
Lemma 11.2. The following statements hold.
(i) Suppose that P ∈ E(R) corresponds to a real solution (x, y) of (11.1) with |x| ≥
x0(κ). Then P lies in E
0(R) and there is ǫ ∈ {0,−1} such that any n ∈ Z satisfies
|n log(P ) + nǫω1| ≤ |n|
(
1 + 1κ
)2
|x|−1/2.
(ii) If P = Q +
∑
niPi lies in E
0(R) with Q ∈ E(Q)tor and ni ∈ Z, then there exists
l ∈ Z with |l| ≤ m+
∑
|ni| such that m log(P ) =
∑
ni log(mPi) + lω1.
Proof. We first prove assertion (i). Our assumption implies that x′ = x+ 112b2 is positive
and that x′ strictly exceeds the largest real root of f(z) = 4z3 − g2z − g3. Hence we
conclude that P ∈ E0(R). To verify the second statement of (i) we observe that any z ∈ R
with z ≥ (κ + 1)max|ξi| satisfies f(z) ≥ 4
(
κ
κ+1
)3
z3. It follows that |
∫ x′
∞
dz
f(z)1/2
|2 is at
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most
(
κ+1
κ
)3
|x′|−1, since our assumption gives |x′| ≥ (κ + 1)max|ξi|. Furthermore our
assumption provides that |x′| ≥ κκ+1 |x|, and then we see that there exists ǫ ∈ {0,−1} such
that the claimed inequality holds for n = 1 and thus for all n ∈ Z.
It remains to show (ii). The points mPi are all in E
0(R) since ι divides m, and the
point P is in E0(R) by assumption. Thus, on exploiting that the real elliptic logarithm is
induced by a group isomorphism E0(R)
∼
−→ R/(ω1Z), we find l
′, l′′ ∈ Z with m log(P ) =
log(mP )+ l′ω1 and log(mP ) =
∑
ni log(mPi)+ l
′′ω1. Then on using that log(P ), log(mP )
and log(mPi) are in the interval [0, ω1[, we deduce that |l
′| ≤ m and |l′′| ≤
∑
|ni|. Hence
the integer l = l′+ l′′ has the desired property. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Construction of Γ and E. Let σ > 0 be a real number, let µ be as in (11.2) and write
Σ for the set Σ(∞, σ) defined in (11.5). Suppose that M ′,M ∈ Z with µ ≤ M ′ < M and
let κ ∈ Z≥1. We would like to construct a lattice Γ ⊂ Z
r+1 and an ellipsoid E ⊂ Rr+1 such
that any P ∈ Σ with M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M is determined modulo torsion by a point in Γ ∩ E .
The following construction depends on a suitable choice of a parameter c ∈ Z≥1, which we
shall explain below (11.11). We write αi = log(mPi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and we denote by
Γ ⊂ Zr+1
the lattice formed by the elements γ ∈ Zr+1 such that γr+1 = l[cω1] +
∑
γi[cαi] for some
l ∈ Z. Next we choose a positive number δ ∈ Q as explained in the discussion surrounding
(11.10) and we denote by q the positive definite quadratic form on Rr+1 which is given by
q(z) = hˆk(z1, . . . , zr) + (M/δ
2)z2r+1 for any z ∈ R
r+1. Now we define the ellipsoid
E = {z ∈ Rr+1 ; q(z) ≤ 2M}.
Let x0 = x0(κ) be as in (11.8) and let Σ(x0) be the set of points P in Σ with |x| > x0,
where (x, y) is the solution of (11.1) corresponding to P . We obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 11.3. Suppose that P ∈ Σ(x0) satisfies M
′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M . Then the point P is
determined modulo torsion by some lattice point γ in Γ ∩ E.
Proof. Let (x, y) be the solution of (11.1) corresponding to P , and write P = Q+
∑
niPi
with Q ∈ E(Q)tor and ni ∈ Z. It holds that |x| ≥ x0 since P ∈ Σ(x0) and therefore
Lemma 11.2 (i) shows that P ∈ E0(R). Hence we see that Lemma 11.2 (ii) gives l0 ∈ Z
with |l0| ≤ m +
∑
|ni| such that m log(P ) =
∑
niαi + l0ω1. On inserting this into the
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inequality in Lemma 11.2 (i) with n = m, we obtain l ∈ Z with |l| ≤ 2m+
∑
|ni| such that
|
∑
niαi + lω1| ≤ m
(
1 + 1κ
)2
e−
1
σ (hˆk(P )−µ). (11.9)
Here we used our assumption P ∈ Σ(x0), which provides that
1
2 log|x| ≥
1
σ (hˆk(P ) − µ).
Next we define d = l[cω1] +
∑
ni[cαi] and we observe that γ = ((ni), d) ∈ Z
r+1 lies in our
lattice Γ. To show that γ lies in addition in the ellipsoid E , we use the mean inequality
and linear algebra in order to deduce that λk(
∑
|ni|)
2 ≤ rhˆk(P ) for λk ∈ Q the smallest
eigenvalue of the positive definite quadratic form hˆk on E(Q)⊗ZQ. Then we see that (11.9)
together with our assumptionM ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M implies that |d| ≤ δ. Here δ ∈ Q is chosen
such that δ has “small” height in the sense of Section 11.12 and such that δ ≥ δ1 + δ2 for
δ1 = 2m+ 2
(
rMλk
)1/2
and δ2 = cm
(
1 + 1κ
)2
e−
1
σ (M
′−µ). (11.10)
On using again that hˆk(P ) ≤ M we obtain q(γ) ≤ M + (M/δ
2)d2. This together with
|d| ≤ δ implies that γ ∈ E and thus P is determined modulo torsion by γ ∈ Γ ∩ E .
This lemma provides a sieve for the points P in Σ(x0) with M
′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M . In the
following paragraph we discuss the strength of the sieve depending on various parameters.
Strength of the sieve. To make the sieve as efficient as possible, we would like choose
the parameter c such that the intersection Γ ∩ E does not contain many points. In the
generic case the cardinality of Γ ∩ E can be approximated (for large M) by the euclidean
volume of the ellipsoid Eψ = {z ∈ R
r+1 ; qψ(z) ≤ 2M} inside R
r+1. Here qψ denotes the
positive definite quadratic form obtained by pulling back q along the linear transformation
ψ of Rr+1 which satisfies ψ(Zr+1) = Γ and which is explicitly given by


1 0
. . .
...
1 0
[cα1] · · · [cαr] [cω1]

 .
To compute the euclidean volume vol(Eψ) of Eψ, we let RE = 2
r det(hˆij) be the regulator
of E(Q) normalized as in [Sil09, p.253] and we denote by Vr+1 the euclidean volume of
the unit ball in Rr+1. Then the volume vol(Eψ) is approximately
u ·M r/2 (δ1+δ2)c , u =
2r+1/2Vr+1
ω1R
1/2
E
. (11.11)
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We note that δ2/c does not depend on c. Hence in view of (11.11) we choose c such that
u ·M r/2 δ1c is smaller than u ·M
r/2 δ2
c . For example c should always dominate M
(r+1)/2 if
M is large. We next discuss the dependence of the sieve on M ′ and M . For some large M ,
we choose c as indicated above and we assume for a moment that M ′ dominates σr2 logM.
Then it follows that M r/2 δ2c is close to zero and hence (11.11) implies that the volume
of Eψ is small. In the generic case this assures that Γ ∩ E has very little points or is even
trivial. In particular, we see that the archimedean sieve is very efficient for such M ′ and
M . On the other hand, for small M ′ our sieve is not that efficient in view of (11.11).
Remark 11.4. One can replace E by the more balanced ellipsoid E∗ ⊂ Rr+1 of the form
E∗ = {z ∈ Rr+1 ; q∗(z) ≤M} for q∗(z) = rr+1 hˆk(z1, . . . , zr) +
1
r+1(M/δ
2)z2r+1. Indeed this
follows by observing that γ appearing in the proof of Lemma 11.3 satisfies q∗(γ) ≤M .
Archimedean sieve. In the following sieve, we use the version (FP) of the Fincke–Pohst
algorithm described in Section 11.12 in order to determine all points in Γ ∩ E .
Algorithm 11.5 (Archimedean sieve). The inputs are κ ∈ Z≥1 and M
′,M ∈ Z with
µ ≤M ′ < M . The output is the set of points P ∈ Σ(x0) with M
′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M .
(i) First choose the parameter c ∈ Z≥1 as explained in the discussion surrounding
(11.11). Then compute the lattice Γ ⊂ Zr+1, by determining the period ω1 and the real
elliptic logarithms αi = log(mPi) up to the required precision for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
(ii) Determine Γ ∩ E by using the version of the Fincke–Pohst algorithm in (FP).
(iii) For each lattice point γ in Γ∩E and for each torsion point Q in E(Q)tor, output the
point P = Q+
∑
γiPi if M
′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M and if P is in Σ(x0).
Correctness. Suppose that P ∈ Σ(x0) satisfies M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M . Lemma 11.3 gives
that P is determined modulo torsion by some γ ∈ Γ ∩ E . In other words, there is Q ∈
E(Q)tor such that P = Q+
∑
γiPi and hence step (iii) produces our point P as desired.
Complexity. We now discuss aspects of Algorithm 11.5 which significantly influence the
running time. In step (i) the running time of the computation of the lattice Γ = ψ(Zr+1)
crucially depends on the size of c. For example if c is approximately M (r+1)/2 then we
need to know the real logarithms ω1 and log(mPi) up to a number of decimal digits which
is approximately r+12 log10M , where logb z = (log z)/ log b for z, b ∈ R>0. We shall apply
the algorithm with huge parameters M . Therefore we need to compute (r+1) real elliptic
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logarithms up to a very high precision and this can take a long time. Step (ii) is essentially
always fast in practice. The reason is that the involved Mordell–Weil rank r of E(Q) is
usually not that large and hence the application of (FP) with the lattice Γ of rank r + 1
is fast. Finally step (iii) needs to compute in particular the coordinates of certain points
in E(Q) and this can take some time if hˆ(P ) and r are not small.
Comparison. There are important differences between our approach and the known
approach. In particular we work with the Ne´ron–Tate height hˆ, while all other authors use
the inequality λ‖ · ‖2∞ ≤ hˆ(·) to work with the norm ‖ · ‖∞. Also we actually determine
the intersection Γ ∩ E , while the known approach computes a lower bound for the length
of the shortest nonzero vector in Γ in order to rule out non-trivial points in Γ ∩ E . Other,
more technical, differences are the following: The parameter κ allows us (up to a certain
extent) to adapt the strength of the sieve to the given situation, and the construction of
our ellipsoid E∗ involving the weights rr+1 and
1
r+1 is more balanced in particular for large
r. In Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1, we shall further compare the two approaches and we shall
explain in detail the improvements provided by our new ideas.
11.4 Non-archimedean sieve
Building on ideas of Smart [Sma94], Petho˝–Zimmer–Gebel–Herrmann [PZGH99] and
Tzanakis [Tza13], we construct in this section the non-archimedean sieve. We shall use this
sieve to improve inter alia the known reduction process of the elliptic logarithm method
at non-archimedean primes, see the discussions in Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1.
Throughout this Section 11.4 we work with the setup of Section 11.1 and we continue
the notation introduced above. Further we fix p in S and we assume that the Weierstrass
model (11.1) of our given elliptic curve E is minimal at p. To simplify the notation of this
section, we write v(·) = ordp(·) and | · | = | · |p with |x|p = p
−v(x) for x ∈ Qp.
The p-adic elliptic logarithm. Let E1(Qp) be the subgroup of E(Qp) formed by the
points P in E(Qp) with π(P ) = 0 for π : E(Qp)→ E(Fp) the reduction map. Here E(Fp)
denotes the set of Fp-points of the special fiber of the projective closure
19 of (11.1) inside
P2Zp . Let Eˆ be the formal group over Zp associated to EQp . There is an isomorphism
E1(Qp)
∼
−→ Eˆ(pZp) of abelian groups, which is given away from zero by (x, y) 7→ −
x
y .
19Here we mean Proj
(
Zp[x, y, z]/(f)
)
for f = y2z + a1xyz + a3yz
2 − (x3 + a2x
2z + a4xz
2 + a6z
3).
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Composing this isomorphism with the formal logarithm of Eˆ induces a morphism
log : E1(Qp)→ Ga(Qp) (11.12)
of abelian groups. We call the displayed morphism the p-adic elliptic logarithm. Explicitly
if P ∈ E1(Qp) is nonzero and corresponds to the solution (x, y) of (11.1), then it holds that
log(P ) = z +
∑
n≥2
bn
n z
n with z = −xy and bn ∈ Zp. A priori the p-adic elliptic logarithm
is only defined on the subgroup E1(Qp) of E(Qp). One can somehow circumvent this
problem by multiplying the points in E(Qp) with a suitable integer. To construct such an
integer, let Ens(Fp) be the group formed by the nonsingular points in E(Fp) and consider
the subgroup E0(Qp) = π
−1(Ens(Fp)) of E(Qp). We denote by ι the index of E0(Qp) in
E(Qp), and we write et and ens for the exponents of the finite groups E(Q)tor and Ens(Fp)
respectively. The short exact sequence 0 → E1(Qp) → E0(Qp)
π
→ Ens(Fp) → 0 of abelian
groups shows that (ιens)P ∈ E1(Qp) for all P ∈ E(Qp). We now define
m = lcm
(
et, ιens
)
. (11.13)
Recall that P1, . . . , Pr denotes our given basis of the free part of E(Q). Any P = Q+
∑
niPi
in E(Q), with Q ∈ E(Q)tor and ni ∈ Z, satisfies mP =
∑
ni(mPi) ∈ E1(Qp). The case
distinction in the following lemma takes into account that in general the formal logarithm
of Eˆ is not necessarily an isomorphism of formal groups over the given base.
Lemma 11.6. Let P ∈ E(Qp) be nonzero, and suppose that (x, y) is the solution of (11.1)
corresponding to P . Then the following two statements hold.
(i) Assume that p ≥ 3. If P /∈ E1(Qp) with mP 6= 0 then | log(mP )|
2 < |x|−1, and if
P ∈ E1(Qp) then | log(nP )|
2 = |n|2|x|−1 for all n ∈ Z.
(ii) If p = 2 and v(x) < −2, then any n ∈ Z satisfies | log(nP )|2 = |n|2|x|−1.
Proof. Our proof given below relies on the classical result that the formal logarithm is
compatible with the valuation v in the following sense: For any l ∈ Z with l > v(p)/(p−1),
the restriction of the formal logarithm of Eˆ induces an isomorphism
Eˆ((pZp)
l) ∼= (pZp)
l (11.14)
of abelian groups. Further, we shall use below that if P ∈ E1(Qp) then it holds that
3v(x) = 2v(y), thus v(x) is even and the number z = −x/y satisfies 2v(z) = −v(x). If
mP 6= 0 then we denote by (xm, ym) the solution of (11.1) corresponding to mP .
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To prove (i) we may and do assume that p ≥ 3. Then p satisfies 1 > v(p)/(p − 1) and
hence the isomorphism in (11.14) exists for all l ≥ 1. This implies that 2v(log(mP )) =
−v(xm) sincemP ∈ E1(Qp) is nonzero by assumption. If P is not in E1(Qp) then v(x) ≥ 0,
and mP ∈ E1(Qp) thus shows that v(x) ≥ 0 > v(xm). This together with 2v(log(mP )) =
−v(xm) proves the claimed inequality if P is not in E1(Qp). Suppose now that P ∈ E1(Qp).
Then we obtain that n log(P ) = log(nP ) for all n ∈ Z since the formal logarithm is a
morphism of abelian groups, and the isomorphisms in (11.14) provide that 2v(log(P )) =
−v(x). On combining these two equalities, we deduce the second statement of (i).
To show (ii) we may and do assume that p = 2 and v(x) < −2. The latter assumption
implies that P ∈ E1(Q2) and v(x) ≤ −4. We deduce that v(z) ≥ 2 and hence z lies in
(2Z2)
2. Further, the isomorphism in (11.14) exists for all l ≥ 2 since 2 > v(2)/(2−1). Thus
we obtain that 2v(log(P )) = −v(x) and then the equality n log(P ) = log(nP ), which holds
for all n ∈ Z since P ∈ E1(Q2), implies (ii). This completes the proof of the lemma.
We remark that the assumptions P ∈ E1(Qp) and v(x) < −2, in (i) and (ii) respec-
tively, assure in particular that the point P has infinite order in E(Qp).
Construction of Γ and E. Let σ > 0 be a real number and write Σ for the set Σ(v, σ)
defined in (11.5). Suppose that we are given M ′,M ∈ Z with µ ≤ M ′ < M for µ as in
(11.2). We would like to find a lattice Γ ⊂ Zr such that any P ∈ Σ with M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M
is determined modulo torsion by some point in Γ ∩ E . Here E ⊂ Rr is the ellipsoid
E = {z ∈ Rr ; hˆk(z) ≤M}.
We identify α ∈ Zp with the corresponding element (α
(1), α(2), . . . ) of the inverse limit
limZ/(pnZ) and we set αi = log(mPi) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. If p ≥ 3 then Lemma 11.6
implies that αi ∈ Zp. To deal with the general case, we choose i
∗ ∈ {1, . . . , r} with
v(αi∗) = min v(αi) and then βi = αi/p
v(αi∗ ) lies in Zp. Now we denote by
Γ ⊂ Zr
the lattice formed by the elements γ ∈ Zr with
∑
γiβ
(c)
i = 0 in Z/(p
cZ), where c ∈ Z≥0
will be chosen in (11.15). Further we define the set Σ∗ by setting Σ∗ = Σ if p ≥ 3 and
Σ∗ = Σ(4) if p = 2. Here Σ(4) denotes the set of points P in Σ with |x| > 4, where (x, y)
is the solution of (11.1) corresponding to P . We obtain the following lemma.
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Lemma 11.7. Suppose that P ∈ Σ∗ satisfies M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M . Then the point P is
determined modulo torsion by some lattice point in Γ ∩ E.
Proof. Let (x, y) be the solution of (11.1) which corresponds to P , and write P = Q +∑
niPi with Q ∈ E(Q)tor and ni ∈ Z. On using that P is in Σ and that µ ≤M
′ < hˆk(P ),
we deduce that log|x| > 0 and thus our point P lies in fact in E1(Qp). Further, if p = 2
then our additional assumption P ∈ Σ(4) provides that v(x) < −2. Hence on recalling
that P ∈ Σ, we see that Lemma 11.6 leads to the inequality
|
∑
niαi| ≤ |m|e
−
1
σ (hˆk(P )−µ).
Here we used that v(log(mP )) = v(
∑
niαi), which in turn follows from mP =
∑
ni(mPi)
and mPi ∈ E1(Qp). The displayed inequality together with M
′ < hˆk(P ) shows that
v(
∑
niβi) ≥ c, where c is the smallest element of Z≥0 which exceeds
v(m)− v(αi∗) +
1
σ log p(M
′ − µ). (11.15)
It follows that
∑
niβ
(c)
i = 0 in Z/(p
cZ) and therefore γ = (ni) lies in Γ. Furthermore, our
assumption hˆk(P ) ≤M assures that γ lies in E and hence P is determined modulo torsion
by the lattice point γ ∈ Γ ∩ E . This completes the proof of the lemma.
The above lemma provides a sieve for the points P in Σ∗ with M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M .
The discussion of the strength of this sieve, depending on the parameters M ′, M and pc,
is analogous to the discussion of the strength of the archimedean sieve in Section 11.3.
However there are some minor differences. For example, in the non-archimedean case we
can work entirely in dimension r and the parameter pc is uniquely determined by (11.15);
note that pc plays here the role of the parameter c in the archimedean sieve.
Non-archimedean sieve. The following sieve uses the version (FP) of the Fincke–Pohst
algorithm described in Section 11.12 in order to determine all points in Γ ∩ E .
Algorithm 11.8 (Non-archimedean sieve). The inputs are M ′,M ∈ Z with µ ≤M ′ < M .
The output is the set of points P in Σ∗ with M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M .
(i) To find the number m, determine ens, et and ι.
(ii) Determine the lattice Γ ⊂ Zr by computing the p-adic elliptic logarithms log(mPi)
up to the required precision for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
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(iii) Use (FP) to find all points in Γ ∩ E.
(iv) For each γ in Γ ∩ E and for each torsion point Q ∈ E(Q)tor, output the point
P = Q+
∑
γiPi if M
′ < hˆk(P ) ≤M and if P ∈ Σ
∗.
Correctness. We take a point P ∈ Σ∗ which satisfies M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M and we write
P = Q +
∑
niPi with ni ∈ Z and Q ∈ E(Q)tor. Lemma 11.7 gives that γ = (ni) lies in
Γ ∩ E and hence we see that step (iv) produces our point P as desired.
Complexity. We now discuss the influence of each step on the running time in practice.
In step (i) standard results and algorithms allow to quickly compute the numbers ens, et
and ι. In fact the computation of (a suitable)m is very fast in practice, even if p is relatively
large. Step (ii) needs to compute r distinct p-adic elliptic logarithms up to a number of
p-adic digits which is approximately c+v(αi∗). The efficiency of this computation crucially
depends on the size of c+ v(αi∗), which in turn depends in particular on the lower bound
M ′. If the numberM ′ is huge, then this step (ii) can become very slow in practice. Finally
we mention that a complexity analysis of steps (iii) and (iv) is contained in the complexity
discussions of the analogous steps of the archimedean sieve in Algorithm 11.5.
Comparison. Similarly as in the archimedean case, there are important differences be-
tween our approach and the known method. For instance, we work with the ellipsoid E
arising from the Ne´ron–Tate height hˆ and we actually determine all points in the inter-
section Γ∩E . We refer to Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1 for a comparison of the two approaches
and for a detailed discussion of the improvements provided by our approach.
11.5 Height-logarithm sieve
We work with the setup of Section 11.1. The goal of this section is to construct a sieve
which allows to efficiently determine the set of S-integral points in any given finite subset
of E(Q). The sieve exploits that the global Ne´ron–Tate height is essentially determined
by the various local elliptic logarithms and thus we call it the height-logarithm sieve.
Throughout this section we use the notation introduced above and we assume that the
Weierstrass model (11.1) of our given elliptic curve E is minimal at all p ∈ S.
Main idea. To describe the main idea of the sieve, we take P ∈ E(Q). For any finite
place v of Q, we define logv(P ) =
1
mv
log(mvP ) with log(·) and mv = m as in Section 11.4.
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There are real valued functions f and f∞ on E(Q), with f bounded and f∞ determined
by the real elliptic logarithm, such that any non-exceptional20 point P ∈ E(Q) satisfies
hˆ(P ) = f(P ) + f∞(P )− log
∏
| logv(P )|v (11.16)
with the product taken over certain finite places v of Q. Here if P is an S-integral point
then the product ranges only over v in S, providing a strong condition for points in E(Q)
to be S-integral. Furthermore, one can check this condition requiring only to know the
form of P in E(Q)tor ⊕ Z
r. For most points P , this allows to circumvent the slow process
of checking whether the coordinates of P are S-integral, that is whether P ∈ Σ(S).
Construction. To transform the above idea into an efficient sieve for the set of S-
integral points Σ(S) inside E(Q), we shall work with a slightly weaker version of (11.16)
which is suitable for our purpose. More precisely, we shall work with an inequality of the
form hˆk(P ) ≤ L(P ) involving an efficiently computable quantity L(P ) which is essentially
determined by the right hand side of (11.16). We begin to explain how to determine L(P )
for any P ∈ E(Q). Suppose that P = Q+
∑
niPi with Q ∈ E(Q)tor and ni ∈ Z. If v is a
finite place of Q and if αi,v = mv logv(Pi), then we define
lv(P ) = logmax
(
|12 |v, |
1
mv
∑
niαi,v|
−1
v
)
.
To give a similar definition at v = ∞, we take κ ∈ Z≥1 and we let x0 = x0(κ) be as in
(11.8). Let ω1 be the period associated to (11.1), see Section 11.3. If v =∞ then we write
αi,v = log(mvPi) with log(·) and mv = m as in Section 11.3 and for any l ∈ Z we define
lv(P, l) = logmax
(
x
1/2
0 , (1 +
1
κ)
2| 1mv
(
lω1 +
∑
niαi,v
)
|−1v
)
.
Here we say that l ∈ Z is admissible for P if |l| ≤ 2m∞ +
∑
|ni|. Let µ be as in (11.2).
For any finite place v of Q, we denote by Gv the subgroup of E(Q) formed by the points
whose images in E(Qv) lie in fact in E1(Qv). We shall use the following lemma.
Lemma 11.9. If P ∈ Σ(S) then there is an admissible l ∈ Z such that
hˆk(P ) ≤ µ+ l∞(P, l) +
∑
v∈S ;P∈Gv
lv(P ).
20Here we exclude the exceptional points (Definition 11.14) in order to avoid the usual technical problems
arising when working with the v-adic elliptic logarithm at v =∞ and v = 2.
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Proof. The statement follows by combining (11.2) with Lemmas 11.1, 11.2 and 11.6.
In the next paragraph we shall explain how to control the quantities l∞(P, l) and∑
lv(P ) in order to obtain a suitable upper bound L(P ) for the right hand side of the
inequality in Lemma 11.9. The resulting height-logarithm inequality hˆk(P ) ≤ L(P ) is the
main ingredient of the following algorithm in which we identify E(Q) with E(Q)tor ⊕ ΓE ,
where ΓE = Z
r is the image of E(Q) inside E(Q)⊗Z R ∼= R
r as in Section 11.2.
Algorithm 11.10 (Height-logarithm sieve). The inputs are κ ∈ Z≥1 and a finite subset
Σ of E(Q)tor ⊕ ΓE. The output is the set Σ ∩Σ(S) of S-integral points inside Σ.
Determine the set SE formed by the places v ∈ S where the elliptic curve E has bad
reduction. Then for each nonzero point P ∈ Σ do the following:
(i) Use the arguments of (1) below to determine an upper bound l∞(P ) ≥ max l∞(P, l)
with the maximum taken over all l ∈ Z which are admissible for P .
(ii) Compute the set SP = {v ∈ S ; P ∈ Gv} ∪ SE as described in (2) below.
(iii) For each v ∈ SP determine lv(P ) by using the arguments of (3) below, and then set
L(P ) = µ+ l∞(P ) +
∑
v∈SP
lv(P ). Output P if hˆk(P ) ≤ L(P ) and if P ∈ Σ(S).
Correctness. Suppose that P lies in Σ∩Σ(S). For each v ∈ SE we obtain that lv(P ) ≥ 0
and thus
∑
v∈SP
lv(P ) exceeds the sum
∑
lv(P ) taken over all v ∈ S with P ∈ Gv. Hence
Lemma 11.9 implies that hˆk(P ) ≤ L(P ) and thus (iii) produces our point P as desired.
Computing L(P ). We consider a nonzero point P = (Q, (ni)) in E(Q)tor ⊕ ΓE; note
that P = Q+
∑
niPi in E(Q). To compute the quantity L(P ) we proceed as follows:
(1) To control l∞(P, l) for any admissible l ∈ Z, we compute the real elliptic logarithms
ω1 and αi = αi,v up to a certain precision with respect to | · | = | · |v for v = ∞.
If the linear form Λ = lω1 +
∑
niαi is nonzero then the required precision can
be obtained as follows: After choosing a sufficiently large n ∈ Z, one determines
approximations α′i and ω
′
1 of αi and ω1 respectively such that Λ
′ = lω′1 +
∑
niα
′
i
satisfies |Λ′| > ǫ = 10−n and such that the absolute differences |αi−α
′
i| and |ω1−ω
′
1|
are at most 10−c for some fixed integer c ≥ n+log10(2m∞+2
∑
|ni|). Then the proof
of Lemma 11.3 gives that − log|Λ| ≤ − log(|Λ′| − ǫ) and hence we can practically
compute an upper bound l∞(P ) in R ∪ {∞} for max l∞(P, l) with the maximum
taken over all admissible l ∈ Z. Here if Λ is close to zero or if c is too large, then we
just put l∞(P ) =∞ to assure that the computation of l∞(P ) is always efficient.
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(2) We would like to quickly compute the set SP = {v ∈ S ; P ∈ Gv}∪SE . Here one can
directly determine SE, since the Weierstrass model (11.1) is minimal at all p ∈ S. It
remains to deal with the places p ∈ SP −SE. The elliptic curve E has good reduction
at p and the canonical reduction map E(Q) →֒ E(Qp) → E(Fp) is a morphism of
abelian groups. We determine the images Q¯ and P¯i in E(Fp) of all Q ∈ E(Q)tor and
all Pi. It follows that our point P = Q +
∑
niPi lies in Gv if and only if the point
Q¯+
∑
niP¯i is zero in E(Fp). Therefore we see that we can quickly determine the set
SP provided we already know all Q¯, all P¯i and the group structure of E(Fp).
(3) We take v ∈ S and we now explain how to efficiently determine lv(P ). As already
mentioned in Section 11.4 one can always quickly compute the number mv in prac-
tice. We write αi = mv logv(Pi) and we define α =
∑
niαi. To compute v(α) we
need to know the v-adic elliptic logarithms αi with a certain precision. In practice it
usually suffices here to know αi with a small v-adic precision. Indeed after computing
v(αi∗) = min v(αi), we consider β =
∑
niβi for βi ∈ Zp of the form βi = αi/p
v(αi∗ ).
The integer v(β) is almost always small in practice. Hence one can usually compute
v(β) and v(α) by knowing only the first coefficients of the v-adic power series of αi.
Huge and tiny parameters To assure that Algorithm 11.10 is still fast for huge pa-
rameters, one can slightly weaken the sieve as follows: If one of the steps (except the final
check whether P ∈ Σ(S)) should take too long for a point P ∈ Σ, then abort these steps
and directly check whether P ∈ Σ(S). To deal with the case of huge sets S in which step
(ii) becomes slow (see Remark 11.11), we can always replace SP by the usually much larger
set S. The resulting sieve is still strong for points P with hˆ(P ) ≫ logNS . However, re-
placing SP by S considerably weakens the sieve for points of small height. We now discuss
the case when the rank r is small and the height of the involved point P is tiny. Here one
can quickly compute the coordinates of P and the Weil height of these coordinates is not
that large. Hence in this case it is often faster to skip steps (i) and (ii) and to directly
determine in (iii) whether the coordinates of P are S-integers. In our implementation
of the height-logarithm sieve we take into account the above observations to avoid that
Algorithm 11.10 is unnecessarily slow for huge or tiny parameters.
Complexity. We now discuss aspects of Algorithm 11.10 which considerably influence
the running time in practice. In steps (i) and (iii) we need to compute various elliptic
logarithms up to a certain precision depending on the height hˆ(P ) of the points P ∈ Σ. In
practice we will apply the height-logarithm sieve only in situations in which the heights
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hˆ(P ) are not huge and in such situations steps (i) and (iii) are always very fast. In step
(ii) the running time of the computation of the set SP crucially depends on the number of
primes in S. In practice it turned out that this step is fast when |S| is small. However, if
|S| becomes huge then step (ii) can take a long time as explained in the following remark.
Remark 11.11 (Rank r = 1). For huge sets S the computation of SP takes a long time,
since one has to compute with many large groups E(Fp). In the case r = 1 the following
observation considerably improves this process. Let v ∈ S such that E has good reduction
at v and write p = v. Let ev be the order of P1 in the finite group E(Fp). Consider a point
P ∈ E(Q) with P = Q + n1P1 for n1 ∈ Z and Q ∈ E(Q)tor, and let eQ be the order of
Q in E(Q)tor. If P ∈ Gv then the points −Q and n1P1 coincide in E(Fp) and hence ev
divides n1eQ. In other words, if ev does not divide n1eQ then v is not in SP and therefore
we obtain a sufficient criterion to decide whether v ∈ S satisfies v /∈ SP .
Remark 11.12 (Inequality trick). In the case when S is empty, one can use the known
inequality trick [ST99, p.147] which tests whether a given nonzero point P ∈ E(Q) satisfies
the inequality λ‖P‖2∞ ≤ µ+ l∞(P ). This inequality is weaker than hˆ(P ) ≤ µ+ l∞(P ) used
in our height-logarithm sieve when S is empty, since λ‖P‖2∞ ≤ hˆ(P ). Hence our height-
logarithm sieve is more efficient than the inequality trick, in particular in the case of
large rank r ≥ 2 where the function λ‖ · ‖2∞ is usually much smaller than hˆ(·). See also the
examples in the next section. In the case when S is nonempty, one could obtain in principle
an inequality trick by testing whether P satisfies the inequality λ‖P‖2∞ ≤ µ + σlv(P ) for
some v ∈ S∗ = S ∪ {∞} and σ = |S∗|. However the resulting sieve is not that efficient
(and often useless if σ is large), since an arbitrary point P usually satisfies at least one of
these σ different inequalities which are all considerably weakened by the factor σ.
11.6 Refined enumeration
We work with the setup of Section 11.1. The goal of this section is to construct a refined
enumeration for the set of S-integral points Σ(S) ⊂ E(Q) of bounded height which im-
proves the standard enumeration. Throughout this section we assume that the Weierstrass
model (11.1) of E is minimal at all p ∈ S and we continue the notation introduced above.
Recall from Section 11.2 that ΓE = Z
r denotes the image of E(Q) inside E(Q)⊗ZR ∼=
Rr. For any given upper bound b ∈ R≥1, consider the ellipsoid Eb = {z ∈ R
r ; hˆk(z) ≤ b}
contained in Rr. We observe that the following algorithm works correctly.
Algorithm 11.13 (Refined enumeration). The input consists of κ ∈ Z≥1 together with
an upper bound b ∈ R≥1. The output is the set of points P ∈ Σ(S) with hˆk(P ) ≤ b.
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(i) Use (FP) to determine all points in the intersection ΓE ∩ Eb.
(ii) For each γ ∈ ΓE ∩ Eb and for any Q ∈ E(Q)tor, output the point P = Q+
∑
γiPi if
P lies in the set obtained by applying Algorithm 11.10 with κ = κ and Σ = {P}.
Complexity. We now discuss various aspects which influence the running time of Al-
gorithm 11.13 in practice. As usual, the application of (FP) in step (i) crucially depends
on the rank r. The running time of step (ii) depends on the cardinality of ΓE ∩ Eb, which
in turn depends on r, b and the regulator of E(Q). Here the application of the height-
logarithm sieve efficiently throws away most points in ΓE ∩Eb, in particular essentially all
points in ΓE ∩ Eb of large height. This considerably improves the running time.
Comparison. We next compare our refined enumeration with the standard enumeration
of the points P ∈ Σ(S) with ‖P‖2∞ ≤ b
′, where b′ = b/λk depends on the smallest
eigenvalue λk of hˆk. Recall that the standard enumeration proceeds as follows: For any
γ ∈ ΓE with max|γi|
2 ≤ b′ and for each Q ∈ E(Q)tor, output the point P = Q +
∑
γiPi
if the coordinates of P are S-integers. In the case when S is empty, one can use here
in addition the known inequality trick explained in Remark 11.12. In general we observe
that our refined sieve working with the ellipsoid Eb is more efficient, in particular for large
rank r. Indeed the cube {‖ · ‖2∞ ≤ b
′} ⊂ Rr always contains the ellipsoid Eb and then on
comparing volumes we see that our refined sieve involves much fewer points. Furthermore
the application of the height-logarithm sieve in the refined enumeration gives significant
running time improvements. See Section 11.9.1 for examples and tables which illustrate
in particular the running time improvements provided by our refined enumeration.
11.7 Refined sieve
In this section we work out a refinement of the global sieve obtained by patching together
the archimedean sieve of Section 11.3 with the various non-archimedean sieves of Sec-
tion 11.4. Throughout this section we work with the setup of Section 11.1 and we continue
the notation introduced above. Furthermore we assume that the Weierstrass model (11.1)
of our given elliptic curve E is minimal at all primes p ∈ S.
Main idea. The main ingredient of the refined sieve is Proposition 11.15. Therein we
construct a refined covering of certain subsets of the set of S-integral points Σ(S), which
allows to improve the global-local passage required to apply the local sieves obtained in
Sections 11.3 and 11.4. The construction of the covering is inspired by the refined sieve for
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S-unit equations developed in Section 3.2.2. However, in the present case of elliptic curves,
everything is more complicated. For example, one has to distinguish archimedean and non-
archimedean places and one has to take care of certain exceptional points (Definition 11.14)
arising from technical issues of the v-adic elliptic logarithm at the places v =∞ and v = 2.
To deal efficiently with the exceptional points, we conducted some effort to work entirely
in the abelian group E(Q). This allows here to avoid working with coordinate functions,
which in turn is crucial to solve equations (11.1) with huge parameters.
Construction of the covering. For any given M,M ′ in Z with 0 ≤ M ′ < M , we
would like to find the set of points P ∈ Σ(S) which satisfy M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M . For this
purpose we “cover” this set as follows. Let κ, n, τ in Z≥1 with τ ≤ n ≤ s
∗ for s∗ = |S|+ 1
and choose an admissible partition {Sj} of S
∗ = S ∪ {∞} into disjoint nonempty parts
S∗ = S1 ∪˙ . . . ∪˙Sg. Here admissible partition means that |Sj | ≤ n for all j ∈ {1, . . . , g}
and that g ≤
⌈
s∗
n
⌉
+ 2. For a motivation of working with admissible partitions of S∗, we
refer to the efficiency discussion given below. Further we choose “weights” w1, . . . , wτ in
Q with w1 = 1 and w1 ≥ . . . ≥ wτ > 0 and for any t ∈ {1, . . . , τ} we put
σt =
w
wt
, w =
g∑
j=1
w(j), w(j) =

(|Sj | − τ)wτ +
∑
t≤τ wt if τ ≤ |Sj|,∑
t≤|Sj |
wt if τ > |Sj|.
(11.17)
Next we take j ∈ {1, . . . , g} and we consider a nonempty subset T of Sj with cardinality
|T | at most τ . Write t = |T | and suppose that v ∈ T . If v ∈ S then we denote by Γv ⊆ Z
r
the lattice constructed in Section 11.4 with σ = σt, and if v =∞ then Γv ⊆ Z
r+1 denotes
the lattice from Section 11.3 with σ = σt and κ = κ. In the case µ > M
′, where µ is as in
(11.2), we set here Γv = Z
r if v ∈ S and Γv = Z
r+1 if v =∞. Now we define
ΓT =
⋂
v∈T
Γv.
Here if T contains ∞ then for any v ∈ S ∩ T we identify Γv ⊆ Z
r with the lattice inside
Zr+1 given by φ(Γv) ⊕ eZ, where φ denotes the canonical product embedding of Z
r into
Zr × Z = Zr+1 and e = (0, 1) ∈ Zr × Z. Next we consider the ellipsoid
ET
which is defined as follows: If T ⊆ S then ET ⊂ R
r is the ellipsoid appearing in Section 11.4,
and if T contains∞ then ET ⊂ R
r+1 is the ellipsoid constructed in Section 11.3 with respect
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to the parameters σ = σt and κ = κ. In the case µ > M
′ we define here ET = R
r if T ⊆ S
and ET = R
r+1 if T contains ∞. We next define the exceptional points.
Definition 11.14 (Exceptional point). Consider a point P ∈ Σ(S) and denote by (x, y)
the corresponding solution of (11.1). We say that P is an exceptional point if |x|2 ≤ 4 or
if |x|∞ ≤ x0, where x0 denotes the number x0(κ) defined in (11.8).
To completely “cover” our set of interest, we need to take into account the exceptional
points. For this purpose we let b be the positive real number defined in (11.20), which
depends inter alia on the parameters κ, τ, {Sj} and wt, and we work with the ellipsoid
Eb = {z ∈ R
r ; hˆk(z) ≤ b}.
Recall from Section 11.2 that ΓE = Z
r denotes the image of E(Q) inside E(Q)⊗ZR ∼= R
r.
The following result shows that our set of interest can be “covered” by the set ΓE ∩ Eb
together with the sets ΓT ∩ ET associated to some T as above.
Proposition 11.15. Suppose that P lies in Σ(S) and assume that M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M .
Then at least one of the following statements holds.
(i) The point P is determined modulo torsion by some γ ∈ ΓE ∩ Eb.
(ii) There is a nonempty set T with |T | ≤ τ such that T ⊆ Sj for some Sj in {Sj} and
such that P is determined modulo torsion by an element γ ∈ ΓT ∩ ET .
Proof. If M ′ < µ then (ii) holds for example with T = {∞}. Thus we may and do assume
that M ′ ≥ µ. Let (x, y) be the solution of (11.1) corresponding to P . We claim that there
exists a nonempty set T with |T | ≤ τ such that T ⊆ Sj for some Sj in {Sj} and such that
P ∈
⋂
v∈T
Σ(v, σt). (11.18)
Here Σ(v, σt) is defined in (11.5) with t = |T |. To prove this claim by contradiction,
we assume that (11.18) does not hold. Then for each j and for any nonempty subset
T ⊆ Sj with t = |T | ≤ τ , there exists v ∈ T such that P /∈ Σ(v, σt). In particular, for
any j and for each t ∈ Z≥1 with t ≤ min(τ, |Sj |), it follows that the t-th largest of the
real numbers 12 log|x|v , v ∈ Sj, is strictly smaller than
1
σt
(hˆk(P ) − µ). We deduce that
1
2
∑
max(0, log|x|v) <
w(j)
w (hˆk(P ) − µ) with the sum taken over all v ∈ Sj. Here we used
that µ ≤ M ′ < hˆk(P ) and that the weights wt satisfy w1 ≥ . . . ≥ wτ > 0. Then our
assumption P ∈ Σ(S) together with S∗ = ∪Sj implies that
1
2h(x) < hˆk(P ) − µ. But this
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contradicts the inequality hˆk(P ) − µ ≤
1
2h(x) which follows by combining Lemma 11.1
with (11.2). Therefore we conclude that our claim (11.18) holds as desired.
Let T be the nonempty set of all sets T satisfying (11.18); put t = min{|T | ; T ∈ T }
and define Tmin = {T ∈ T ; |T | = t}. Further, on slightly abusing terminology, we write
Σ(4) for the subset of Σ(2, σt) defined in Section 11.4 and we denote by Σ(x0) the subset of
Σ(∞, σt) from Section 11.3. First we consider the case t = 1. Suppose that we can choose
T ∈ Tmin with T ⊆ S−2. Then we obtain that T = {p} with p ≥ 3. Thus on recalling that
the Weierstrass model (11.1) is minimal at all p ∈ S, we see that the inequalities µ ≤M ′
and M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M together with (11.18) show that P satisfies the assumptions of
Lemma 11.7. Hence Lemma 11.7 implies (ii). Suppose now that there is no T ∈ Tmin with
T ⊆ S − 2. Then {∞} or {2} lies in Tmin and any v ∈ S − 2 satisfies
1
2 log |x|v <
1
σ1
(hˆk(P )− µ). (11.19)
To complete the proof for t = 1, it remains to establish (i) or (ii) in the following cases
(a), (b) and (c). Before we go into these cases we define the number b appearing in Eb: If
t∗ = min(τ,maxv=2,∞|Sj(v)|) with Sj(v) denoting the set Sj which contains v, then
b = µ+ 12wt∗
(1 + st∗) logmax(x0, 4). (11.20)
Here x0 = x0(κ) is defined in (11.8) and st∗ is the number of p ∈ S with p
2wt∗ ≤ max(x0, 4).
In what follows we shall use that P ∈ Σ(S), that for each finite place v of Q it holds
v(x) ≤ −2 if P ∈ E1(Qv), that 1 = w1 ≥ . . . ≥ wτ > 0, and that hˆk ≤ hˆ by Lemma 11.1.
(a) Case {2} ∈ Tmin and {∞} ∈ Tmin. If |x|∞ > x0 or |x|2 > 2
2, then (11.18) implies
that P ∈ Σ(x0) or P ∈ Σ(4) and thus Lemma 11.3 or Lemma 11.7 shows (ii) for
T = {∞} or T = {2} respectively. On the other hand, if |x|∞ ≤ x0 and |x|2 ≤ 2
2
then (11.19) and (11.18) lead to an upper bound for h(x) which together with (11.2)
proves (i).
(b) Case {2} ∈ Tmin and {∞} /∈ Tmin. Here inequality (11.19) holds in addition for
v = ∞, since {∞} is not in Tmin. Therefore, if |x|2 ≤ 2
2 then we see as above that
(11.19), (11.18) and (11.2) imply statement (i). If |x|2 > 2
2 then (11.18) gives that
P ∈ Σ(4) and hence Lemma 11.7 shows statement (ii) with T = {2}.
(c) Case {2} /∈ Tmin and {∞} ∈ Tmin. Now (11.19) holds in addition for v = 2, since {2}
is not in Tmin. Thus as above we deduce (i) if |x|∞ ≤ x0. If |x|∞ > x0 then (11.18)
gives P ∈ Σ(x0) and hence Lemma 11.3 proves (ii) with T = {∞}.
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We now establish the case t ≥ 2. If we can choose T ∈ Tmin with T ⊆ S − 2, then
(11.18) together with Lemma 11.7 implies (ii). Suppose now that there is no T ∈ Tmin
with T ⊆ S − 2. Then each T in Tmin contains ∞ or 2. Furthermore any v ∈ S
∗ satisfies
(11.19), since t ≥ 2. To complete the proof it thus suffices to consider the following cases:
(d) Case when each T ∈ Tmin contains 2 and∞. If |x|∞ > x0 and |x|2 > 2
2, then (11.18)
gives that P ∈ Σ(x0) ∩ Σ(4). Thus on recalling the construction of ΓT and ET , we
see that Lemmas 11.3 and 11.7 together with (11.18) show that (ii) holds for any
T ∈ Tmin. On the other hand, if |x|∞ ≤ x0 or |x|2 ≤ 2
2 then (11.19), (11.18) and
(11.2) prove (i).
(e) Case when there is T ∈ Tmin with 2 ∈ T and ∞ /∈ T . If |x|2 > 2
2 then (11.18) gives
that P ∈ Σ(4) and thus we deduce (ii) by using ∞ /∈ T , (11.18) and Lemma 11.7.
On the other hand, if |x|2 ≤ 2
2 then (11.19), (11.18) and (11.2) imply (i).
(f) Case when there exists T ∈ Tmin with 2 /∈ T and ∞ ∈ T . If |x|∞ ≤ x0 then (11.19),
(11.18) and (11.2) imply (i). Finally, if |x|∞ > x0 then (11.18) gives P ∈ Σ(x0).
Therefore on using 2 /∈ T and (11.18), we see that Lemmas 11.3 and 11.7 prove (ii).
Hence we conclude that in all cases (i) or (ii) holds. This completes the proof.
The arguments used to prove (11.18) show in addition that one can further refine the
covering in Proposition 11.15 by working with the ellipsoids E∗T discussed in Remark 11.17.
Refined Sieve. A collection of sieve parameters P consists of the following data: Pa-
rameters κ, τ, n ∈ Z≥1 with τ ≤ n ≤ s
∗, an admissible partition {Sj} of S
∗ = S1 ∪˙ . . . ∪˙Sg
with respect to n, and weights w1, . . . , wτ as in (11.17). We denote by b(P) the number
associated to P as in (11.20) and we obtain the following algorithm.
Algorithm 11.16 (Refined sieve). The input is a collection of sieve parameters P together
with bounds M ′,M ∈ Z≥0 satisfying M
′ < M . Put M ′b = max(b(P),M
′). The output is
the set of points P ∈ Σ(S) with M ′b < hˆk(P ) ≤M .
For any j ∈ {1, . . . , g} and for each T ⊆ Sj with 1 ≤ |T | ≤ τ , do the following:
(i) Determine a basis of ΓT and then compute ΓT ∩ ET by using the version of the
Fincke–Pohst algorithm in (FP).
(ii) For each γ ∈ ΓT ∩ ET and for any Q ∈ E(Q)tor, output the point P = Q+
∑
γiPi if
P satisfies M ′b < hˆk(P ) ≤ M and if P lies in the set produced by an application of
Algorithm 11.10 with Σ = {P} and κ = 1.
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Correctness. Assume that P ∈ Σ(S) satisfies M ′b < hˆk(P ) ≤ M . Then it holds that
hˆk(P ) > b(P) and hence there is no lattice point γ in ΓE ∩Eb(P) such that P is determined
modulo torsion by γ. Furthermore, our assumption provides that M ′ < hˆk(P ) ≤ M .
Therefore Proposition 11.15 shows that step (ii) produces our point P as desired.
Efficiency. We now discuss the efficiency of the refined sieve and we motivate several
concepts appearing therein. First we observe that the case n = 1 in the refined sieve cor-
responds to the non-refined sieve obtained by patching together the local sieves at v ∈ S∗
with σ = s∗. Suppose now that n ≥ τ ≥ 2 in the refined sieve. Then the iteration over
the sets T ranges in particular over all sets T = {v} with v ∈ S∗. However, compared
with the non-refined sieve n = 1, there is the following fundamental difference: If T = {v}
then the discussions in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 together with σ1 ≤ s
∗ show that the refined
sieve involving ΓT ∩ ET with σ1 is usually much stronger than the non-refined sieve n = 1
involving the local sieve at v with σ = s∗. Furthermore, if |T | ≥ 2 then the intersection
ΓT = ∩Γv is usually considerably smaller than each part Γv. These observations suggest
that the improvements coming from |T | = 1 are significant enough to absorb the addi-
tional iterations over sets T with |T | ≥ 2. In practice this turned out to be correct in
many fundamental situations (see Section 11.8), showing that the refined sieve provides
significant running time improvements. To deal with huge sets S, we introduced admissible
coverings of S∗ which allow to control the number of additional iterations over sets T with
|T | ≥ 2. Indeed the conditions |Sj| ≤ n and |T | ≤ τ assure that the number of additional
iterations are controlled in terms of n, τ . Further we point out that a canonical choice for
the weights wt would be wt =
1
t . However in practice it turned out that for t ≥ 2 it would
be better to choose wt slightly larger than
1
t . In fact this is the reason for working with
the more general weights wt defined above (11.17). Finally we mention that the discussion
of the influence of the parameters M ′, M and σt on the strength of the sieve ΓT ∩ET with
|T | = t is similar to the corresponding discussions in Sections 11.3 and 11.4.
Complexity. We do not try to analyse the complexity of the refined sieve in general,
since it depends on too many parameters. However, in Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1 we shall
discuss aspects influencing the complexity of the refined sieve and we shall illustrate the
running improvements provided by the refined sieve in various fundamental cases.
Remark 11.17 (Refined ellipsoids). For any set T as above with |T | ≥ 2, the arguments
used in the proof of (11.18) show in addition the following: Instead of using in Algo-
rithm 11.16 the ellipsoids ET , one can work with the ellipsoids E
∗
T obtained by replacing
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in the definition of ET the bound M by the possibly much smaller number
MT = min
(
M,wT (M
′ − µ) + µ
)
, wT =
1
w
g∑
j=1
w∗(j).
Here w∗(j) is obtained by replacing in the definition of w(j) the number τ by |T | − 1.
Note that E∗T ⊆ ET and wT does not depend on M . Now if M > MT then E
∗
T is strictly
contained in ET and hence using E
∗
T improves Algorithm 11.16 (i). In principle further
refinements are possible by taking into account the part Sj of S
∗ which contains T ⊆ Sj.
11.8 Global sieve
We continue the setup, notation and assumptions of the previous section. After choosing
suitable collections of sieve parameters, we combine in this section the refined enumeration
with the refined sieve: For any given upper bound M1 ∈ Z≥1, we obtain a global sieve
which allows to efficiently determine all points P ∈ Σ(S) with hˆk(P ) ≤M1.
Sieve parameters. We shall apply our refined sieve with the following collections of
sieve parameters. Choose κ ∈ Z≥1 such that |b − 10| is as small as possible, where b is
defined in (11.20) with τ = 1 and κ = κ. Then let P(1) be the collection of sieve parameters
determined by κ = κ and n = 1. For any i ∈ {2, 3, 4} we define P(i) as follows: We take
κ = κ, τ = i and n = 10, and we choose weights w1, . . . , wτ as in (11.17) such that each
wt is slightly larger than
1
t for t ≥ 2. Further we use here an admissible covering {Sj} of
S∗ = S ∪ {∞} with S1 = {∞} and with the following properties: If 2 /∈ S then |Sj| = n
for each j ∈ {2, g− 1}, and if 2 ∈ S then S2 = {2} and |Sj | = n for any j ∈ {3, g− 1}. We
shall motivate our choice of sieve parameters in the discussions below.
Remark 11.18. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} the number bi, associated to P(i) in (11.20),
satisfies b = bi. Indeed on using that τ = 1 in P(1) and that maxv=2,∞|Sj(v)| = 1 in P(i)
with i ≥ 2, we see in all four cases that t∗ = 1 and hence we obtain that b = bi as desired.
Global sieve. For any given M1 ∈ Z≥1, we would like to efficiently determine the set
of points P ∈ Σ(S) with hˆk(P ) ≤ M1. For this purpose we enumerate these points from
below and from above, using the refined enumeration in Algorithm 11.13 and the refined
sieve in Algorithm 11.16 respectively. More precisely we proceed as follows:
(a) Let b be as in the above paragraph, and define parameters ν ′ = b, ν = M1 and
f(ν) = min(ν − 1, ⌊0.99ν⌋). Then apply the following sieves (i = 1, . . . , 4):
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0. Apply Algorithm 11.13 with b = ν ′ and κ = 1, and let ρ0 be the running time
divided by the euclidean volume vol(Eν′). Put ν
′ = 41/rν ′.
i. If |S∗| ≥ i and ν > ν ′/41/r then apply Algorithm 11.16 with the parameters
P = P(i), M ′ = f(ν) and M = ν, and let ρi be the running time divided by
the euclidean volume vol(EM \ EM ′). Put ν = f(ν).
(b) As long as ν > ν ′/41/r continue with the most efficient sieve in (a), that is the sieve
i∗ ∈ {0, . . . , 4} for which the “efficiency measure” 1/ρi∗ is maximal.
This algorithm outputs the set of points P ∈ Σ(S) with hˆk(P ) ≤M1. Indeed Remark 11.18
gives that b = bi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, and therefore we see that the whole space
{P ∈ Σ(S) ; hˆk(P ) ≤M1} is covered by an application of steps (a) and (b).
Decomposition. We now motivate the decomposition of the above algorithm and we
explain our choice of the parameters appearing therein. First we discuss the step size
functions. In the enumeration from below, we double the volume of the ellipsoid in each
step by working with the step size function given by multiplication with 41/r. This assures
that the repeated enumerations of candidates with tiny height are not that significant for
the running time, see also the remark at the end of this paragraph. In the enumeration
from above, we work with the step size function f(ν) = min(ν − 1, ⌊0.99ν⌋). If ν is large
then the height lower bound M ′ = f(ν) is still large and thus the refined sieve is strong
in view of the complexity discussions in Sections 11.3 and 11.4. Hence, to accelerate the
enumeration from above, we work with the relatively big step size ν − f(ν) ≥ 10−2ν for
large ν; here the factor 0.99 turned out to be suitable in practice where usually M1 ≤ 10
9.
On the other hand, if ν ≤ 100 is small then we work with the tiny step size ν − f(ν) = 1
to assure that M ′ = ν − 1 is relatively large making the sieves stronger.
We next motivate our choice of the sieve parameters P(i). If the parameter κ becomes
larger then the refined sieve becomes stronger at v = ∞. On the other hand, we can
not choose κ arbitrarily large since the “square-radius” b of the ellipsoid Eb satisfies b ≥
log(κ). Now, choosing κ such that |b− 10| is as small as possible, assures that the refined
enumeration via ΓE ∩ Eb is efficient in practice where usually r ≤ 12. To explain our
choices for n and τ , we recall that the efficiency of the refined sieve depends inter alia on
σ1 = σ1(n, τ) and the number of additional iterations over subsets T with |T | ≤ τ . Here
it is not clear to us what are the optimal choices for τ and n. In practice it turned out
that for τ ≥ 5 or n ≥ 11 there are usually too many additional iterations and thus we
only work with τ ≤ 4 and n = 10. The reason for using admissible partitions {Sj} of S
∗
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with S1 = {∞} and S2 = {2} if 2 ∈ S, is to assure that b = bi (see Remark 11.18) which
means that the ellipsoids Ebi are not larger than the minimal involved ellipsoid Eb. In fact
controlling the ellipsoids Ebi is crucial for dealing efficiently with huge parameters.
Finally we mention that in the enumeration from below, the application of (FP) repet-
itively enumerates candidates. Here it is not clear to us how to avoid these repeated
enumerations of candidates, since (FP) is not faster for circular discs than for the whole
ellipsoid. In any case these repeated enumerations of candidates have a small influence on
the running time in practice, since (FP) is very fast in our situations of interest where usu-
ally the rank r is small. Furthermore, to assure that the height-logarithm sieve is applied
at most once for each candidate, we order the candidates with respect to their height hˆk
in the implementation of the enumeration from below.
Main features. We now discuss the main features of the global sieve. The first steps of
the enumeration from above may be viewed as a reduction of M1. Indeed these steps are
usually very fast in practice and they often allow to considerably reduce M1.
Further we point out that each step of the global sieve is more efficient than the
standard enumeration. In fact in general it is not clear to us in which situation which
sieve of (a) is the most efficient. To overcome this problem, we work with the quantities
1/ρi in order to “measure” the efficiency of the sieves in the given situation. In practice
this allows our algorithm to choose a suitable sieve in each step. This is very important for
the running time, since the efficiency of the involved sieves strongly depends on the given
situation. We also mention that Section 11.9.1 contains explicit examples which illustrate
(up to some extent) the improvements in practice provided by our global sieve.
11.9 Elliptic logarithm sieve
We work with the setup of Section 11.1 and we continue the notation introduced above. In
the first part of this section we construct the elliptic logarithm sieve by putting together
the sieves obtained in the previous sections. In the second part we compare the elliptic
logarithm sieve with the known approach and we explain in detail our improvements.
We recall that in the setup of Section 11.1 we are given the following information: The
coefficients ai ∈ Z of a Weierstrass equation (11.1) of an elliptic curve E over Q, a finite set
of rational primes S, a basis P1, . . . , Pr of the free part of E(Q) and a numberM0 ∈ Z such
that any P ∈ Σ(S) satisfies hˆ(P ) ≤ M0. Given this information, the following algorithm
completely determines the set Σ(S) formed by the S-integral solutions of (11.1).
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Algorithm 11.19 (Elliptic logarithm sieve). The inputs are the coefficients ai of (11.1),
the set S, the basis P1, . . . , Pr and the initial bound M0. The output is the set Σ(S).
(i) Compute the following additional input data.
(a) Determine the equation of an affine Weierstrass model W of E over Z, which is
minimal at all primes in S, together with an isomorphism ϕ over O = Z[1/NS ]
from W to the affine model defined by (11.1).
(b) Compute a suitable rational approximation hˆk of hˆ.
(c) Determine the torsion subgroup E(Q)tor of E(Q), and compute the numbers b
and κ appearing in the collections of sieve parameters from Section 11.8.
(ii) To reduce locally the initial bound M0, apply the archimedean sieve and the non-
archimedean sieve. More precisely, work with the set Σ′(S) formed by the O-points
of W and for each place v in S∗ = S ∪ {∞} do the following:
(a) Find an integer M1(v) ≥ b with the following property: If M
′ = M1(v), M =
M0, κ = κ and σ = |S|+1, then Algorithm 11.5 (ii) outputs only 0 when v =∞
or 0 is the output of Algorithm 11.8 (iii) when v ∈ S. Here first try M1(v) = b.
If this does not work then try a slightly larger number, and so on.
(b) Having found such an M1(v), try to reduce it further by repeating (a) with
different parameters M ′ and M . Let M1(v) be the final reduced bound at v.
(iii) Determine the set Σ′(S) by applying the global sieve from Section 11.8 with M1 =
maxv∈S∗ M1(v). Then output the set ϕ(Σ
′(S)).
Correctness. To prove that this algorithm works correctly, we recall that ϕ is an iso-
morphism of affine Weierstrass models of E over O. This shows that ϕ(Σ′(S)) = Σ(S) and
hence it remains to verify that Σ′(S) is completely determined. Lemma 11.1 gives that
hˆk ≤ hˆ, and any P ∈ Σ
′(S) satisfies hˆ(P ) ≤ M0 since hˆ is invariant under isomorphisms.
Therefore on using that b ≤ M1, we see that the arguments of Proposition 11.15, with
n = 1 and κ = κ, prove that hˆk(P ) ≤M1 for all P ∈ Σ
′(S). It follows that the application
of the global sieve with M1 produces the set Σ
′(S) in step (iii) as desired.
Complexity. We now discuss various aspects which influence the running time in prac-
tice. The computation of the additional input data in step (i) is always very fast. More
precisely, in (a) we use Tate’s algorithm to transform (11.1) into a globally minimal Weier-
strass model of E over Z which then can be used to directly determine a pair (W,ϕ) with
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the desired properties. To construct the quadratic form hˆk in (b) we proceed as described
in Section 11.2; see also Section 11.12 for computational aspects. Finally in (c) the numbers
b and κ can be directly determined and the computation of E(Q)tor is always efficient.
The running time of step (ii) crucially depends on the initial upper boundM0, see the
complexity discussions in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 for details. Here step (a) can take a long
time for hugeM0, while the repetitions in step (b) are then quite fast since at this point we
have already computed the involved elliptic logarithms. Step (ii) usually allows to avoid
the process of testing whether candidates of huge height have S-integral coordinates. This
process is so slow that it is beneficial in (b) to make as many repetitions as required to
obtain a reduced global bound M1 which is as small as possible.
The running time of the application of the global sieve in step (iii) crucially depends
on the cardinality of S and the rank r. For example, as already explained in previous
sections, the rank r has a huge influence on the running time of the refined enumeration
and on the refined sieve. We also recall that the cardinality of S significantly influences
the efficiency of the height-logarithm sieve, which in turn is used in the refined sieve and
the refined enumeration. See also the discussions in Sections 11.8 and 11.9.1.
Bottleneck. In practice the bottleneck of the elliptic logarithm sieve crucially depends
on the situation, in particular on the Mordell–Weil rank r, the cardinality of S and the
size of the initial boundM0. We first suppose that M0 is huge, say M0 is the initial bound
coming from the theory of logarithmic forms (see Section 11.10). If S is empty or when
r ≤ 1, then either the elliptic logarithm sieve is fast or the bottleneck is step (iii). Assume
now that r ≥ 2 and that S is nonempty. If in addition r ≤ 4 then the bottleneck is usually
part (a) of step (ii), in particular when |S| is large. On the other hand, if in addition
r ≥ 5 then the bottleneck is either step (iii) or part (a) of step (ii). If M0 is not that
large then the bottleneck is usually step (iii). For example, in the case when (11.1) is a
Mordell equation, the initial bounds of Proposition 4.3 are strong enough such that either
the elliptic logarithm sieve is fast or the bottleneck is step (iii).
Remark 11.20 (Generalizations). (i) Algorithm 11.19 allows to solve Diophantine equa-
tions which are a priori more general than (11.1). For example, our algorithm can be
applied to find all S-integral solutions with bounded height of any Weierstrass equation
(11.1) of E with coefficients ai in Q. Indeed on multiplying equation (11.1) with the sixth
power u6 of the least common multiple u of the denominators of the ai, one obtains a
Weierstrass equation (11.1)∗ with coefficients a∗i = u
iai in Z and then one checks for each
(x, y) ∈ Σ∗(S) whether u−2x and u−3y are in O. Here Σ∗(S) denotes the set of solutions
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of (11.1)∗ in O × O obtained by applying Algorithm 11.19 with the coefficients a∗i , with
the same initial bound M0 and with the transformed coordinates of the same basis Pi.
(ii) The above Algorithm 11.19 works equally well with any initial bound for the usual
Weil height h or for the infinity norm ‖ · ‖∞. Indeed the explicit inequalities (11.2) and
(11.3) translate any initial bound for h or ‖ · ‖∞ into an initial bound for hˆ.
(iii) We mention that various authors (including Stroeker, Tzanakis and de Weger)
generalized and modified the known elliptic logarithm approach in order to efficiently
solve more general Diophantine equations defining genus one curves. For an overview we
refer to the discussions in Stroeker–Tzanakis [ST03] and Tzanakis [Tza13].
11.9.1 Comparison with the known approach
To discuss the improvements provided by the elliptic logarithm sieve, we now compare
our sieve with the known approach via elliptic logarithms. We recall that the main steps
of the known method are as follows (see for example [PZGH99, Sect 4] or [Tza13]):
(1) As explained in Section 11.1.1, one tries to obtain a reduced bound N1 which is as
small as possible such that any non-exceptional point P ∈ Σ(S) satisfies ‖P‖∞ ≤ N1.
(2) One goes through all points P ∈ E(Q) with ‖P‖∞ ≤ N1 and one tests whether P
lies in fact in Σ(S). In the case S∗ = {∞}, one can apply in addition the known
inequality trick (see Remark 11.12) before one tests whether P lies in Σ(S).
(3) One makes a so-called extra search to find all exceptional points.
Reduction. Steps (i)+(ii) of our elliptic logarithm sieve may be viewed as an analogue
of (1). Here the running times of (1) and (i)+(ii) are essentially equal, since the aspects
in which the two approaches differ are irrelevant for the running time. Indeed in both
approaches the running time is essentially determined by the computations of the involved
elliptic logarithms and these computations are the same in both approaches. On the other
hand, in view of the subsequent enumeration, an important difference is that (1) uses the
inequality λ‖P‖2∞ ≤ hˆ(P ) in order to work with ‖ · ‖∞, while our reduction in (ii) directly
works with hˆ. Geometrically, this means that (1) uses a cube which always contains the
ellipsoids E used in (ii). In fact there exist non-trivial improvements of (1), see Stroeker–
Tzanakis [ST99] which optimizes the Mordell–Weil basis and see Hajdu–Kova´cs [HK09]
which in the case S = ∅ intersects cubes containing E . Our reduction in (ii) is always as
good as these improvements of (1), since we work directly with the ellipsoid E which is
optimal from a geometric point of view. We defineNopt = ⌊(M1/λ)
1/2⌋ with λ coming from
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a Mordell–Weil basis which is optimized in the sense of [ST99]. For instance, the usual
elliptic logarithm reduction can not reduce anymore ([PZGH99, p.400]) the boundN1 = 17
in the example of [PZGH99] involving an optimized Mordell–Weil basis (r = 4). On the
other hand, our reduction in (ii) givesM1 ≤ 61 which implies thatNopt = 12. Furthermore,
in many important situations, the reduction in (ii) is considerably stronger than the known
improvements of (1). For example if r ≥ 2 becomes large then the volume of E becomes
much smaller than the volume of any cube containing E . Hence (ii) is significantly more
efficient when r ≥ 2 is large. In particular, in the generic case we obtain here a running
time improvement by a factor which is exponential in terms of r. Furthermore, in the most
common nontrivial case (where r = 1), we obtain huge running time improvements for
large |S| by using the following trick: The idea is that we do not need to know the involved
v-adic elliptic logarithms (β
(c)
1,v, v ∈ S) appearing in Section 11.4. Indeed on exploiting that
the involved lattice has rank r = 1, one observes that it suffices here to know the orders
(v(α1,v), v ∈ S). These orders can always be efficiently computed in practice.
Enumeration. Step (iii) of our sieve plays the role of (2)+(3). In the following compar-
ison, we denote by t and t∗ the running times of (iii) and (2)+(3) respectively. Comparing
t with t∗ is suitable to illustrate our improvements. Indeed it takes into account that the
running times of (i)+(ii) and (1) are essentially equal and it makes the comparison inde-
pendent of the initial bound. We denote by t2 the running time of our refined enumeration
in Algorithm 11.13 (i) applied with our reduced initial bound b =M1 from (ii). In practice
the running time of (2) always exceeds t2, which means that t
∗ > t2. In fact, in many cases
of interest (e.g. when r, |S| or max|ai| is not small), the time t
∗ is often considerably larger
than t2. To explain the improvements provided by our sieve, we mention four situations
in which the known enumeration (2)+(3) usually becomes very slow:
(S1) Suppose that r is not small and S is nonempty. Then the enumeration in (2) becomes
very slow or even hopeless, since one has to consider (2N1 + 1)
r points of E(Q).
(S2) Assume that r is large and S is empty. Then the enumeration in (2) becomes often
hopeless, since one has to go through (2N1 + 1)
r points of E(Q).
(S3) Suppose that the height max|ai| of (11.1) is large. Then the extra search in (3) has
to test many pairs (x, y) of S-integers whether they satisfy (11.1). Thus (3) becomes
very slow when max|ai| is large, in particular if S is nonempty.
(S4) Suppose that |S| and N1 are both large. Then (2) becomes very slow, since one has
to compute many rational numbers x(P ) of huge height and one has to test whether
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they are S-integral. Here x(P ) is the x-coordinate of some P ∈ E(Q).
To deal with situation (S1) we developed the global sieve which combines our refined
sieve and our refined enumeration. We recall from the discussions in previous sections
that the first steps of the global sieve are essentially a further reduction of M1, while
the subsequent steps of the global sieve are also more efficient than the corresponding
enumerations in (2) and (3). To illustrate our improvements in practice, we consider the
Mordell curve y2 = x3+1358556 of rank r = 6 and three additional examples which shall
be further discussed in Section 11.11.2 below. These three additional examples are given
by Kretschmer’s curve in [Sik95, Ex.3.3] with r = 8, Mestre’s curve in [Sik95, Ex.3.2] with
(conditional) r = 12 and the curve of Fermigier with r = 14. In the following table, the
entries of the first and second row are rounded up and down respectively.
(r, S) (6, S(10)) (6, S(20)) (8, S(10)) (12, S(5)) (14, S(2))
t 3.5m 24m 3.4h 12h 15h
t2 115m 1116m ? ? ?
Nopt 15 21 36 36 16
We point out that here the running times of (2) would be significantly larger than the
listed times t2, since N1 ≥ Nopt and since (2Nopt + 1)
r is huge in each case. In particular
the enumeration (2) would be very slow in the above cases involving r = 6, while the cases
involving r = 8, 12, 14 seem to be completely out of reach for (2).
Furthermore our global sieve leads in addition to a significant improvement in situation
(S2) where r is large and S is empty. To illustrate our improvements in practice, we consider
again Mestre’s curve of rank r = 12, Fermigier’s curve of rank r = 14 and two curves of
Elkies of rank r = 17, 19 respectively. These four curves shall be discussed in more detail
in Section 11.11.2 below. In the case when r = 12, 14, 17, 19, it turned out that t is less
than 2 minutes, 13 minutes, 26 hours, 73 hours respectively and that Nopt = 14, 10, 22, 15
respectively. It seems that all these cases are out of reach for the enumeration (2).
To deal with situation (S3) where max|ai| is large, we constructed the refined covering
in Proposition 11.15. This result allows us to work entirely in the finitely generated abelian
group E(Q) in order to find the exceptional points. We illustrate our improvements in
practice by considering a rather randomly chosen Mordell equation (11.1) of rank r = 1
with a6 = −17817895. This choice is suitable, since the assumption r = 1 is satisfied in the
nontrivial generic case and since our sieve does not exploit special properties of Mordell
equations. Furthermore, if the rank r is large then max|ai| is large and the above table
already contains times t for r ≥ 6. To obtain the lower bounds for t∗ listed in the following
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table, we used the running times of the extra search (3); this search was implemented in
Sage by Cremona, Mardaus and Nagel following the presentation in [PZGH99, p.393].
S S(1) S(2) S(3) S(4) S(5) S(10) S(100)
t 1s 1.1s 1.1s 1.1s 1.2s 1.6s 7s
t∗ 1.3s 34s 15m 12.5h ? ? ?
Here the entries of the first and second row are upper and lower bounds for t and t∗
respectively. We note that t∗ explodes when max|ai| becomes larger. For example, let us
consider the Mordell equation (11.1) of rank r = 1 with a6 = −4211349581402184375. Here
our running times t essentially coincide with the times displayed in the above table, while
the extra search (3) did not terminate within 48 hours in the simplest case S = S(1). We
mention that our improvements in the case of large max|ai| are crucial for the computation
(see Section 4.2.5) of elliptic curves over Q with good reduction outside S. Indeed these
computations usually require to find all S′-integral solutions of many distinct Mordell
equations y2 = x3 + a, with a ∈ Z having huge |a| ≥ 1015 and S′ = S ∪ {2, 3}.
We developed various global constructions to efficiently deal with situation (S4) where
|S| and N1 are large. In particular, for many involved points P ∈ E(Q) our height-
logarithm sieve allows to avoid the slow process of testing whether the coordinates of P
are S-integral. To demonstrate our improvements in practice, we considered the curves
37a1, 389a1, 5077a1 in Cremona’s database with rank r = 1, 2, 3 respectively. They have
minimal conductor among all elliptic curves over Q of rank r = 1, 2, 3 respectively.
(r, S) (1, S(105)) (1, S(2 · 105)) (2, S(104)) (3, S(500))
t 3.4h 9.4h 18d 7.6h
t2 150h? 900h? 58d 85h
Nopt 11263 16015 1467 246
Here the entries of the first row are rounded up. Further, it is reasonable to expect that the
first two entries in the t2 row are larger than 150 hours and 900 hours respectively. Indeed,
it took 192 seconds (resp. 777 seconds) to determine whether the coordinates of the point
11000P (resp. 16015P ) are S(105)-integral (resp. S(2 · 105)-integral), where PZ = E(Q)
and E denotes the rank one curve 37a1 used in the above table. We mention that the
ability of Algorithm 11.19 to solve (11.1) for large sets S was crucial for obtaining data
motivating our conjectures in Section 4.2.7 and in Section 11.11 below.
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11.10 Input data
We continue our notation. The elliptic logarithm sieve requires an initial height bound
for the points in Σ(S) and a Mordell–Weil basis of E(Q). In this section we recall some
results and techniques which allow to compute the required input data in practice.
11.10.1 Mordell–Weil basis
The problem of finding a Mordell–Weil basis of E(Q) is difficult in theory and in practice.
In fact in the case of an arbitrary elliptic curve E over Q there is so far no unconditional
method which allows in principle to determine a Mordell–Weil basis of E(Q). However,
thanks to the work of many authors, it is usually possible to compute such a basis in
practice. In fact it turned out in practice that the methods implemented in Pari, Sage
and Magma are remarkably efficient in computing such a basis, even in the case when the
height max|ai| of (11.1) is large. Furthermore, Cremona’s database contains a Mordell–
Weil basis of E(Q) for each elliptic curve E over Q with conductor at most 350000. Unless
mentioned otherwise, we shall use below these bases of Cremona’s database.
11.10.2 Initial height bounds
Starting with the works of Baker [Bak68a, Bak68b, Bak68c], there is a long tradition of
establishing explicit height bounds for the points in Σ(S) using lower bounds for linear
forms in logarithms. See for example Baker–Wu¨stholz [BW07] for an overview and a
discussion of the state of the art. Furthermore Masser [Mas75] and Wu¨stholz [Wu¨s84]
initiated an approach which provides explicit height bounds for the points in Σ(S) using
lower bounds for linear forms in elliptic logarithms. Here the actual best lower bounds can
be found in the works of David [Dav95] and Hirata-Kohno [HK].
To obtain our results discussed in the next section, we compute two initial height
bounds for the points in Σ(S) and then we take the minimum of these two bounds. More
precisely, the first initial height bound is a direct consequence of the results of Hajdu–
Herendi [HH98] combined with a height comparison in the style of (11.2), see Petho˝–
Zimmer–Gebel–Herrmann [PZGH99, Thm]. Here the results of Hajdu–Herendi ultimately
rely on lower bounds for linear forms in complex and p-adic logarithms. The second initial
height bound depends on the above mentioned lower bounds for linear forms in elliptic
logarithms due to David in the archimedean case and due to21 Hirata-Kohno in the nonar-
21In fact explicit lower bounds for linear forms in two nonarchimedean elliptic logarithms were established
in the work of Re´mond–Urfels [RU96].
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chimedean case. See for example the proof of Tzanakis [Tza13, Thm 11.2.6]; here one has
to take into account that in some cases the normalizations in [Tza13] do not coincide with
our corresponding normalizations used in Sections 11.3 and 11.4. In fact, unless mentioned
otherwise, we obtained all applications in Section 11.11 by using the first height bound.
11.11 Applications
In this section we discuss additional applications of the elliptic logarithm sieve. To obtain
the input data required for the applications of our sieve, we used unless mentioned oth-
erwise the results described in the previous section. We continue the notation introduced
above and for any n ∈ Z≥1 we denote by S(n) the set of the first n rational primes.
11.11.1 Elliptic curves database
For any elliptic curve E over Q of conductor at most 1000, Cremona’s database contains
in particular a minimal Weierstrass equation (11.1) of E. We used Algorithm 11.19 to
compute the S-integral solutions of each of these equations with S = S(20). Moreover, for
any of these minimal equations defining an elliptic curve over Q of conductor at most 100,
we used Algorithm 11.19 to determine its set of S-integral solutions with S = S(104).
11.11.2 Elliptic curves of large rank
In addition, we used the elliptic logarithm sieve (Algorithm 11.19) in order to determine
the set of S-integral solutions of various Weierstrass equations (11.1) for which the involved
Mordell–Weil rank r of E(Q) is relatively large. We now discuss some examples.
Mordell curves. Recall that (11.1) is called a Mordell equation if the coefficients
a1, . . . , a5 are all zero. In Section 4.2.7 we used the elliptic logarithm sieve to find all
S-integral solutions of two (resp. four) Mordell equations with S = S(50) and r = 7
(resp. S = S(40) and r = 8). Instead of using initial bounds coming from the theory of
logarithmic forms, we applied here our optimized height bound in Proposition 4.3 which
is based on the method of Faltings (Arakelov, Parsˇin, Szpiro) [Fal83] combined with the
Shimura–Taniyama conjecture [Wil95, TW95, BCDT01]. Further, we determined here the
required Mordell–Weil bases by using techniques implemented in Pari, Sage and Magma.
Rank eight. Let EKr be the elliptic curve over Q considered in [Sik95, Example 5.3],
with EKr(Q) of rank r = 8 by Kretschmer [Kre86]. Siksek [Sik95] combined his refined
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descent techniques with Cremona’s “mwrank” to find a Mordell–Weil basis of EKr(Q). On
using Siksek’s basis as an input for our sieve, we determined all S-integral solutions of the
minimal Weierstrass equation (11.1) of EKr with S = S(10). This took our sieve less than
35 seconds, 17 hours and 75 hours for S = ∅, S = S(8) and S = S(10) respectively. Here
we notice that our running times for EKr are significantly worse than for the four Mordell
curves of rank r = 8 discussed in Section 4.2.7. The reason is that in the case of EKr we
need to use initial height bounds based on the theory of logarithm forms. These initial
bounds are substantially weaker (see Section 4.2.3) than our optimized height bound in
Proposition 4.3 which is currently only available for Mordell curves.
Rank twelve. Mestre [Mes82] constructed an elliptic curve EMe over Q of analytic
rank 12, together with 12 independent points in EMe(Q) of infinite order. Here again
Siksek [Sik95, Example 5.2] applied his refined descent techniques to find a Mordell–Weil
basis of EMe(Q). On using Siksek’s basis as an input for our sieve, we determined the set of
S-integral solutions of a minimal Weierstrass equation (11.1) of EMe with S = S(7). This
took our sieve less than 2 minutes, 4 days and 16 days for S = ∅, S = S(6) and S = S(7)
respectively. We point out that the completeness of our solution sets are here conditional
on Siksek’s assumption that EMe(Q) has rank r = 12 which he used in his construction
of a basis of EMe(Q). For example, this assumption is satisfied if r is at most the analytic
rank of EMe as predicted by the rank part of the Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture.
Rank at most 28. At the time of writing, we are not aware of an elliptic curve over
Q of rank r ≥ 13 for which an explicit Mordell–Weil basis can be computed explicitly.
If r ≤ 28 and S is empty then the elliptic logarithm sieve would allow to determine
Σ(S) for such large rank elliptic curves E over Q, provided that one knows an explicit
Mordell–Weil basis of E(Q). To demonstrate this feature, we work with independent points
Q1, . . . , Qr generating a rank r subgroup Λ of the free part of E(Q). Dujella lists in
particular such points (see web.math.pmf.unizg.hr/∼duje) for three elliptic curves over Q
of rank r = 14, 17, 19 respectively. Here the curve of rank r = 14 was constructed by
Fermigier, while the other two curves were found by Elkies. We denote by ΣΛ(S) the
intersection of Σ(S) with Λ ⊕ E(Q)tor. On using the basis Q1, . . . , Qr of Λ in the input
of Algorithm 11.19, we determined the set ΣΛ(S). If S is empty then this took less than
13 minutes, 26 hours, 73 hours for r = 14, 17, 19 respectively, and it took less than 18
hours when r = 14 and S = S(2). Now, given a Mordell–Weil basis, one can expect similar
running times of Algorithm 11.19 when computing the full set Σ(S) ⊇ ΣΛ(S). Indeed the
index of Λ in the free part of E(Q) is not that large for these three curves. Finally, we
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consider Elkies’ elliptic curve EEl over Q of rank r ≥ 28. In the case when S is empty, we
applied Algorithm 11.10 with the 28 independent points Qi constructed by Elkies and we
computed the intersection of Σ(S) with (⊕iQiZ)⊕ EEl(Q)tor in less than 75 days.
11.11.3 Conjectures and questions
In this section we generalize our conjectures and questions for Mordell curves (see Sec-
tion 4.2.7) to hyperbolic genus one curves. We then provide some motivation by using our
data and by generalizing our constructions for Mordell curves. See also Section 1.1 which
contains the initial motivation for our conjectures and questions.
We continue our notation. As in Section 11.1.4, we let Y = (X,D) be a hyperbolic
genus one curve over some open subscheme B of Spec(Z) and we denote by r the rank of
the group formed by the Q-points of Pic0(XQ). Now we recall our conjecture.
Conjecture. There are constants cY and cr, depending only on Y and r respectively, such
that any nonempty finite set of rational primes S with T = Spec(Z)− S satisfies
|Y (T )| ≤ cY |S|
cr .
If D is given by a section of X → B, then Y identifies with a closed subscheme of A2B
defined by a Weierstrass equation (11.1). Hence the family S[b] constructed in Section 4.2.7
shows that the exponent cr has to be at least
r
r+2 when Y is a Weierstrass curve.
Question 1. What is the optimal exponent cr in the above conjecture?
Our data strongly indicates that the exponent cr =
r
r+2 is still far from optimal for many
families of sets S of interest, including the family S(n) with n ∈ Z≥1. Further, our data
motivates in addition the following question on the dependence on q = maxS.
Question 2. Are there constants cY and cr, depending only on Y and r respectively, such
that any nonempty finite set of rational primes S with T = Spec(Z)− S satisfies
|Y (T )| ≤ cY (logmaxS)
cr ?
In the case when S = S(n) with n ∈ Z≥2, one can replace here q by n log n without chang-
ing the content of the question. However Question 2 has in general a negative answer when
q is replaced by any power of max(2, |S|). On using again the arguments of Section 4.2.7,
we see that the exponent cr of Question 2 has to be at least r/2 if Y is a Weierstrass
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curve. In light of this we ask whether Question 2 has a positive answer with the exponent
cr = r/2 ?
Our probabilistic model constructed in the discussion surrounding (4.9) predicts that this
question has a positive answer when Y is a Weierstrass curve. To conclude we mention
that additional motivation for our conjecture is given by the theory of logarithmic forms
[BW07], which was applied in [vKb] to obtain new bounds for the number of integral points
on arbitrary hyperbolic genus one curves over any number field. These bounds establish
in particular our Conjecture for certain sets S of interest, including the sets S(n).
11.12 Computational aspects
In this final section we discuss various computational aspects of our algorithms. In partic-
ular we explain the numerical details of constructions used in previous sections.
Interval arithmetic. Most real numbers x cannot be explicitly presented by a com-
puter. Hence we apply standard interval arithmetic which uses lower and upper bounds
for x. This allows us to control numerical errors. In particular, one can detect when the
error explodes and in this case one can restart the computation with higher precision.
Rounding real numbers. We consider a real number x ∈ R. In this paper the symbol
[x] denotes an element of Z with |x − [x]| < 1. There might be two distinct choices for
[x] ∈ Z with the desired property. However, for our purpose any choice will be sufficient. In
the implementation, real numbers x are only stored up to some chosen precision. Suppose
that x is stored with absolute precision m ∈ Z≥1, that is the computer stores x as x
′ ∈ Q
with |x− x′| ≤ 12m . Then we can compute [x] as a closest integer to x
′; there may be two
choices, in which case we pick one. This [x] ∈ Z moreover satisfies |x− [x]| ≤ 12 +
1
2m .
Construction and eigenvalues of hˆk. To discuss the numerical details required for
the construction of hˆk, we continue the notation and terminology of Section 11.2. We recall
that we need to find a suitable k ∈ Z≥1 for which hˆk is close enough to hˆ. To find such a
k, we start with some k such as for example k = 10. We first determine a reasonably good
rational approximation f ∈ Q of 2k/‖hˆij‖. After computing a lower bound for the smallest
eigenvalue λk of hˆk, we can check whether λk > 0 and r <
1
100fλk. If both conditions are
satisfied, then k is suitable. Otherwise we increase k and we repeat the above procedure
as long as required to find a k with the desired properties. Lemma 11.1 implies that this
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procedure terminates; in fact it terminates always very quickly in practice. While the
condition r < 1100fλk is in principle not required for the correctness of our algorithms, it
assures via Lemma 11.1 that hˆk is relatively close to hˆ, which is reasonable in practice.
To explain how we compute a reasonably good lower bound for λk, we recall that the
quadratic form hˆk is given by A/f with A = ([fhˆ]−r ·id) ∈ Z
r×r. First, we apply Newton’s
method to compute a root of the characteristic polynomial of A. Here we start at minus
the Cauchy bound for the largest absolute value of its roots. At each step of Newton’s
method we stay below all eigenvalues. Indeed the characteristic polynomial is a convex
or concave function on the interval (−∞, fλk), since all r eigenvalues of A are real as A
is symmetric. In order to remove numerical issues, we use interval arithmetic. After each
step of Newton’s method, we moreover replace the point by its lower bound. Once this
value is smaller than or equal to the one in the previous step, we terminate. An upper
bound for the largest eigenvalue of A can be obtained in an analogous way.
Choice of δ. To explain our choice of the parameter δ in (11.10), we continue the
notation and terminology of Section 11.3. We choose a, b ∈ Z such that ab is a good lower
approximation ofM/(δ1+δ2)
2, such that ab =M/δ
2 for some positive δ ∈ Q and such that
|a|, |b| are not too large. These are two simultaneous objective functions that we try to
optimize: 1. Making the inequality ab ≤M/(δ1+ δ2)
2 as sharp as possible assures that the
Fincke–Pohst algorithm does not return too many additional candidates. 2. The smaller
|a| and |b|, the smaller are the entries of the quadratic form on which we run the Fincke–
Pohst algorithm. Further, this construction of δ (that is of the integers a, b) allows us to
apply our implementation of the Fincke–Pohst lattice point enumeration which works with
integral quadratic forms. Indeed on multiplying by the (controlled) denominator bf of the
quadratic form q used in the definition of E , one obtains an integral quadratic form.
Lattice point enumeration. To enumerate lattice points in an ellipsoid, we apply the
version (FP) of Fincke–Pohst [FP85] which in turn uses L3 [LLL82]. More precisely, for
any d ∈ Z≥1 the algorithm (FP) takes as the input a basis of a lattice Γ ⊆ Z
d together
with an ellipsoid E ⊂ Rd centered at the origin, and it outputs the intersection Γ ∩ E . In
fact we use here our own implementation of (FP) which is described in Remark 3.11.
Elliptic logarithms. Information on the computation of the elliptic logarithms can be
found in Zagier [Zag87] for real elliptic logarithms and in Petho˝ et al [PZGH99] for p-adic
elliptic logarithms, see also Tzanakis [Tza13]. To compute the elliptic logarithms we use
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Sage which in turn is based on Pari. Our normalizations of the real and p-adic elliptic
logarithm in Sections 11.3 and 11.4 respectively coincide with the normalizations of Pari.
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